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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
BUREAU OF EDUCATION,

Washington, D. C., Akil I, 1919.

SIR: In the Second Report of the Provost Marshal General on the

Operation of the Selective Service System it is shown that 10 per

cent of all the rejections of drafted.men were on account of eye defects.

This does not include a large number of men .with feye defects of a
minor character or with eye defects corrected by glasses who were

classed in the limited service group. Furthermore, it does not

include those men having eye defects, corrected or uncorrected, who

were definitely rejected for other defects before t heir eyes were reached

in the order of examination. The figures, however, die sufficiently
Iltrge tlidemonst rate that visual defect is responsible for a substantial
impairment of man power n ec i time of war, no less than for
the pursuits of peace.

This is merely a confirmation in a dramatic way of the facts that
have been revealed by examination of the eves of millions of school
children in all parts of the civilized world during the past generation.
A conservative interpretation of t he data rev=ealed by these examina-

tions would be t hat approximately 20 per cent of all children in the
schools are in need of corrective treatment for eye defects. Also,

the filet has been demonstrated that there is a progressive increase
of eye defects with grade progress in the schools. It. is clear, therefore,

that the care and protection of the. eyesight of school children is a
school duty and a school problem. It is incumbent upon the schools,

not only to discover defects and disabilities that impede growth and
interfere with schoo.1 progress, but also to n4e the conditions of
siool life and school- practice such as will conserve and promote the
physical and medial fitness of the children.

The following manuscript on the Eyesight of School Children has

been prepared by Mr. J. 11. Berkowitz, In .this he sets forth the

nature and extant of defective vision in school children; the pre-

ventable cattses of defect and deterioration wader control oT the
school: the effective means that have been taken to improve such
conditions and the methods and facilities for remedying the defects.

I. transmit herewith this manuscript and recommend that it be
published as a bulletin of the Bureau of Education.,

Respectfully submitted.

the SECRET7OF TILE INTERIOR.

P. P. CI.AXTON,
Commissioner.

V
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1.1HE EYES161-1I of' (.11-11, CHILDREN.

I. INTRODUCTION.

THE SUBJECT OF DEFECTIVE VISION.

Competent authorities seem to agree as to the causes of eke strain
in school other than congenital defects. Standard works
Oik diseases of the eve are practically unanimous in declaring that

,,myopia results from me protracted and unhygienic use of the eyes
in near work:

Most of the factors tending to cause eye strain exist in the schools.
.11/ong them are imp,oper illumination; glare from windows, from
glazed paper, and from improperly arranged artificial illumination;
improper seating; poyr printing and improper type.

OBJECTS OF THE STUDY.4

This bulletin represents the results of a comprehensive survey
having for its objects the ascertaining of the following:.

(a) The nature and extent of defective vision in school children

as disclose by medical inspection.
(b) The preventable causes within the schools and factors inti-

mately connected with school Jae to which may be attributed eye
strain and the general deterioration of visual capacity, as established

the investigations of different authorities.
(c) Efforts made to correct conditions inimical to eyesight in the

schools and prophylactic measures adopted.
(d) Clinical, facilities for the correction of refractive errors and

available sources for supplying needy children with eye glasses.
(c) .Necessary improvements in facilities and methods in the;e

various fields.
This is not intended, however, as a medical- treatise on eyesight.

The reference9 to the anatomy and physiology f the eye and technical.
phraseology have been reduced to a mininiu The chief consider-
ations were the environmental influences y ich tend to produce
functional disturbaves of the eye and t e y to impair the physical
fitness of the child for school work t later for industrial or pro-

.

Tessional work.
Though the scope of the survey has been wide, every phase of the

problem has been considered with reference to this principh, The
result must be something of practical usefulness to the teacher, the

e.



THE EYESIGHT OF SCHOOL CHILDREN.

principal, the school nurse, school official, and health officer; to those
whe must cooperate in the removal of obstacles and in providing
conditions favorable to the health and happiness of school children.'

SCOPE AND METHOD.

I. EXTENT OP INVESTFGATIONS.

Originally, this survey was mainly an investigation of conditions
in New York City, made for the Bureau of welfare of School Children,
Department of Social Welfare, New York Association for Improving
the Conditiontof the Poor. pecommendations bearing chiefly on the
system of school medical inspection and based on these investigations
were placed before the city authorities with gratifying results.
Subsequently, at the suggestion o.f%tlie United States Commissioner
of Education, the investigations were extended in order to make the
report national in scope. These later investigations have necessarily
been limited. Use has been made of available data on conditions in
England and Wales, thds affording an opportunity for comparing
work here And abroad and at the same time obtaining many con-
structive suggestions for American communities.

Certain phases of these surveys were correlated in the work of the
author with the committee on schoolhouse planning and construc-
tion of the National Education Association, and with reference to
rural school conditions, the committee on health problems in educa-
tion, representing jointly the National Education Assofiation and
the American Medical Association. Some of the facts and conclu-
sions here given ariLthe restas of those activities.

2. T4ATURE OF INVESTIGATIONS.

(a) Intensive surve!rsiwere made in a large number of chrrooms
for the purpose of obtaining authentic data on conditions unfavorable
to eyesight. The subjects thus studied included classroom lighting,
both nattirtll and artificial, structure and arrangement of desks and
seats,, position and condition of blackboards, and the observance
of at least elementary-rules of classroom hygiene.

(6) An inquiry was made into the work, methods, and facilities of
municipal and privately maintained eye clinics and dispenshries
in New York City with special reference to the' refraction Work.
Information was obtained on tO prices charged for eyeglasses by
clinics which make a practice of selling directly to yatients and by
opticians' who work in connection with dispensaries; also, the
available sources for supplying glasses free to needy children applying
at the dispensaries. -

(c) A survey was made, of the rooms set aside for the use of medical
. inspectors in a number of schools of different types and periods of

erection, for the purpose of determining their fitness' for vision tests.
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(d) A limited inquiry was made into, the follow-up work of securing
the necessary attention for children requiring treatment for physical
defects.

(e) An inquiry by means of a questionnaire and correspondence
covering 50 cities in the United States for the purpose of obtaining
more general data on the principal questions studied intensively in
;drew York City. Froth the following- cities complete data were
obtained:

California: Minnesota: New YorkContinued.
Los Angeles. Minneapolis. Troy,

Oakland. St. Paul. Utica.
San Francisco. Missouri? Ohio:

Connecticut: St. Louis. Cincinnati.
Bridgeport. New Illunpshire: Columbus.
IlartUl. Manchester. Payton.
Meriden. New ;Jersey: Toledo. .

Florida: Atlantic City.
Jacksonville. Camden.

Pennsylvania:

Illinois: Ilohoken.
Harrisburg..

Chicago. Newark.
Philadelphia.

Indiana: Orange.
Pittsburgh.

Indianapolis. Trenton. Rhode Island:

Kentucky: New York: Newport.

Louisville. Buffalo. Providence.

Maryland: Binghamton. Vermont:

Baltimore. Jamestown. Burlington.

Massachusetts: Newburgh. Washington:

Boeton. New York. Seattle.

Newton. Poughkeepsie. Wisconsin: Iat,

Michigan: Rochester. / Madison.

Detroit. Syracuse. Milwaukee. -

S. RESEARCH OF LITERATURE.

Standard works on conditions of the eye, on school hygiene, and

the pr dings of various meetings. and conferences in which these
subjetfts were disoussed have been consulted. Other sources used
were the repotts of investigations made by different agencies devoted
to conservation of vision, school reports, special studies, and reports

on school/architooture and illumination. All of these are included
in the appended bibliography,

While not all the works listed in the bib4ognsphy are everywhere available, the standard works on

school hygiene will no doubt be found inmost pult:ic libraries and the librariesof educations' institutions.
For those schet worker's who may wish to obtain a working knowledge of thestnict tireand f anti ions of the

eye, the nature of the various visual defect,, the methods and the technique of eye examination and the
different types of lenses for the correction of detective eyesight, the following concise and bindy pub Ica-

dons are especially recommended: (a) Defective Eyesight: The Principles of Its Relief by Glasses, by D. B.

St. John ROWS, New York, id acmitan ('o., 1899. (b) The series of pamphlets on Conservation of Vision,
published by the American Medical Association, Chicago, Ill. 4These pamphlets are brief, low priced,
and easily obtained, and therefore shoo d commend themse'ves to school-teachers and school numes.j

(e)11 Kites' Not for School Teacher% by C. W. Butt, London; Edward Arno:d, eland 43 Maddox Street,

Bond Street W., 1917 (E. II. Treat & Co.,ail West Twenty-third Street, New York).
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4. CONSULTATIONS.

Throughout these investigations consultations resulting in valuabl.
aid were had with the following:

Dr. Leonard P. Ayres, of the Russell Sage Foundation; Dr. Ward A.
Holden and Dr. William A. Carhart, oculists; Dr. S. Josephine Bakt.r,
director of the bureau of child hygiene, department of health, New
York City; Mr. C. B. J. Snyder, superintendent of school buildings,
department of 'education, New York City; Dr. C. Ward Crampton
(now of Battle Creek, Mich.), director of physical training; Dr. I. II.

'Goldberger, assistant director of educational hygiene, department of
education. Miss C. C. Van Blaroom, secretary of the New York
State and National Committees for Prevention of Blindness, and
subsequently secretary of the Illinois Society for the Prevention of
Blindness, laid the final draft of the survey before a grOup of ocu-
lists who were nterested in the movement for the conservation-of
vision in Chic o. Valuable cooperation in the study of follow-up
methods in schools and of model forms of procedure was rendered
by Mr. George F. Ungar, now deceased.

Upon the completion of the report on New York City it was sub-
mitted to the criticism of a committee of oculists, consisting of
Dr. W. B. Marple (sine deceased), surgeon, New York Eye and Ear
Infirmary; Dr. Edgar S. Thompson, surgeon, Manhattan Eve, "Ear,
and Throat liospital; Dr. Ward A. Holden, professor of clinical
ophthalmology, College of Physicians and Surgeons, chairman of
the committee. This committee reported that it "finds no errors
of statement in the survey, approves the reciommendations offered.
and advises the approval of the recommendations by the bureau of
welfare of school children and the presentation of the survey to .the
commissioner of health for his guidance."

..,

PRIOR INVESTIGAT .

Within recent years a number of efforts have been made to ascer-
tain the status of vision among school children and what the factors
of sehnol hygiene are that are responsible for eye troubles. These
studies and Choir results while presented py different groups have
offered prietically a unanimity of conclusions and recommendations
for the removal of the conditions in school life inimical to the well-
being of pupils. While the list given below includes the more impor-
tiht national and local committees, it. should be stated hero that
the work of the committee on the influence of school books upon
eyesight of the Bsitish Association for the Advancement of Scionce in
formulating standards for the printing.and make-up of school hooks
has been of the greatest importance.

.Investigations in this field have been made by the following
organizatioiis in this country:
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Subcommittee on Myopia in School Children of the Public Health Committee of
he New York Academy of Medicine.

Subcommittee on Hygiene of the Eye of the Special Committee lin Hygiene of the
Department of Education. New York City.

Committee on Children's Welfare of the Association of 'Women Principals (New
York City).

The New York State Committee for t le Prevention of Blindness.
Committee on Conservation of Vision of the American Medical Association.
Committee on the Standardization of School Books. etc.. .\ nieriesu School hygiene

ssociation.
committee on Safeguarding the Eyes of School Children ..f the Illuminating En-

eineering Society.
Committee on Myopia in School Children of the Advisory Council of the New York

City Health Department.

II. THE PROBLEM OF DEFECTIVE VISION.

The intimate relationship 'between defects of eyesight in school
children and school life has been emphasized by many writers.
Some of the earliest investigations disclosed facts which have been
confirmed by the results of various later investigators. Perhaps the
first to take up the problem and apply to it an intensive method of
study, was Dr. Jager, who in 1861 pointed out to the German author-
ities that myopia is a progrE;ssive defect in school children and that
school conditions tend to aggravate it. The studies of Dr. Cohn,
of Breslau; and Dr. Gartner, of Tubingen, made soon after Jager's,
pointed in the same direction. The earliest American studies were
Made by Dr. Risley, of Philadelphia, and Drs. Loring. and Derby,
of New York. There have been other studies both here and abroad,
but the works of the specialists above referred to have become
classics on the subject and references to them ,are found wherever the
eyesight of school children is considered.

THE CAUSES AND CHARACTER OF VISUAL DEFECTS IN SCHOOL
CHILDREN.

-,>Reft.active errors usually found in school children are hyper-
metropia, myopia, and compound myopic astigmatism. By far,
the commonest condition in the early years is hypermetfopia.
Myopic conditions are seldom found in school entrants but develop
with the advance in school grade so that myopia preponderates
among the children in the higher grades or class. es.

For convenience of lay readers, the three terms glikern.11y used in
describing these refractive errors should here be defined. The fol-
lowing, indicating briefly the commonest symptoms with the avoid-
ance .of technical terms, are taken from Dr. Hutt% little book,
already referred to: N.

In cases of hypermetropia (long sight), the condition in which the eyeballs are too
short from before backwards, the child can often see distant objects well, but has
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difficulty in reading. sewing, etc., after using the eyes continually for some time.
The type become blurred, and the letters run together; the eyeballs achet and head-
ache is felt, usually over the eyebrows.

These symptoms constitute eye strain, and are chiefly due to overaction 01 the
ciliary muscle, a small muscle situated inside the eyeball; by its action the position
and shape of the lens are altered so as to allow objects at different distances to he
focussed on the retina at the back of the eye. This power of altering the focus of I be
eye is called "accommodation."

In high degrees of hypermetropia the child holds the book close to fhe eye.
In cases of myopia (short sight), the condition in which the eyeballs are too long

from before backwards, the children can not see the blackboard when seated at the
back of the class, or tell the time by the clock when placed at the other side of the
room*, they hold books near their eyes and stoop over their work; after orkim: by
artificial light the eyes become tired.

In cases of astigmatism the eyeball is, curved unequally in different directions.
Both hypermetropic and myopic astigmatism occur.

With hypermetropic astigmatism, the commoner form, eye strain is more often
associated than with any other abnormality of the shape of the eye.

Children with myopic astigmatism chiefly complain of inability to see distant
objeets.

Perhaps the most emphatic dictum on the subject has come from
the British Association for the Advancement of Science, whi,;11 in
1911 designated a committee for the study of the influence of school
books upon eyesight. A subcommittee of oculists made the study
of the physiological andpathoJogical phases of the problem. the
results of which were given in the report of the committee issued
two years later. This oculist. subcommittee makes the following
statement in its report :

Myopia, or short sight, commonly depends on undue elongation of the eyeball. It
is never, or hardly ever, present at birth. It is rare at five years of age. It casually
begins during school life, and increases more or less from year to year during tire peri,,d
of growth. It sometimes continues to increase after growth is completed. It is not
necessarily, or always, associated with over-use of the eyes, either in school or else-
where, for we see it arise after illness, we meet with it in illiterates, and we know that
the predisposition to it is strongly hereditary. But it is everywhere most frequent
among the most studious, and Orrt is a mass of evidence to show that it depends very
largely, both in its origin and in its progress, on overuse of the eyes in near work

Dr. F. Park Lewis, in a paper on Sight Saving and Brain Building,
delivered before the Fourth International Congress on School
Hygiene, at Buffalo,1913, stated:

It is an accepted fact, recognized by ophthalmologists ever) -here that changes
occur in the eyes of children during the period of their school li , of which the most
prominent symptom is a steadily progressive development of nearsight. As definitely
formulated by the late.Prof. Dufour:

(1) In all schools the number of short-sighted pupils increases from class to class.
(2) The average degree of short-sightedness increases from class to class.
(3) The number of short-sighted pUpils increases with the increase in the 'school

demands.
This conditiqn is not dependent upon constitutional weakness It frequently

appears In those who enjoy most fagged health. Neither is it due to bad sanitary
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conditions. It is not found more commonly among the poor than among the children
of the rich, nor more frequently among the unclean and poorly nourished than among
those whose every want is most abundantly supplied.

It is not, as has been assumed, merely an abnormal phase of development which
is foituitous in its manifestations, nor will a given proportion of all school children
of necessity become near-sighted under any circumstances. It is not due in any
large degree in its inception at least, to conditions external to the child, because
among these living and working at the same tasks and with like environment some
will acquire nearsight while others will escape.

It is, on the other hand, a logical sequence of condition which may be recognized
and controlled. Its beginnings are, primarily at least, due to congenital astigmatism
and the consequent strain upon the accommodation of the eye in the effort to see.
Its development is still further encouraged by the hours of constant daily application
in reading and writing at that period in life when the tissues are plastic and easily
molded.

Dr. S. Di, Risley makes the following observat ions on good vision.
as a factor of school progrt-ss:

The signal importance of good and comfortable vision as a factor in the educational
progress of a child is not always appreciated by either parent or teacher. Until
within comparatively recent years the child, having readied the conventionally
accepted school age, was entered at school without inquiry as to the fitness of the eyes
to withstand the exacting and steadily increasing demands of the educational process.
Formerly this neglect was due to ignorance of any need for such inquiry. Cligren
are not prone to complain of their discomforts..

If the strain of near work in the schoolroom resulted in a periodically blurred page,
smarting and burning eyes or pain in the eyes or head, how' was the child to know
that this was not the common experience of his fellows? Therefore, why should
lie complain? This had always been his experience in the schoolroom and was
therefore accepted as a part of the enforced confinement and other disagreeable
features of his school life. Any assigned task which can be performed only at the
expense of physical discomfort or actual pain is eith4 neglected or imperfectly

executed. In the schoolroom this means illy prepared lessons and had marks. In
a word, his school progress is hampered. lle suffers, in addition to the pain pro-
duced by his work the mortification of falling behind his class, loses courage, and is
unhappy. The baneful influence of such an experience over the development of
character in the growing boy or girl is obvious.

The chief medical officer of England also says that
the great majority of children enter the schools with normal vision, but owing in
large measure to the defective conditions under which instruction is giyen, that
number is seriously diminished in thecourse of a few years. School medical officers
frequently refer to two of the causes, that of imperfect lighting of the schoolroom and
the near distance work of the children in reading, sewing, and handwork.

The report of Dr. Hamer, medical officer for London, by differen-
tiating between boys and girls and between "intermediate" and
"leavers," clearly indicates a marked increase in defective vision'
during the children's school life. The higher percentage of defects'
among girls indicates the damaging effects of dose work, such as
sewing, to which they are subjected more than Cho boys.

w.
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Intermediate. Leavers.

rutai.

Urgent en I
speehil.

Boys. Girls. Boys. Girls. Boys. :

Number examined 42,963 42,811 43,301 43.682 172,759 1s, 134 21 241
Vision test, 6/12 or worse, right or left eye:

Number x,394 8,741 9,317 10,10.5 f 36,5;7 ! 1,104 1.437
Per cent 20.2 21.0. 21.6 23.3: 21.5

Cases noted as requiring mit ment :
-6,815Number 5,057 5,253 6,400 23534 950 1, 1!9

Per cent 12.2 12.6 14. X 13. 7 I 13.9

Dr. Hamer comments as follows on these figures:
A high percentage of children inspected failed to reach the normal acuity of vision:

20.2 per cent of the boys and 21 per cent of the girls in the intermediate age group
and 21.8 per cent of the boys and 23.3 per cent of the girls in the leaver group are re-
turned as having relatively severe and uncorrected visual defect. On the other hand,
the percentages reaching.normal visual acuity increased from 40.6 in boys and 36 in
girls at the intermediate age to 54.4 in boys and -18.4 in girls at the leaver group.
Attention must again be drawn to the constant excess of visual defects amongst girls
which never fails to be brought out in the results of medical inspection and appears
to constitute a conclusive demonstration that close application to fine work is a
potent means of producing defect in childhood.

DEFECTIVE VISION AND SCHOOL PROGRESS.

What possible relation is there between defective vision and school
progress ? Does it cause retardation ? Although in general terms
students of the school health problem agree that physical defects of
various kinds are responsible for a certain amount of retardation,
available statistics do not always bear this, out quite convincingly.
The passing references to this phase of the question in the quotations
given in the first part of this monograph are logical but unsupported
Frany statistics or illustrative Tases. The data necessary to estab-
lish this relation between/physical defects and school progress in
such a way as to removY any doubts will have to he much more
extensive than at present recorded and the matter will have to be
handled iu all its complex 'ramifications. However, some sugges-
tive and at the same time curious facts have been brought out by
the investigations of Dr. Walter S. Cornell, chief medical officer of
the public schools of Philadelphia;' by Dr. S. W. Newmayer, also
of Philadelphia; James E. Bryant, school superintendent, Camden,
N. J.; and Dr. Leonard P. Apes, of the Russell Sage Foundation.
New York, On the whole, the results of these investigators bear
out two facts:

(a) -It is indisputable that children suffering from physical defects
generally constitute a larger percentage of those retarded or below-
grade groups than the children who are physically ,normal.

Health and Medical Inspection of School Childrn, by Walter S. Cornell, H. D.
Laggards in Our Schools. A Study of Retardation and Elimination in City School Sys toils, by Gulick

and Ayres. Now York, Survey Atm:elates, 1913.
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(b) Defective vision does not appear to as great an extent as other
physical defects in the retarded children: but, on the contrary, in
some groups a larger percentage of defecitive vision exists in the
bright than in the (lull children.

Among 10,130 schoolfchildren examined for vision in Camden of
whom 8,110 were normal-age children, that is, within their proper
school grades, and 2,020 retarded children, 27.1 per cent of the first
and 28.9 per cent of the latter had defective vision. The difference
between these percentages may not, however, be sufficient to sustain
the proposition that defective vision is a cause of retardation. Curi-
ously enough, the same proportion of vision defects in the tivo groups
of normal and retarded, or bright and (lull, fhildren was found in the
examination of 3,587 school children in the investigations made #n
the Philadelphia schools by Dr. Newmayer. There the percentage
of defective vision among the bright children was 10 per cent while
among the dull .children it was 12 per cent. The, classification used
by Dr. Newmayer was exempt" and nonexempt." The berms
signify those children who were so proficient in their school work that
they were "exempt" from examination and advanced to higher
grades, and those whose work was unsatisfactory and therefore

nonexempt."
In a more detailed examination of the physical and mental records

of 3,304 children in New York City schools, Dr. Ayres established
three different groups, i. a., dull, normal, and.bright. The data on
these children wore tabulated by grades and defects found among
the children of each grade. Taking all defects together, it fouild
that the percentage of children suffering from some sort of defect
(in many cases more than one defect) was 75 per cent 'among the
dull, 73 per cent among the normal, and.68 per cent among the bright.
Defective vision in these three groups existed as follows: Among
the dull, 24 per cent; the normal, 35 pet cent; the bright, 2,9 per cent.
The result arrived at in this investigation, it will be noted, sustains
the view of the British oculists' committee, that myopia ."is every-
where most frequent among the most studious." Dr. Ayres's cora-
ment is:

A computation of the individual ages of the dull and bright pupils in the groups
here studied shows that the dull ones are older than the bright ones. Nevertheless
they have better eyesight. The explanation may be that we are here dealing with
extreme cases. The pupils here designated as bright are very young, indeed, for their
grades and in all probability include a number who have injured their eyes through
undue use and strain.

Authorities already quoted in this study have established the hat
that defective vision is progressive, and is therefore found to a large
extent among the older children in the schools.

AsoosP 20-2
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In order to establish ( onclusively the (lam( ter of increase in de-
fective vision from class to class and its effect upon scholarship, it is
necessary to have the continuous recordsphysical and class work
of a large number of individual cases, e. g., 5,000 or 10,000 pupils
entering the first grade, these pupils to be examined and recorded
periodically to determine what changes take place.

Such a study would well he worth the effort. It.-involves, in
addition to the main problem under consideration. the question of
economy in school time and expenditures (the added ( ost of edu sting
';repeaters 1, and the result should detcrmine, among other things,
whether or not um orre( ted defective vision is one of the causes foi
children leaving school before graduation.

EXTENT OF DEFECTIVE VISION AMONG SCHOOL CHILDREN. .

For convenience and speaking generally of the extent of defective
vision among school children, it may be said that 25 per rent would
ho an accurate representation. This would' mean, of course, speak-
ing in avertiges, since there are striking differences in the percentages
reported by examiners in different localities. These differences do
not always represent the differences in local cOndititms, but more often
the variations in methods of testing, degree of efficiency, and adequate
organization of the Work of medical inspection in the s( hoofs. Thus
the average percentage of children with defective vision found among
those examined by the medical inspectors of Now York City schools
from 1909 to 1915 was 10.5 per cent, while the figures for Boston
show mum of.12.85 per cent for the year of 1916 and a ncaximum
of 3 0 per cent for 1907, the average for 10 years being 1S.06 per

. On the other hand, the report of the medical officer for Lan-
d n shot,,s a minimum of 20.2 per cent. As against this, we have the
report of 64 school areas in England and Wales, showing an average
of only 10.5 per cent.. All of these figures deserve careful analysi,4.

Extent of defective vision among school children in New York City, 1909-1918. '

Year. Children
examined.

221,081
266,426
2.30,243

Number of
cases of

defective
Alston.

30,408
.29,634
24,614

Per
cent.

13.3
11.1

1902
1910
19U
1912 287,469 21,078 7.4
1913 330,179 22,629 .4'
1914 308,595 27,234 8.9
1916. . 176,510 25,531 14.4
1916 276,611 27,760 .10
1917 328,190 33,361 +.10
19111 (6 micpU2s) 175,253 17,888 +.00

13Opeetrat Division of Child Hygiene, Department of health, New 1 or*
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Vision tests made and percentage of defectives found in Boston public schools, 1907-1916.

Vert.
Pupils ; Pyuggs

te,sits,dor
vision. vision.

Per cent
ol defeo-

tive
vision.

1907 /0,909 211,435 31.50
1,308 82,255 I 19,773 2r 97

t:4: 954 Ill!, 208 22. 70P441
1910 20.58
1911' 84,747 I 12, 845 15. 15
1912 /0,975 12,488 15.10

87,493 I 12, 581 14.37

'9.11;1 I
12.36I"14
12.08

1916 92, 552 , 11,899 12.86

Dr. William M. Carhart. cculistin the Now York City school
clinic's, has compiled some striking data on the respective pereentages.
of the several types of refractive errors found in 1,000 school chil-
dren from 5 to 18 years of age. An interesting table, based on the
same cases, presents the percentage for each type-of defect found in
three age groups. These children were from village schools, coming
from a,populttion largely American horn and are, therefore, valuable
as an index of conditions among the native element, whereas the
statistics on the large cities represent oonditions among mixed racial
and national stocks.

sr
Percentages r,f rifrarl i re error ijl 1,000 school children, oyes .5-18 years.

Percentage.

Emmetropia 13.9
llypermetropia 36.2
Compound hypermet ropie astigmatan 4970
Myopia 1.4
Compound myopic astigmatism 3.5
Mixed astigmatism 1.0

l'ercent>friges of same 1,000 children.

Slog
yeah.

9 to 12
years.

13 to 18
yam.

Emmetropia 10.00 16 43 14.33
II ypertnetropia 53. 48 37.27 2'2. 87
Compound hypermetropic astigmatism 33.48 40.06 5x55
Myopia 87 1.85 1.. 17
Compound myopic astigmatism 1.74 3.01 5.26
Mixed astigmatism 43 1.39

In the second table, it will be noticed, as Dr. Carliart points out,
that the-
immature hypermetropic eye decreases rapidly in percentage as the child develops,
being 53.48 per cent at 5 to 8 years of age and only 22.81 per cent at 13 to 18 years. The
strees and strain of school life, causing an increased distortion of the eyeball through
irregular yielding of its structure, is shown in the increase of astigmatism, hyper-
metropic,. mixed, and myopic in nearly equal degree; and myopia itself without
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astigmatism is found more prevalent in the middle years of school life-for the same
reasons, although children with much myopia and consequent'excetrively impainsi
vision,by dropping out of school in the grammar grades, tit 11/3p the percentage of high-
school myopia to be less than in the middle years of school life. Theincreaseof mint-
tropia demonstrates the physiologiAlefigthenijig of the eyeball as the child matures
and is again greatest in the middle sections of to table " * *.

' The comparison of those two sets of statistics quite ''early demonstrates that many
of these refractive errors tire increased in degree where present and' hen absent can
be caused directly by the stress and strain of the use of the eyes in school.

The following table summarizes the findings of English school
medical officers for 1916 respecting vision and squint in 64 areas. The
areas were taken at haphazard and include 12 counties, 14 county
boroughs. 29 municipal boroughs, and turban districts:

Areas.

.t.oile groups. Specie s."
. ... _

bee of
Number Number

; requiring requiring
children Number to be kept Number to he kept

exanuned. referred under oh- referred. under ole
Ifor servat ion for servat ion

treatment. I but not 'treatment buil not
referrqd for referred (or

1 treatment. treatment.

Counties N,14511 5,310 1,705 I 1,3.54 643County boroughs tM1, 354 4,545 1,206 1,755 173Municipal boroughs 41,140 2,1472 1,163 I 224Urban districts 15,271 1,175 21.10 253 34

Total 212,546 13,475 4,387 3,646 457

These figures yield a- total percentage of 10.5 of children who are
suffering from defective vision or squint which needs supervision or
treatment. This percentage figure does not include children whose
vision is defective, but which was at the time of examination corrected
by glasses, now after nearly 10 years a very large number.

RURAL CONDITIONS.

No real purpose wil: be served by drawing comparisons between the
health conditions of country children anetity children.. It surely
will not do to base such comparisons upon the available statistics.
Until a well-formed method of examination and recording of physical
defects is applied in a considerable number of school districts, both
rural and urban, it would be futile to expect the results of 'examina-
tions made by physicians, nurses, and teachers to prove that defective
vision besides other physical defects is more prevalent among rural
school children than among city children or the opposite. Suffice it
to say that the reports on rural children all indicate a very high per-
centage of defective vision. It is also a matter oftommon knowledge
that the country school, "the little red schoolhouse," built upon the
principle that what was good enough for the father is good enough for
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the son, is notoriously lacking in the essentials of hygienic construc-
tion and equipment. There are not many rural school districts in the
United States where the application of the fundamental principles of
conservation of vision may be found. It is, therefore, not at all sur-
prising to find a very high percentage of defective vision reported
from rural sections.'

In Pennsylvania, where rural school and medical inspections have
been made extensively during.several years past, 17.9 per cent. defec-
tive vision has been found among-469,199 rural school children exam-
ined. It is also interesting to note that the number of children with
defects in both eyes was twice as !Urge as the total of children with
either right eye or left eye defects.'

Of 1,625 pupils examined in the schools of Orange County, Va.,
26.6 per cent were found with defective vision, of whom 5.1. per cent
were very serious.

Of 742 children in the rural schools of Bannock County, Idaho,
29.9 per cent had defective vision. The school nurse of Grand Forks
County, N. Dak., reports 25 per cent defective vision among 824
pupils examined.

Attention is directed to the outstanding fact in the foregoing figures
that the smaller the number .of children examined, the larger the
percentage of defects reported, leading to the inference that stricter
and more careful tes,g) were applied where fewer children were con-
cerned. This is further illustrated, if not proved, by the report of
the North Dakota nurse, above quoted, on one typical rural school
in which 8 out of 22 pupils, or over 30 per cent had defective vision.
A similar illustration is furnished by the report on a rural school
made to the Indiana State board of health. In this 'instance 7 out
of 27 pupils, or approximately 25 per cent, had defective vision.

. Although conditions in these individual schools do not prove the
general rule, they are by no means isolated cases. Judging from
the reports of health officers and rural-school ag'ents in different parts
of fhb United States, they probably are fairly typical.

III. ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS UNFAVORABLE TO
EYESIGHT.

The gvironmental Conditions and influences which are unfavor-
able to the eyesight of school children may be -divided into those
within the, school and those outside of school. Such detrimental
factors as poor lighting and unhealthful working conditions are found

A000rding to the second report of tl)e Pro(ost Randal General (1919) the rejections for eye defeats owe:
City, 10.9 per cent; country, 0 per cent, p. 419.

Report of the State Commissioner of Health on Fourth Class Districts, Pennsylvania, School Year,
1914-15.
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in the home as well as in the school. A dangerous factor hiS come
into prominence during recent years which relates to the child's
eyesight both in conjunction with t5e. school work and his home
influence. This -is the cinematograph or the "movies." The fac-
tors within the schoolroom, which may have an unfavorable effect
on eyesight. if proper standards are not maintained, may he summa-
rized as follows: Natural and artificial light, interior colors, desks
and seats, blackboards, books, maps and other paraphernalia, and
classroom procedure.

'CLASSROOM LIGHTING.

In the field of prevention of eye strain equal impqrtance attaches
to the work of c school architect, the school hygienist, the teacher,
and the oculist. he primary requirements, for proper light condi-
tions in the classroo i apply to planning and construction of schools.
The subject of natural and artificial illumination for schools has been
treated within recent years more or less intensively by representaz
Lives, both individual and in group, of the forementioned profmsioni.
Fundamentally, there is almost perfect agreement_upon the factors
relating to light which are inimicalto the eyesighi of school children.
References to these conditions are found in the wore of the special-
ists and the official reports already quoted. i,

Broadly speaking, the principal elements to be considered with
relation to light are:. (a) Natural light, dimensions of classroom,
orientation of windows, proportion of window area to floor area of
classroom, proportion of height of windows from floor to width of
classroom, window shades, proximity of windows to walls of ad-
joining buildings. (b) Artificial lighting, Wtether by means of gas
dr electritity, while heretofore provided mainly to meet the emergency
of cloudy days, is now much more needed because of the wider use
made of the schools at night. Of the three systems of artificial
lighting now generally employed, direct, semi-indirect and indirect,
the, semi-indirect is considered the most satisfactory for schoolroom
lighting. By this system the source of light is diffused through an
opaque 'glass bowl to the working *plane and some of it is 'reflected
either by a reflector or by the ceiling.

Requirements. Without going into details as to the individual
elements bearing on school lighting above enumerated, this having
been done repeatedly in a large numbei of recent Publications, it
may be well to state briefly the major requirements for classroom
lighting. Details of construction, such questions- 'as orientation,
which must necessarily be modified to meet geographic conditions,
are omitted.. The- four cardinal requirements are:

(1) The-ratio of glass. area to floor area depends somewhat upon
'climatic condition. in northern zones, where there is a good deal of
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cloudy weather, the glass area should be not less than one-fourth of
the floor area. In southern zones, especially in the southwest of the
t7nitlid States, the ratio may be reduced to one-fifth and in some
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Fro. 1. VISION AND CLASSROOM LIGHTING.

Orsph prepared by Dr. Oertrude valley, chief medical inspector, South Australia, indicating relative
,extent of defective vision In well and badly lighted rooms, respectively.

cases even to one-sixth. However, it is much easier to exclude
excessive light than it is to increase a deficiency of light.

(2) Windows should be placed on one side of the classroom so.
that the light will:fall upon the writing surface

some
the desk from the

left side of the pupil. There are probably Comer.conditions under
which overhead lighting and bilateral lighting are both. practicable
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and preferable, but this method of unilateral lighting is genefally
accepted as the best practical solution of this problem.

(3) Tht're should be'uniform light distribution, both natural and
artificial; that, is to say, all parts of the classroom should be equally
well lighted, so that desks farthest away frpm the windows should
receive adequate light.

(4) Qlare from any source or cause must be avoided. It is well
established that too great a brightness on working surfaces is as ruin-
tytui-to the eyes as insufficient brighttoess. Excessive light produces

Given a classroom with lighting of the proper intensity, it
necessary to guard against glareywhich might be caused by

politifoil surfaces. Desk tops, glossy blackboards, pictures, partic-
ulaify those framed under glass, charts and maps hung about the
classroom, all are glare-produciv surfaces and require proper ad-
justment anti utilization with refeYence to the sources of light.

Interior colors.The colors of classroom walls, ceiling's, woodwork
and Nood, trimmings, and furniture play an important part in the
lighting problem. Dark tints absorb light.and glossy surfaces, such
as are produced by ordinary oil paints on walls and varnishes on
woodwork, produce glare, and have- an injurious effect. Classrooms
with' an Unusually good exposure and very bright light should be
finished with rslightlAlaAer tints than classrooms haliing ozdinardy
goo' light: On the other hand, .0aasrooms located on inside parts of
the building and not too well supplied with light should be finished in
the lightest possible tints obtainable without resulting in glare.
Combinatians of tan green, and gray are now generally favored.
Various tones of these colors may be used and nOnlight-absorbing
tint obtailbed. Whichever color is used, the best practice is to
employ two or three tones, e. g., lower part of walls to height of
3 Oi 4 feet, in a dark tan; the upper part of the wall to within 2 or
3 feet of the ceiling, light tan; the rest of the wall, together with
the ceiling, in a faintoshade of oreim color. A similar gradation of
tints may be worked out with green, except as regards the ceiling,
which should, under all conditions, be very pale cream, and eply in
rooms where the lighting is not quite adequate ought it to be white.
A combination of dull green and a pale mixture of green and gray
may also be used satisfactorily, with the lighter shade, of course; on
the upper portion, of the walls.

Woodwork and furniture having glossy surfaces, produced generally
by-being varnished, are a distracting element. Such stulatei cause
reflections and will minimize the value of the best lighting system.
All woodwork should, therefore, be finished to a dull surface regard-
less of the color.

Window shades. Window shades play a highly important part in
the adjustment alight in-classrooms. The primary function of a
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ONE..CAUSE 0( DEFECTIVE VISION IN SCHO CHILDREN.

Faulty classroom arrangements In which children face window. Incalculable harm Is thus
produced by the Intense glare of sunlight.

164
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.
A CAUSE OF DEFECTIVE VISION.

Showing the same room with the sunlight only slightly obscured.
16-2
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A. THE SCHOOL'S CONSIDERAT.E NEIGHBOR.
In congested sections of large cities- where schools are huddled close with tall buildings, awhite painted wall is an aid to the lighting of classrooms facing It. Note the differencebetween the two bbildings.

B. A ONEROOM SCHOOL.
The garish design of the wall paper and the blackboard placed between two windows Indicate

lack of familiarity With the elements of school hygiene, although Intelligent management
Is Indicated by the lunch service and the well framed pictures.

16-3
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A. STRONG GLARE CAUSES EYESTRAIN,

Clrissroom windows should be fitted with proper shades which can be easily adjusted to thLt et t
excessive and direct lint.

ri

B. MAKING FOR INDUSTRIAL UNFITNESS.

Permitting children to do their work 'while facing a window is criminal neglect.
1 6-4
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window shade when drawn is to exclude excessive light and glare.
The utmost-care, selection of color, and judicious use of Window
shades is necessary. l'oln or cracked shades are a menace in that
when pulled down sharptrays of light penetrate into the room with
much more intensity than when diffused though the unobstructed
window. To 'he of the fullest service, it is necessary for a window

.'shade to comply with these two major requirements: .

(1) The color should be of a light buff tint or even white (depending
on orientation of windows on which they are hung), so that they will
permit sufficient'light to penetrate into the room on a bright day
without admitting glare.

(2) The shade should be so adjusted and fitted to the windowifaii to
permit its being drawn either up or dowil to such a position as to Over
no more of the window area than is necessary for shutting out exces-
sive light. The' only entirely satisfaiky device is the adjustable
fixture whereby any desired part of the window can be covered.

Artificial light.In the large cities the problem of artificiarlighting
has received and continues to receive earnest attention on the part of
school architects, illuminating engineers, and school authorities in
general. All, the most improved systems of artificial lighting are of
comparatively recent origin and experiments for further improve-
ments are in progress; Although great, strides have been made in
wor ng out certain standard requirements for artificial illumination,T
ther are many details upon which the best known experts in the field
disagree*., It would be futile, therefore, to recommend here any set
of standards. It may be said, however, that the semi-indirect system
of lighting should be introduced inte every school. School authori-
ties should never fail to consult, or insist that the school architect
consult with an illuminating engineer. Following is the table of
minimum artificial light intensity. prepared by the Illuminating
Engineering Society.' .

Detrirabk and minimum alumina/ion.

ArtiligaspitringFoot-

square footlair sat ra
work.

minim

o.to

Ordinary
Margie&

storage splice-, to- 1.0
Stairways, corridors 0.6 1.V- 2.5

VIIITILSIUMB 1.0 2.0.. 6:0
Rough shop work

11. 11
1.0 ,4..0

Auditoriums, assembly rooms 2.6- 4.0
Class moms, study rooms. libraries, laboratories, blackboards 3. 0 3.6- &I)
Fine shopwork 3. 6 4.0- & 0
Sewing, drafting rooms. 5.0 6.0 -14.0

Code of Lighting School Buildings, p. 5, Illuminating Nngintering Bonny, 29 West Thirty-ninth Street,
New York City.

I Intensity of Illumination Is only one of the factors on which good seeing depends: equally Important
is distribution of the light.
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Exception may be taken to some parts of this table by students of
the problem, but it is sufficienpy in agreement with the views of most
American and English authorities to serve as a guide.

,Improved lighting, conforming to the best-known standards, may
now be found in all large cities, particularly in buildings of recent
erection. In many small towns, too, the best known standards of
light provision have been observed in the construction of new school-
houses. To discuss any special features of this work in any number
of cities would require too much space. It may be sufficient, there-
fore, for the present purpose to refer briefly to some experiments
made in New York City where the problem had to be solved for 41

larger number of schools than in any other city and where new school
buildings are built every year. For the most part the lighting fix-
tures in the New York schools, excepting in those of the latest con-
struction, consist of five overhead clusters in each classroom, each
cluster having four 50-watt incandescent lamps, placed at a height
of about 7 feet from the floor; each cluster is fitted on a combination
fixture having two brackets for gas lighting. When this system of
lighting was found to be inadequate, the Department of Education
carried out a number of experiments for the purpose of improving
classroom lighting. The result was the adoption of a standard
arrangement which is installed in all new and remodeled buildings.
The conclusions are best summarized by the report of the chief of the
electrical bureau of the Department of Education:

From our tests we arrived at the conclusion that nine units placed in symmetrical
location were best for our purpose. Fixtures, consisting of a stein supporting seep
bowl, dense opal reflector with depolished inner or reflecting surface, and 100-watt
bowl, frosted, metallized filament lamp, the bottom of which comes to a point 9 feet
above the floor, were so arranged that the greater amount of light came from a point a

little to the left and forward of the students' desks. In that way whatever shadow was
created was delivered in a direction such as to be received under the pupil's hand in
writing, there being an absence of shadow forward of the pencil which would tend to
confuse. The average illumination obtained at the time of the tests with new equip.
ment was 3.20.

Owing to the nature of the glassware and the' bowl-frosted lamps employed, together
with' the height of such units above the plane of illumination, the glare factor formerly
so conspicuous has been reduced almost to a minimum. As it has bee stated, the aver-
age foot-candle intensity obtained from this nine-outlet arrangemAnt, when all the
equipment was new and clean was 3.20. After this type of equipment had been in
use about one year, the original lamps still being used, the equipment was again tested,
showing a depreciation of about 42 per cent. Similar tests were conducted in other
rooms similarly equipped where the depreciation ran about 20 per cent, which may be
considered as more nearly what we would get in average practice.

Maintenance.Maintenance should be given constant attention on
the part of school officials. Electric lamps necessarily become
dimnwalmafter a certain period of use and should be replaced. Too
often one will find, particularly in larger schools, a considirable propor-
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tion of electric bulbs that have burned out and have not been replaced,
thus reducing the normal amount of light required in the classrooms.
Dusty domes, globes, and reflectors, as well as electric lamps, also
reduce the amount of illumination. Frequent cleaning of , -cry part
of the lighting fixture is imperative.

Unclean windowpanes are much too common in the scho( 's.
does not require any mechanical test to establish the tact that un-
clean windowpanes reduce the amount- of light that should come into
the classroom. Reports on school sanitary surveys made in differ-
ent sections of the country show a large percentage of classrooms
poorly lighted by reason of dirty windows. A shortcoming in this
yespect is also to be found in the by-laws of boards of education and
the various rules and regulations governing janitorial service in that
that they do not as a rule provide for sufficiently frequent. window
cleaning. The case of the rural school is only too well known. In
most villages the windows are cleaned but once a year: in too many
cases this work is assigned to the teacher.

The worth of prism glass as an aid in obtaining better lighting of
rooms facing outside obstructions is still experimental, although this
method has many ardent. advocates. The question of maintenance is
especially serious where prism glass is used, since the corrugated sur-
face of such glass affords spaces for the accumulation of dust. con -
sequently unless such prism or ribbed glass is washed often and care-
fully it may tend to reduce rather than increase the amount of natural
light.

Blackboards.Blackboards, good or poor, if badly placed, are potent
factors in the production of eyestrain. Blackboards of the most ap--
proved type, even though arranged in the most satisfactory manner,
are of themselves a light-reducing element. .This, of course, is un-
avoidable. Since at the present time the dark blackboard must be
a.ccepte-d as a necessary part of classroom equipment, the needful
thing is to utilize it to the best advantage. It has become almost an
obsession with educators that a maximum of blackboard surface must
be provided in every classroom, and they place blackboards on every
possible wall, space where no other necessary equipment will be inter-
fered with.

It

The most serious violation of eye hygiene is the placing of a black-
bdard beneath a window or between two windows. This error is by
no means uncommon, as several of the illustrations here reproduced
indicate.

Deterioration blackboard surfaces is another common eye hygiene
evil. Particularly in the case of slate blackboards it will be found that
the surface becomes streaked and chipped, so tit in those instances
where this deterioration has progressed a good deal the writing is
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difficult to read, often entirely illegible. Whatever material be used
-, for blackboards, whether slate or otherwise, the prime requisites are

that the surface be smooth, that it be dull and of a very dark gray
tone bordering on black of uniform shade throughout. The extent to
which these conditions are impaired in blackboards that have been
used for some time may be indicated by the following summary of a
survey made by the writer, covering 187 blackboards in 67 classrooms
Of these 187 blackboards, 85 were of shade so light, due mostly to the

-"wearing off of the top finish and the absorption of chalk, th t white
chalk writing was barely legible from the center of the classro and
in a large number of rooms entirely invisible from the rear. '$ie sur-
faces of 72 among these 187 blackboards were variously cracked and
chipped in such a manner that even, easy writing on them was im-

- possible.
Natural slate is considered by far the best material for school black-

boards. Considerable attention has been given to the use of (lull glass
and various artificial compositions of wood pulp and paper, and each
of these materials has its advocates. Until the merits of these are
definitely established by experiment, the most advisable course is to
continue using slate blackboards and to do so in compliance with the
well-established requirements.

Slate blackboards the surfaces of which have become worn or dis-
should be refinished, and there are si,mple mechanical pro(.-

eases for doing this. A wise procedure would be to require all
teachers to report at the end of the spring tern' on the condition of
the blackboards in their rooms, so that those requiring repair and
refinishing may be restored during the summer vacation.

William George Bruce, in his handbook on school architecture,
summarizes this matter as follows:

blackboards are invariably placed on the front and right -hand wall of the class-
room. They 'tire rarely placed on the rear wall because of the absorption of light, and
should never be placed to the loft, between windows. The glare from windows
puts this wall space into a dark shadow which is almost impenetrable. The strain
on pupils working in their seats is sevoue---almost blinding on thar sunny side of a
building.

There are three standard types of blickboards: 1. The board obtainedAy covering
a concrete or ordinary wall surface with liquid slating. 2. The sf66d -pulp board.
3. The natural slate blackboard. Liquid slating is possibly the third best of the
three types. While cheaper than wood pulp or slate, its surface must be renewed
once a year, and then often can not be washed or properly cleaned- Wood pulp is
satisfactory and very much cheape than elate. Slate makes the best blackboard.
Both slate and pulp can be secured in a dull, dead black, but must be kept so, and
should never be allowed to become gray. d new artificial slate made of ground
slate and cement mounted on metal lathing is being introduced with success.

The standard height of blackboard surface is 4 feet. This in primary grades is
placed 2 feet 2 inches from the floor; in grammar grades and high schools 2 feet 6 inches.
The top of the blackboard should never be more than six and one-half feet from the
floor astt not attend into dark or useless corners. - .
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Natural slate, the ideal blackboard surface, may he obtained for blackboards in
widths ranging from 24 to 45 inches. The standard widths are 36 inches, 92 inches,
by 3 to 6 feet in length. The slabs can be purchased to fitAclose-jointed and fill
wall spaces exactly. They cost about 25 cents per square foot placed on the wall.
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From rode of Lighting School littilchArs, by Illuminating Engin. ,'ring StIalst4h.

Fin. 2.Diagrammatic illustration of glare from blackboards. (a) Showing that occupants of seats In
shaded area are subjected to daylight glare from blackboards. (b) Showing angles at which glare is
experienced from daylight and from artificial light. (c) Arrangement of local artificial lighting to
minimize glare.

Th3 artificial blackboards can he obtained in greater lengths and similar widths.

They should he placed preferably' on a wall with exptded metal lath. Artificial

blackboards cost about 16 cents per square foot.
Where it is found that blackboards affect the lighting of the room, sprig/roller

shades of a neutral color may be drawn over the surface when not in use. Cabinets of
disappearing blackboards, one upon the other, and about six in number, are desirable

in science lecture rooms of high schools.

Desks and seats. Proper adjustment of desks and the seating Of
children with due regard to- their visual capacity are of equal import

160061 ° -20 3 .
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tance with sufficient and correct illumination in the classroom.
Large proportion of eye strain has been found to be due to the seating
of children at. their. desks in such manner that they are unable to
see the writing on the blackboard without undue effort or to read and
write at their desks without falling' into habits of bad posture.

The following quotations summarize the opinion of authorities upon
the relation of school seating to visual health.

The committee on myopia in school children of the New York
Academy of Medicine concluded its report (1916) on a survey of
several schools thus:

So long as desks and seats are made as difficult to adjust as possible, so long as the
adjusting depends upon the gdod will of a janitor, so long as the adjustment can only
be made for height without-regard to the distance of seat from desk, the children will
be subjected to conditions sure to result in spinal curvature and ocular defects. The
matter is of sufficient importance to demand a careful and thoughtful study.

Says Lyster: '
Faulty positions for reading are potent causes of short sight. . . . In almost all

schools from the highest to the humblest, the bodies of scholars have to accom odate
themselves to fixed seats and benches. The evil results of such a system appear t to
form of eye and spinal trouble, as well as consumption. Not only is it most harmful
in the case of young children, but the injury and inconvenience is also very .pro-
nouneed in the case of youths and young men and women who attend technical and
evening classes held in elementary school buildings. This aspect of the case is often
ignored, and the writer well remembers one instance where, after protests had been
received on behalf of such adult students, members of the local education authority
denounced tlte."luxurious tendency" of the present race of students. Real progresS
must necessarily be slow in the face of gross ignorance and petty economy.

Bailey and Burrage2 thus sum up the case against poor seating:
There are various bad forms ot desks. The desk may be too high, in which vase,

during writing, one shoulder is unduly raised in order to rest the arm ,at the desk, and
a latera twist of the arm results, which in time tends to become persistent. If the
desk is too low, the scholar has to bend too far over his work. A forward stoop and
round shoUlders are produced. The head becomes congested from being held so
low, and there is a strong tendency toward the development of nearsightedness. A
flat desk is particularly bad, necessitating a cramped position and interference with
free respiration: If the desk is too far front thereat, a forward stoop, with round
shoulders, Hat chest, and injury to the eyes are produced.

School furniture is of two types, fixed (fastened to the floor) and
movable (combined desk and seat). In the great majority of regular
classrooms, the fixed type still prevails. In rooms used for special
classe's, e. g., open window or fresh air classes, the movable type, such
as the Moulthrop and the New York study chair are found. In some
instances the movable type pis in general use, especially in primary
grades and in the high schools.

Fixed furniture is likewise of two types, adjustable and nonadjust-
able...By "adjustable" is meant ordinarily such construction as will,.

S'ehool Hygiene, p. 139. a School Banitation and Decoration, p. 73.
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permit of adjusting the seat and desk for height only. More com-
plicated mechanism may provide for adjusting the distance between
desk and seat, for the slant of the desk top and for the chair hack.

Actual conditions in schools show wide variety as to form and
adjustability of seats and desks. There are single desks, both
adjustable and nonadjustable; double (for two pupils) nonadjustable
desks; single adjustable desks with the additional adjustability of
desk top for plus or minus distance. In three New York schools,
surveyed by the writer, no less than 10 different kinds or makes of
desks were found. One school may hi ve only one make of desk
throughout, while another school may have as many as sixdifferent
types, either all of different makes or variants of the same make.

The mechanism for adjusting desks and seats found in most schools
is too cumbersome. Besides, the matter does not receive the atten-
tion 'it deserves from the teachers upon whom devolves the responsi-
bility of securing proper seating for the pupils. The difficulty is
greatly aggravated in those schools where clastes are "shifted"
where two and often three different groups of children in turn occupy
the same classkoom.

Careful observations were made by the writer in four large elemen-
tary schools equipped with adjustable desks. In 58 classrooms each
desk and seat was measured in relation to the pupil occupying ita
total of 2,413 desks. Liberal allowances were made, counting
adversely only the most flagrant maladjustments, and yet 36.7 per
cent of the units were found faulty. The defects of adjustment
varied as follows:

Number.
Per

cent.

Desk too high 194 8.1
Desk too low 138 5. 8

Seat too high. 105 4.4
Seat too low 307 12. 8

Loth desk and seat too. high 31 1. 3

Both desk and seat too low 105 4. 4

880 30. 7Total

Total number of units surveyed 2,413.
In recent years much attention has been given to the relative

position of seat to desk, technically called "the distance."--
The custom, formerly, was to place seats and desks at "zero"

distance. Out of 2, 413 desks and seats surveved by the writer 1,100'
or nearly one-half were placed At "zero" distance.

N'unther Per
DIstince. of units. cent.
Plus 67 2. 8
Minus 1, 246 51. 9
Zero 1, 100 45. 3

It:Distance" Is "sore," Aphis" or "minus": Zero," If the seat edge ft flush with the desk edge; "plus,"
if the seat edge to back of a perpendicular line dropped from the desk edge; "minus," If the des edge over- ,
hangs the seat edge. ,
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There is still more or less disagreement as to the proper distance,"
especially.with 'respect/ to certain types of school work: but there is
substantial agreementAhat. for keeping the body in proper position
during reading and writing, there should always be a minus $listanee.
After much technical discussion of "distance," Kotelmann ' says:
"The chief thing. is always to hare a qpinus distance when the pupil is
reading or writing. With a zero and still more with a plus distance the
pupil bends forward to get near his books."*

With fixed furniture, therefore, either nottadjustable.or adjustable
to height only. some practical "distance" standard must be adoptedW
Desks and seats can not be loosened and moved ad libitum to meet
varying needs. Fixing the distance at.2 inches minus would seem to
meet the priniary need. This will conduce to hygienic posture of
most of the pupils while reading and writingthe two school activi-
ties making the most exigent demands upon the eyes of pupils. This
necessity of compromise, of course. is eliminated in ease of tie hori-
zontally adjustable desk. With this, the pupil can move the desk top
toward or away from himself as needed.
:The Vienna school desk commission, consisting of physicians,

architects, and teachers, after exhaustive study set.up the following
requirements for a hygienic seat and desk:

I, It must allow pupils to stand up during recitations.
2. It must haves continuous rest-from sacrum to shoulder, conforming to the curv-

ature of ifie spinal column.
3. When the pupils aro writing, the seats must have a minus distance.
4. It should make writing and free-hand drawing possible for a reclining position;

that is, while the pupil leans against the back rest.
5. The desk slope is to be as great as possible, at least 15', but not sueli as to make

the books slide off.
13.. When the pupil is sitting, his feet should rest flat on the floor.
7. The change in distance should if possible be made by moving the desk:

Numerous attempts have been made in the:United States to pro-
duce improved hygienic school furnituk. The most successful
efforts, howev3r, have been in the direction of the, movable, rather
than the fixkl typo. The work of the American Posture League so
far constitutes the most important contribution to the practical ap-
plication of sound hygienic principles in the consfrnetion of school
furniture.

The problem of good posture, however,. will not be solved merely
by improved furniture. Bad posture and consequent eye strain
may fflleviated but will never be prevented by mechanical contri-
van The only insurance against these evils is a flexible school
program that eliminates extended periods of immobility on the part
of pupils. Dr. Lyster sums up the matter thus:
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A. iN A RURAL SCHOOL_.

A window shade that does more harm than if the window were unobstructed. If a school Is too
poor to replace such a shade by a new one, It might at least discard the old ooe when it reaches
such a condition. .

B. WORSE THAN USELESS.

Window shades are en Important medium for the protection of children's eyes and should be kept
In 'good repair.
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DIRECT LIGIfFING.

A type of combined electric and gas lighting fixture which Is being replaced by the more modern
devices.
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IMPROVED DIRECT LIGHTING.'
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A. WHERt BLACKBOARDS SHOULD NOT BE.

The worst possible place for a blackboard in a schoolroom is next to or between Windows.

B. HARMFUL BLACKBOARDS.

Blackboards which aro stained, streaked, or otherwise defective so as to make writing therepn
difficult to read may be the cause of defective vision among school children.

24-4
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For day schools an adjustable desk will no longer be a necessity when the tiro°
tables are under the control of medical men who have made a special study of hygiene
a. applied to child life. Witl1 three sizeeof desks and seats for the ordinary standard
it is possible to fit 95 per cent of ordinary children sufficiently exactly to produce no
ill effects if the children are kept seated in them for short periods only.

Books. School books, unless made to conform to the best stand-
ards already adopted and recognized as authoritative, are a constant
menace to the eyesight of their users, particularly among the younger
children. Poor print, fine print, poor paper, glazed paper, line too
long, ill-proportioned margins, half-tone picturesthese ore_ some of
the characteristics of badly made school books. When one considers
t he vast amount of reading that the average child does in and out of
school, the realization must come with a shock that most of the hooks
used are not designed and printed to conform to any scientific re-
quirements. Is it any Avonder that the highest degree of myopia is
found in the most studious children?

For the conservation of school children's eyesight, certain hygienic
requirements to which school books should conform are now'univer-
sally recognized.- Perhaps the most authoritative statement-of
quirements is that given in thj Report of .the Influence of Soh
Books upon Eyesight of the British Association for the Advancement
of Science (1913).

This report, an abstract of which follows, gives a review ofthe
present practice of detecting defective vision through medical 'in-
spection in the schools, a statement of hygienic requirements to which
school-EPoks should conform, and gives also a report of the oculist
subcommittee;

At the age when school life begins the visual' apparatus is still immature. The
orbits, the eyes themselves, and the muscles and nerves which move them, have still
to increase considerably in size. The various brain structures concerned in vision
have not only to grow but to become more complex. The intricate coordinating
mechanism which later will enable the eyes, brain, and hand to work together with
minute precision is awaiting development by training. The refraction of the eyes is
not yet fixed. It is usually more or less hypermetropic, with a tendency to change in
the direction of normal sight; in other words, it has notreached the ideal condition in
which the eyes see distant objects without accomodative effort, but is tending toward
it. In short, the whole visual apparatus is still unfinished, and is therefore more
liable than at a later age to injury by overuse.

Overuse of the eyes is chiefly to be feared in such occupations as reading, writing,
and sewing, not in viewing distant objects. During near work the head is usually
bent forward, and the blood vessels of the eyes tend to become fuller; the focus of the
eyes is shortened by a muscular effort which alters the form of the crystalline lens;
the visual axes, which in distant vision are nearly parallel, are held in a position of
convergence, and if the work be reading, they aro also moved continuously from side
to side. It is near work, therefore, that makes the greatest deinand upon the eyes,
and the nearer the work the greater the strain. Moreover, it is chiefly in near work
that continuous mental *it is required.

children who do too much close eye work suffer in various ways. Some simply
from tatigue,'Abowing itself by inattention, mental weariness; temporary dimness of
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eight, or aching of the eyes and head. Some from congestion of the eyes, as shown by
redness, watering, and frequent blinking. A certain number, in circumstances
which predispose them to the dii er, develop strabismus or squint. Some others --
and these cases are perha most important of alldevelop progressive myopia.

Myopia, or short eight, commonly depends on undue elongation of the eyeball. It
is never, or hardly ev' present at birth. It ip rare at 5 years of age. It usually
begins during school life and increases more or leas from year to year during the perixl
of growth. It aometimee continues to increase after growth is completed. It is not
necessarily or always associated with overuse of the eyes, either in school or else-
where, for we see it arise after illness, we meet with it in illiterates, and we know
that the prediepoeition, to it is strongly hereditary. But it is everywhere most fre-
quent among the most studious, and there is a mass of evidence to shOw that it depend,
very largely, both in its origin and in its progress, on overuse of the eyes in near work.

A moderate myopia which does not increase may be regarded as an innocent, though
somewhat incomenient, overdevelopment of the eye. A high myopia usually
involve) serious stretching and -thinning of the coats of the eye and a liability to
further trouble. A high myopia in a child is a very grave condition, for further
deterioration always follows. In connection with myopia alone, to say nothing of
other eye defects, the question of school work in relation to eyesight deserves more
attention than it hal hitherto received.

The subject has many sides. The lighting of schoolrooms, the arrangement of the
desks, the design and proportion of individual desks, the attitudes of the echolar:1,
and the amount of work required are all factors of importance. but they can not be.
considered here. Our present effort is directed to the standardizing of school books,
a very important step in the desired direction.

Small print leads the young scholar to look too closely at his book. Ile is not yet
familiar with the forms of the words, and his attention is not easily secured unless
has retinal images larger than those which satisfy the trained reader. To obtain
these larger images, he brings the book too near to his eyes or his eyes too near the
book, and this, for the reasons already given, is apt to be injurious. Hence the
importance of establishing cert* standards of legibility for school books, having
regard to the ages of the scholars who are required to use them, and of employing
only such books as reach these standards.

The importance of the matter becomes still more evident when We remember that,
according to recent medical inspection, at least 10 per cent of the children in our
elementary schools have serious defects of vision, and about 20 per cent errors of
refraction, and see less easily and clearly, even when provided with proper glasses,
than do normal-sighted children.

At what age should children begin to read from books? From the hygienic point
of view the later the better, and there is reason to believe that little, if anything, is
lot4 educationally by postponing the use of books in school until the age of 7 at
earliest. Beginners may learn.to read from wall charts, end in the general instruc-
tion of young children teaching by worg of mouth, with the help of blackboards,
large-printed wall sheets, pictures, and other objects which are easily seen at a dis-
tance is preferable from the medical standpoint, for it has the great advantage of
involving no strain on the eyes.

In 1911 a'committee of the American School Hygiene Assotiation
prepared a preliminary report on the standardization of school
books, which, because of its brevity, may be quoted in full!'

There is at the present time a fairly good conbensus in iegard to the norms for the _

printing of textbooksor children. in general, the type should be clear. It shpuld
be sufficiently *le.and there should be no hair-line serifs, and especially the upper

1
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part of the letters should be free from, iantastic features of any kind. The following
represent what may be considered reasonable minima:

(a) The paper should be unglazed, free from shine, and opaque.
(b) The eye moves by a succession of movements and stops, and a long backward

sweep to beginning of the next line.
Fatigue is markedly increased by the difficulty of the backward movement and

of locating the beginning of the next line if the line is too long. The maximum of
safety is 90 mm., and 60 mm. to 80 mm. is better.

(e) The margin should be sufficient so that the eye in the backward movement does
not swing off the paper, and the inner margin should be wide enough so that the inner
end of the line is not obscured by the curvature of the paper.

(d) The size of the type should be as follows:
1. Adult's standard: (1) The height of the small letters should be 1.5 rm.; (2)

the width of the vertical stroke should be 0.25 mm.; (3) the space within the letters
should be 0.5 mni.; (4) the space between the letters should be 0.50 to 0.75 mm.;
(5) the space between the words should be 2 mm.; (6) the leading should be 2.5 mm.

2. The standards for children are as follows:
A. First grade: (1) The height of the small letters Should be at least 2.6 mm.,

with the other dimension; in propostion; (2) the width of the vertical stroke should
be from 0.4 mm. to 0.5 trim.; (3) the spac'e within the letters should be from 0.5 mm.
to 0.9 mm.; (4) the space between the letters should be about 1 mm.; (5) the space
between the words should be about 3 mm.; (6) the leading should be from 4 mm. to
4.5 mm.

B. For the second and third years the standard may be reduced slightly, but the
letters should not be lees than 2 mm. in height, and the leading should be 4 mm.

('. For the fourth year height and leading should not be leas than 1.6 mm. and 3
mm., respectively. It would be better to retain the stand:km' of the fourth year
through the sixth year.'

A special committee on hygiene of the eye appointed by the New
York City board of education in 1915 recommended that the city
superintendent of schools have all textbooks in use in therschools
examined as to paper and type. In pursuance of this the bureau of
educational hygiene of the board formulated in 17 brief paragraphs
the requirements for school books. These were adopted as tenta-
tive, with the proviso that "any book which does not meet these
standards is to receive special consideration, and before rejection an
inquiry will be made as to whether the contractor will meet thestand-
ards, or whether the book I§ so valuable that it can not be replaced
by.another." These standards were worked out on the basis of the
recommendations made by the British association, the canmittee of
the American School Hygiene Association, and the Association for
the Prevention of Blindness.

1. BindingBooks should open flat, otherwise muscular fatigue results, and the
rapid changes in reading distance cause eye fatigue.' A serious defect in
books for first grade should disqualify.

2. PaperWithout glom, white, or with a very slight cream tone, hard finish roVath,
though not glazed surface, opaque. Print marks should not show through.
Disqualify all reading books with blue-tone paper, high glees, or high degree
of irregularity due to print marks. Consider against the book all of the minor
grades of these defects.
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3. MarginFore edge not less than one-halithack edge not less 'that three-eighth.,
of an inch.

4. IllustrationsLine blocks of good size are preferred. Many pictures with small
details, maps with very small names, should disqualify if possible. 'lig Id%
glazed paper necessary to exhibit photographic detail is permissible for olds r
children.

5. Length of line-1f possible disqualify more than 100 mm. 4 inches; minimum
standard, 3 inches. Short lines inserted betwee,n illustration and margin should dis.
qualify if frequent.

6. Number of lines (leading)A vertical sprice of not more than 4 inches should ro t
contain more than

Ago. Number of tine,.
Under 7 years. to
Seven to 9 years 20
Nine to 12 years 22
Above 12 years

7. Space between wordsUnder 7 years at least :1,mm; adult. at least 2 turn.
8. Space between lettersUnder 7 years, 0.75 mm.; aboVe 9 years, more than 0.50

mm.
9. Height of small lettersUnder 7 years, 2.6 mm.; 7 to 9 years, 2 nuu.; 9 to 12

years, 1.6 mm.; adylt standard, 1.5 mm.
10. Width of v 1 strokeUnder 7 years, not less than 0.4 nn.; adult standard,

not lees than 0
11. Space with etter.-Under 7 years, at least 0.8 mm. Seven to 9 years 0.7 rum.;

9 to 12 years, 0.6 mro.; adult, 0.5 mm. .

12. Character rd. type Clean cut, well-defined. As little difference as possible
between hair-strokes and thick strokes. The typewriter gives an ideal type. Long
serifs should be avoided.

13. InkBlack. When thoroughly dry it should not smear. Smeared pages and
uneven lines should disqualify.

14. Atlases Minimum height of typo 1.2 mm. ,

15. German type It is preferable to use Roman.
16. MusicStaff should not be lees than 1.75 mm. apart.
17. Library books and books for evening work These books should pass the 9 to 12

year standard if possible.

Motion pictures.There have been occasional references, though
very cursory ones, by American schoohnen, to the influence of motion
pictures upon children's eyesight. Now that the motion picture is
rapidly coming into use as an educational medium in schoolg; it is
well to consider the ocular problem involved. In the largo
cities where cheap "movie" theaters abound, and parental laxity
permits children of tenderest ages to frequent the "picture shows"
oftener and later at night than they should; the effects of this form
of eye exertion can be seen in many children in almost every school.
Observant teachers have pointed. out to the writer numerous children
whose strained eyes and nervous condition were attributable to their
-devotion to the "silent drama."

The chief medical officer of England, Sir George Newman, in his
1916 report; .states that "in recent years school medical officers have
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reported on the possible effects of cinematograph displays upon the
eve,.; of children" and quotes at lengthafrom a paper in the British
Medical Journal for February 17, 1917, by Mr. Bishor Harman who

is responsible for special ophthalmic reports in connection with the
heel medical service in London." The material is of sufficient

interest and value to be reprinted here:-----

The following observations refer onloto the direct effects of the cinematograph dis-
play upon the eyes, and ignore indirect effects that may be held to arise from undue
excitement, confinement within a place the atmosphere of which may be injurious,
and the fatigue caused by the late hours at which children attend exhibitions.

In general, it may be said that the effects on the eyes of children do not differ from
th,oe experienced by adults. There are few, if any, adults who do not experience
some annoyance, very many of the more sensitive or impressionable feel considerable
strain; children may be taken to be in the same class as the more impressionable of
adults, owing to their lesser power of resistance and readier experience of fatigue.

The unpleasant effects associated with the cinematograph exhibition, so far as they
affect the eyes, are due to the following conditions: (I) Glare; (2) flicker; (3) rapidity
of motion; (4) concentration of attention; (5) duration of exhibition.

Some of these conditions are peculiar to the cinematograph, others are found in the
same or some degree in other optical exhibitions. But none of them are natural, and
the more they depart from the conditions of natural phenomena the greater is the
adverse influence on the eyes.

Mr. Harman discusses the five conditions referred to above and
sums up as follows:

It will be asked: What evidencis there that children's eyes suffer from the picture
shows? The evidence is of such a nature that it can not be presented by figures and
percentages. It is difficult to answer the question whether permanent defect arises
out of attendance at the shows. But there is a recent observation which I am inclined
to think has some bearing on the point.

The examination of the case of papers of a large number of school children, who have
been referred to eye clinics on account of failure to pass the standard vision testa at
the schools, shows that there is an increasing number of children who, on examination
at the clinic, are found to have nothing the matter with them. At the school they did
not pass the test; at the first examination at the clinic they did not pass the test; but
when their eyes were examined nothing amiss was to be found; their eyes, objectively,
weredormal, or so nearly normal as to be quite capable of passing the standard test;
at a later subjective examination they did pass the test satisfactorily. Several causes
may be at work to account for these occurrences. The children may fail to appreciate
what is wanted of them at the first test, but against this is to be observed that the
occurrences are not confined to the small children. The children may be "making
game" of the matter to get a half holiday at the hospital; possible this is so in a few
cases. Blit by far the Most likely cause is a condition of fatigue in the children,,eo
that at tfie time of the test they were incapable of putting out sufficient energy, either
ocular or mental, to read the standard types. Everyone is familiar with the fact t6t
in a state of fatigue ordinary feats, easily accomplished in health, can not be &mom-
pliahed. In some came I have ascertained that children of this sort were in the habit
of going to picture shows,. and it is possible the increasing attendance at these shows
may be associated With the increase in the number of those children who fail at the
vision testa without objective cause. II the normal-eyed 'children suffer, it is certain
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that the result will be more serious in those with defective eyes. and possibly lead to
permanent aggravation of those defects.

The best protection for the child will be secured by the following provisions: (t)
7 The reasonable illumination of all parts of the hall not directly beside the screen.

(2) The improvement of the movement of the film so as to reduce flicker, and the
withdrawal of films immediately they are damaged. (3) An improvement in taking
the picture so as to bring the rate of motion of the objects depicted more nearly to the
natural. (4) The increase in the number of intervals in the show, and the interpo,i-
non of exhibitions other than that of the- optical lantern. (5) The limitation ,f
shows for children to one hour, and the prohibition of "repeats?' (6) The reserva-
tion of the children's seats to the "optimum" position in the hall.

With such provisions, indulgence in a show once a week should do no harm to the
eyes of a normal child.

IV. EDUCATIONAL HYGIENE AND PROPHYLAXIS.

It has been often remarked that compulsory education with archaic
methods, and under generally prevailing schoolroom conditions,
involves compulsory disease. The unfavorable environmental con-
ditions already discussed with reference to eyesight are not the only
means by which eye strain is forced upon the child in. the school.

Classroom or instructional procedure is to a greater extent re-
sponsible for the abuses to which a child's physical faculties are
subjected. Indeed, by the judicious adjustment of classroom pro-
cedure it is possible to minimize the evils that lurk in harmful envi-
ronment and bad equipment. Classroom procedure should be formu-
lated on the principle that instruction shall not only seek to impart
knowledge but to conserve power. Educational procedure must he
welded (not merely "correlated") with educational hygiene.

Some writers think that there is altogether too much reading and
writing in the schools. Sewing by small children is condemned by
many. Certainly, as one English hygienist has said, small print,
sufall writing, and fine .stitches should he regarded as unnecessary
torture for children. 'American, English, and German authorities
agree, for instance, that maps, map reading, and map drawing, contrib-
ute Much to this torture. The bewildering masses of detailcities,
towns and villages, rivers, districts, mountains, etc.dots, dashes,
curves, and other items labeled in many variations of small print, the
col dall these in their silent assaults upon the optic nerves
ma .ekened to the bombardment of the ear by a battery of
mix libre. But the youngster has not been warned against
the dangers of these silent eye-wrecking elements; he is not aware
of their persistent effects and so plods along until the "aches " and

'."burnings" appear and then the Snellen types reveal the harm that
has been wrought: . .

How must school procedure be modified in order.that it may help,
not hinder, the child's physical development? A few simple reco6.

. .
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mendations were worked out by the committee of the American
School Hygiene Association, following the ideas of eminent American
and European writers.' Their recommendations are:

I. The instruction should be divided so that the eyes are not used for near work
WO long continuously. (A) Diminution of power of focusing for small 'objects in-
creases rapidly the longer the eyes are used. (B) In the first year: the time should
not be longer than 15 minutes, increasing to one hour in later adolescent years.

2. There should te a frequent change of tension by looking at distant objects.
3. There should be frequent recesses in the lower grades, to relieve the general

nervous tension.
4. Proper position should be insisted upon in reading, writing, drawing. etc. (A)

The head should be erect, and if bending forward iveceseary, it should be from the
trunk. (B) In reading the book should he held at a distance of at least 12 inches as
nearly as possible.

5 The handtritingaiould be birge. The small letters should not be less than
5 mm. high for beginners. and 2.5 mm. in adolescent years.

6. There should be a preponderance of oral and blackboard instruction in4he early
years.

7. The home work should be very limited.

A tentative syllabus of hygiene in use in the public elementary
schools of New York City aims " to counteract and eliminate the
health depressing influences of school life." The instruction seeks
not alone to inculcate health habits in the children but. also to ulti:
vale classroom health practices in teachers. The hygiene of the
eye and eyesight conservation are covered by the following passages:

GRADE IB.

Seventh and Eighth week: Eyes; care of eyes; cleanliness and infection; bathing
corners every morning; danger of dirty towels and wash rags. Individual towels.
Sore eyes and lids; avoid ribbing; use of separate handkerchief or cloth for infected
eye; avoid danger of infecting healthy eye. Secure attention.

GRADE 4B.

Fifth and sixth week: Care of the eyes. Bathing corners every morning. Protec-
tion from infection. Danger of dirty towels and wash rags and handkerchiefs. The
individual towel. Danger of rubbing eyes. Removal of foreign bodies from eves.
Use of borticic acid solution. Care of sore eyes and lids. Use of separate handker-
chief or cloth for infected eye. Protection of healthy eye. Need of expert attention.
Poor sighteye strain and headache,. Necessity of examination and glasses. How
to study. Proper lighting for reading, working.

GRADE 7A.

Seventh and eighth week: The eye. The function of eyelids, lashes, and tears.
The importance of sight and methods of safeguarding it. The necessity of eyeglasses
for defective vision. Color blindness and its importance in certain types of occupation.

References: Shaw, School Hygiene, Chapter IX; Hope and Brown, School Hygiene; Huey, Psychology
and Pedagogy of Heading; Schwender, Die wichtlgaten ErgebnIsse der esperitnentellen I' utersuchungen
Ober das Leyn.
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THE HYGIENE OF THE CLASSROOM.

1. Seating. The teacher should seat the pupils at the beginning of the term with
regard to the following points: -*

to) Height. Xbt fate!: than two weeks after the Ininnifig of the term. seats should
be adfisted by the janitor so that the pupil can sit with hipiwell hack. tin* thighs
resting on the seat and the feet flat upon the floor. The desk and seat should he
adjustechso that the proper writing position can he taken i. e., hips back, audy
straight. inclined forward (never flexed or twisted), forearms rest ing on the dusk near
the edge. The eyes should not then he nearer than 10 inches nor more than 16 inches
from the writing.

(6) Defects in vision and hearing. These defects should be discovered early so
that afflicted children may be placed at'a proper distance from the blackboard and
teacher's desk. To this end they may consult the reverse side of the pupils class
record card.

2. Light. Light should fall from the left and from behind. Shades should he
se adjusted that the sunshine shall not fall upon the book or work. There should
not be two consecutive periods of close eye work. The eyes should never be closer
than 10 inches to the work, 14 inches is preferable, and should be raised occasionally
from the work. Books should be hold at a right angle to the line of vision, and off
the desk though the hands may rest upon it.

In connection with classroom hygiene a special effort has been
made in New York City to secure the most favorable hygienic con-
ditions possible for the protection of children's eyesight in poorly
lighted classrooms. A set of instructions to teachers, prepared in
cooperation by the director of physical training (having charge of
educational hygiene) and the superintendent of school buildings and
approved by the board of superintendents, has been issued in the
following form:

1. Artificial illumination shotfhl be used whenever necessary. No rule can be
laid down to guide the teacher in this matter. She must use her own discretion and
judge when artificial light is necessary. It must be used at one if pupils exhibit any
difficulty in reading.

2. Teachers .should be alert to report to the principal if the windows, walls, or
prismatic glass reflectors are not clean.

3. Dark colored pictures,should not be hung on the walls and dark colored charts
should be displayed only when necessary, for these diminish the light in the class-

' room.
4. Teachers should refrain from placing curtains, or any other obstruction in the

window.
5. Window shades should be kept rolled up as much as possible. Attention should

be paid to the proper regulations of the shades, protecting the children's eyes from
insufficient or excessive light.

6. To favor the 'Maintenance of ..the proper reading and working distance, pupils
should be seated, in ,so far as possible, at desks according to their size.. Janitors
are under the by-laws required to make adjustment of furniture upon instruction
from the principal. Children having defective vision should be seated as near as
possible to the front of the ropm.

7. The eyes should be raised occasionally from the work, and there should not ho
two consecutive periods of close eye work.

=0"`"14114\
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A. HARMFUL BLACKBOARDS.

Sheep contrast between long-used, discolored blackboard and the specimen of natural slate.

B. IMPROPER SEATING.

These girls are seated without regard to proper posture alp adequate light, both essential
conditions for the conservation of vision.
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DESK DISTORTION.
A classroom perspective. Desks that slope to either right or left Induce poor posture, with its

attendant evil of eyestrain. -1
32-2
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A. BAD READING POSITIONS.

Efficient class management and Instruction in hygiene are needed to overcome unhealthful
habits In pupils.

B. POORLY ADJUSTED DESKS.

A much too common cause of eyestrain. Most of the children In this group are seated at
desks which are too high for them.
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A .4. KINDERGARTEN MANAGEMENT.

at the tenderlitindergarten age children's eyes need rigorous guarding. Instead. by the prac-
tice of seating-the groups In circles and sausreS they are either forced to face the light or
throw their own shadows upon the objects they handle. oft'tn brilliantly colored papers and
wooden blocks.

, D. WHY NOT IN ROWS?

A suggested arrenpment to replace the squire. Lateral light le siseurid for all children.
The right or left direction of light I mmaterial. as the chHdren neither reed-nor writ*.
32-4
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Another detail of preVentive instruction to children which sttOuld
be. emulated in other communities is the placing in school books of
such suggestions to children as have been recommended by the child
%%'elfare committee of the Women Principals' Association of New York. ,
These are printed upon gummed slips and furnished to school princi-
pals to be pasted on the inside of book covers. A copy is herewith
given.

'

READ THIS FREQUENTLY.

1. Take care of your sight; upon it depends much of your safety and success in
life.

2. Always hold your head up wlik you read.
3. II old your book fourteen inches from your face.
4. Be sure that the light is clear and good.

Neer read in the twilight; in a moving car: or in a reclining position.
6. Never read with the sun shining directly Ion 4.1r

Never face the light in reading.
8. Let the light come from behind you or over your left shoulder.
9. Avoid books or papers printed indistinctly or in small type.
10. Rest your eyes frequently by looking away from the book.
11. Cleanse your eyes night and morning with pure water.
12. Never rub your ayes with your hands or an uncleati towel, handkerchief, or

cloth.

valuable suarestaons to children.

(To be insertedin every book used by pupils.)

GRAPHIC METHODS FOR EDUCATIONAL HYGIENE.

In recent years, a number of organizations interested in public
health and particultrly school hygiene.have adopted the illustrated
chart as a means of propaganda. Many valuable, instructive charts
have j3een issued at low prices to make thentavailable to school super-
intendents, health workers, settlements, etc.

During 1915 and 1916, the writer prepared for the Committee on
Health Problems in Education of the National Council of the National'
Education Association, a series of charts out health conditions of school
children generally and with particular emphasis on the conditions and
needs of rural schools., Two of these charts dealing with the sub-
ject of conservation of vision. are here reproduced. It is the writer's
belii3f that by placing within easy reach of school workers such graphic
illustrations of the problem and its solution, a better understanding.
of schoci hygiene and the health needs of. children will be brought
about.

One of these, entitled " Defective Eyes Severely Handicap the
Child's School Progress," gives a vivid illustration of the proportion
of children with defective vision in their classroom and also of the
relief brought to such children by the fitting of glasses.
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Another chart, entitled "gave the Eyes," illustrates conditions in
schools both favorable and unfavorable to the conservation of vision.
A modern rural schoolhouse is shown, plainly indicating a window
area which perhaps exceeds the required proportion of one to four
as to floor area. A country schoolroom in which a warped and.cracked
wopden blackboard is placed between two windows is also shown.
In this same illustration it will be seen that the windows are to the
right of the pupils and that not only must they experience the strain
on the eyes due to direct light and glare but also the discomfort of
turning sideways to look at the blackboard.

In another of these charts, bearing the title "Eye Tests are Efficiency
Tests," a typical case of corrected vision is shown. A graphic presenta-
tion is also given of the results found in two different surveys, one
covering 1,262 rural schools in 18 States and the other covering 317
schools in Iowa, 89 of which were rural. In the first instance, the
reports show that in 76.7 per cent of the schools surveyed the children
did not have their eyes tested by doctor, nurse, or teacher, while in
the Iowa survey in 66 per cent-of the schools inspected, the eyes were
not tested in physical examinations of the children.

S. 'ECTION OF DEFECTS.

In the campaign to relieve school children of physical handicaps
the first step is detection of the defecti. In this the joint labors of
teachers, medical inspectors, and nurses are necessary. Undoubt-
edly, preliminary examination can be made by the teacher and a
complete record of the visual capacity of all children in the school
thus may be had each term, but this examination must be supple-
mented by the services of physician and nurse. ,

It is generally maintained by writers on the subject of the con-
servation of vision of school children, that the observation of eye-
sight should'be continuous and that tests of its accurscy be frequent.
Under the system of medical inspection by physicians, who visit the
school at long intervals and have other important work to do, con-
tinuous observation and frequent examination of eyes are *possible.
It follows, therefore, that if the need be conceded for such continuous
supervision of the well-being of school children in so far as it relates to
eyesight, this should be in charge of the teachers. Dr. Frank All-
port, chairman of the ipommittee on conservation of vision of the
American Medical Association, states that he is firmly convinced
that tests and examinations of this preliminary kind shouldtbe made
by school teachers. He proposes that " each teacher should examine
all the children, in her own room and should report resulte- of such
examinations to the principals," such reports to be signed by the
examining teacher. He characterizes this plan as " simple and
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uncomplicated," and "requiring no medical education on the part_
of the examiners."

"Every teacher," Dr. Allport continues, "should annually and
systematically examine the eyes, ears, nose, and throat of each
child in her room. The school board should set aside one day in the,
early fall for this work. As there are only about 40 children in each
room and as it.does not take more than five or six minutes to exam-
ine a child it will he seen that a room full of children may easily be
examined in one day." To indicate the importance of such testa,
br. Allport makes the following statement.:

It must not be supposed that eye tests among school children are merely for the
purpose of correcting ocular defects by glasses. Such instances are, of course, ex-
tremely frequent, and many children are retarded in their school work by near-
sightedness or by other defects, such as hypermetropia, astigmatism, muscular weak-
ness, etc., which prevent easy and comfortable eye service, and, which are usually
followed by laziness, naglect of work', discouragement, truancy, and school abandon-
ment. But there are many other ocular conditions which the school tests will dis-
close, such as the various forms of sore and red eyes, iritis, ulcers, cataracts, cross-eyes,
and tear-duct diseases. Thousands of children already owe their emancipation
from such diseases to the ocular examinations made in schools. I have no hesitation
in saving that every board of health and board of education in this country is cora-
mi a moral and social crime if it does not insist upon the annual systematic)
exa tion of school children's eyes, ears, noses, and throats.

Dr. Hiram Woods, on the other hand, after a discussion of the
causes and effects of eye strain, comes to the conclusion that "exami-
nations of eyes at the beginning of school life should be thorough
and should be made by one who knows how to use the Ophthal-
moscope."

A certain amount of necessary instructiqn is requisite to qualify
teachers to recognize symptoms indicating ocular disturbances, and
for the more or less technical procedure in testing acuity of vision.
It may be sufficient to issue printed instructions to teachers, as is being
done in several States and cities where the work is placed in their
charge, but it is undoubtedly much more advisable to include prepara-
tion for this work in the training for the teaching profession. Under
the medical-inspection law of New York, the commissioner of educa-
tion is required to " pravide for, pupils in the normal schools, city
training schools and trAing schools, instructions and practice in the
best methods of testing the eyesight and hearing of children." A

similar provision is to be found in the Maryland law of 1914, section
10 of which reads: "And be it indicated that the State.board of
education shall provide for pupils in the normal schools suitable
instruction and practice for testing the sight and hearing of school

children."
Egestraht, by Hiram Woods, M. D., professor of dismays of too eye and ear, University of Maryland,

Baltimore, Md. Conservation of Vision series issued by the Council on Health and Public instruction

of the American Medical Association, Chicago.
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PROCEDURE AND APPARATUS.

'Phere are several varieties of test charts both for literates and
illiterates, but the one most used for testing die acuteness of
vision is the Sne llen chart. . Reference to the summary of State
saws (see Appendix VIII) will show that the Snellen test chart is
often specifically designated to be used in testing eyesight of. school
children.'

The following statement of procedure for vision tests was prepared
,by the writer and approved by a committee of oculists representing
three of the leading eye infirmaries in New York City and recom-
mended by them to the New York City health authorities:

1. The vision of every child entering the first term at seined should be tested.
Two kinds of Wets can be made in these cases: (1) Shadow test, and (2) illiterates'
chart teat.

The shadow test is one requiring the knowledge and training of an oculist and can
therefore be made by medical inspectors after a little special training.

The chart tests can be made by teachers using any of the standard methods. (See
Appendix VII.)

2. Since the preliminary vision test made in the school is merely to determine in a
general way whether a child's vision is normal or defective, the defectives to be
reported to the parents as requiring the attention of an oculist, the teacher's test
would probably be sufficient. If the teacher finds the vision apparently normal,
but the child backward or showing any evidence of eyestrain, the child should be
referred to the medical inspector for the shadow test. By assigning this work to
teachers it would bsi possible to accomplish two important things

(a) Examine all the children every year. This is practicable, as the maximum
numberof pupils per teacher is 50.

(b) Allow more time to the medical inspitiltite for general phy'sical examinations.
At the present time only about one-third of the enrolled pupils in New York are
examined for physical defects, owing to the large number of pupils per doctor em-
ployed. The time necessary for making a vision test is usually sufficient for a
general medical examination. By relieving the doctors of the work of testing vision,
it will be possible to increase considerably the number of physical examinations.

3. Children wearing eyeglasses should have their vision tested at the beginning of
each term by the teacher, and if the vision be found subnormal, the child should be
reported for examination by an oculist.

4. Instructions should be issued to medical inspectors with reference to the proper
use of test charts. These instructions should include the following:

(a) Whenever possible the teat chart should be placed so as to receive a lateral light.
Otherwise it should be placed on a wall opposite the source of light so that the pupils
under examination shall have their backs to the light when reading from the chart.

(b) Care should be taken to have the eye which is notbeing tested properly shielded
so as not to impair-the value of the dxamination. The use of a black patch "blinder"
is recommended.

(r) Theetest 'chart should never be exposed when not in actual use: Children
awaiting examination should not be permitted to see LW chart.

(d) Wherever artificial lighting is provided in the medical inspectors' room it should
be used for testing vision on dark days, particularly in rooms which do not afford
sufficient natural light at all times.
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OBSERVATION AND RECORDING.

The new syllabus of hygiene for New York City schools, providing
for cooperation between the health and education departments
and tentatively adopted, contains the following provision :

During the first week in October, the teacher should make a simple test of the pupil's
vision and hearing. During the first week in March, pupils registering since October
should also be tested. But at all times teachers should keep their children under
careful classroom observation, in oMer to discover evident physical disabilities.
Every effort should be made to cooperate with the doctor and nurse to correct the defect
found.

Despite the fact that they have more or less knowledge of physiol-
ogy and hygiene, teachers should not be expected to recognize
evidence of physical disturbances which may only be recognized
by one having special instruction for this purpose. Hence a limited
number of simple suggestions for the guidance of teachers is advis-
able rather than any complex sets of rules. The following "hints,"
prepared by Dr. J. T. C. Nash, of Norfolk, and recommended for
general use by the Chief Medical Officer of the Board of Education
for England and Wales meet the requirem-mts:" -

Defective eyesight may be suspected when a child (1) in a back row can nth read
what is written on the blackboard; (2) can not tell the time by the clock at a little
distance; (3) fails to keep to the lines when writing; (4) misses out small words when
reading; (5) habitually holds a book nearer to the eyes than 12 inches when reading
(6) complains that the letters run into one another; (7) stillinet, even if only occa-
sionally; (8) complains of tirednees of the eyes or of frontal headache after reading
or sewing.

l' or the manner of recording the acuteness of vision tested by the
Snellen chart, guidance will be found in the regulations adopted
by the various boards of health and of education, a specimen of
which will be found in the appendix, giving the Indiana rules.
Among them will be found several items already stated in the fore-
going.

The undesirability of exposing the test charts in the classroom or
any other place where children congregate, thereby enabling them to
memorize the letters and thus vitiate any after tests made of their
vision, has 'already been pointed out. The possibilities for such
exposure are many and it not infrequently happens that the test
charts are left hanging upon the wall when not in use. An interest-
ing innovation has been devised by J. M. McCallie, of Trenton,
consisting of a set of six cards about five and one-half inches square,
on each of which are given four test letters of different sizes than
as they appear on the Snellen charts. .0n the reverse of each card
are printed the same letters in corresponding positions with the
distance at which each should be', read by the normal eye. By
shuffling these cards and displaying one at a time to the child being
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tested, changing their order as often as desired, it is possible to
conduct a test in the classroom in the presence of other children
without at the same time enabling them to memorize the letters.

Objective tests for illiterate children by means of picture-test
cards are not altogether reliable and there is no chart for this
purpose which' is so universally indorsed and used as the Snellen
chart for literates. J. M. Mc Cultic has designed a set of illiterate
test cards for the use of teachers in the same manner as the literates'
cards are to he used: that is, by shuffling them so that only one item
in the test is exposed at a time. Specimens of the McC4 llie literates'
and illiterates' test cards, together with other types of test charts,
will he found in Appendix VIII.

For the purpos'e of recording the results of physical examinations
and eye tests, whether made by teachers, medical inspectors, or
nurses, a simple, clear form of record eard must be provided.
Several American and English specimen cards will be found in
Appendix VI.

MEDICAL ROOMS.

In several of the largest cities in the United States special rooms
are provided for the medical inspectoE, and school nurse. All new
school buildings in New York are now planned to contain such a
room; and the dimensions and equipment which mako Ulm fit
for vision tests as well as for other health work are now practically
standardized. Although the testing of vision may be more and more
left in the hands of the teachers as time goes on, it is nevertheless
necessary so to construct' medical inspection rooms that it shall be
possible for the physician to make thorough visual examinations.
To serve this purpose such a room should conform at least to the
following major requirements:

(a) A distance of 20 feet, obtainable either in the room proper or
by inclusion of the adjoining anteroom.

(b) A small waiting-room separated by a partition from the
doctor's office.

(c) Overhead electric light on the wall best suited for hanging
up test charts.

(d) Interior finish to he in white or, in part, a nonlight-absorbing
buff tint.'.

. SPECIAL CLASSES FOR THE SEMIBLIND.

Several years ago a physician interested in public-health work
eaused_no little excitement in New York City by declaring that hun-
dreds of children were annually condemned' to lifelong blindness by
being placed in classes for the blind, whereat had their eyes been
carefully examined it would have been found that they possessed

$ Efts U. 8. Sunni of Education, Bastin, 1919, NO. L
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enough visual capacity to enable them t.) use their precious sense of
sight if properly cared for and instructed under special conditions.
Whether this was so or not at that particular time and place is imma-
terial now, but the same' assertion, except as to the number of chil-
dren involved, might justly be made concerning many American cities.

That this problem of the child with seriously defective vision or
semiblindness was not totally unknown to the school authorities in
the metropolis was shown by the 1910 report of the inspector of classes
for the blind, of which there were six at that time, by differentiating
between the totally blind " and the child with sight so defective that
it is impossible or inadvisable for him to carry on ttie regular work
of the school without special assistance.'' ' Again, in 1913, the atten-.
tion of the superintendent of schools was called to the "border -line
cases and special Musses for them recommended.'

In the public schools there frequently appear cases of doubtful eligibility on account
of defect of eyesight. There are cases where ordinary print can be read with more or
less difficulty by placing the book or papet: near the eyes. or in favorable positions as
to light, but where reading on account of such conditions must be slow and more or less
uncertain. Again there are cases where there is such sensitiveness of the eyes that,
while ordinary reading is possible, it is attended with the danger of more or less serious
injury to the eyes if maintained for any length of time. In both these cases education
in the public schools can be carried on only under special conditions. In short, there
arise border-line cases which are often puzzling and an incorrect decision as to which
may beemfortunate to the individual in question.

One can easily imagine the pitiful plight of such children being
compelled to receive instruction by the use of books for the blind,
straining themselves in an effort to utilize their little remaining sight
to master a method for remling and writing designed solely for those
totally blind. 'Yet one reads in the report of a progressive western
city that as late as 1917. " those children vho are blind or nearly so
have been selected and from this class a school has been established
where the Braille system of reading and writingls tauglit." 8

It was riot until the beginning of the twentieth century that. this
problem of the semiblind or partially sighted child began to engage
the attention of medical and educational authorities in England and
Germany, the "classes for myopes" established by the London
County council, being undoubtedly the first of their kind.

Boston was the pioneer American city in making special provision
for children threatened with blindness. Classes for semiblind chil-
dren wore opened in 1913 as a result of the joint efforts of the Massa-
chusetts Commission for the Blind, the local school authorities, and

'Twelfth Annual Report cd the City Superintendent of Schools to the Board of Education of the City of
New York for the year ending July 31,1910, p. 117.

Fifteenth Annual Report of the City Superintendent of Schools. Reports on Defectlre Children to the
Board of Education, bee. 10,1913, p. 30.

itemelth Supervision in Los Angeles City Schools, Publication No. 1, BOard of Education, Los Angie,
Cat, June,lini,
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a grouP of Boston eye specialists.. The initiative for this action is
credited to Edward E. Allen, director of the Perkins Institute fOr the
Blind, who was impressed with the tragedy of semiblind girls and

.134:4s applying at the institute. Two classes were therefore estab-
lished for such children, located in one school in Roxbury. The first
enrollment consisted of 2 children and there has been but slight
variation in this number from year to . year. These children are
assembled from all parts of the city, the carfare for most of them being
Punished by the schools. This group of .children and the method

instruction provided for them is as follows:
The pupils, with one exception, have better than one-tenth normal vision. An

experienced oculist has oversight of the work, and two teachers, who have been
trained at the Perkins Institute, give the instruction, which includes the ordinary
curriculum of the course of study and especially adapted manual work. The few
textbooks used in the school are especially prepared in large type. Most of the
matter, however, has been copied in large script by the teachers, and much of the work
is taught orally. Most of the written work is done on a blackboard, although large
pencils and specially ruled paper are used to some extent)

Jersey City and Newark, N. J., were quick to follow the example
of Boston, Newark in 1913 providing two special teachers for its
class of 10 children with seriously defective eyesight.

Detroit, acted upon the recommendation of its superinten-
dent of schools made in 1915.

In New Ydrk City, two special classes for the partially blind were
in operation in 1916, for which the following regulations'vere adopted:

The blackboards are used for their written lessons until they have learned to write
in a bold, double-sized script, when large-sized paper may be used for writing. The
special teachers read many of their lessons for them and assist them with their home-
work, for these children must not read or study by poor artificial light. Charts are
provided to cover every subject in the child's course emphasizing the important
points. Notebooks and spelling books are printed in large type for purposes of study.
At present all written work is done under the supervision of the special teacher and
oral lessons are recited to the regular grade teacher with the other child ren.2

Cleveland, Ohio, holds an enviable record among American cities
for the thoroughness'with whit% this problem has been studied and
the remedy applied. The first class was *nod in 1913 at the
Waverly School, R. B. Irwin supplying the children with the regular
'school texts in 38-point bold-face typd. These children are under dose
observation by the medical inspection department. Under direction
of Mr. Irwin, Cincinnati opened' conservation of vision classes in 1914,
tha work so organized and related to the work of seeing children that
these partially blind, "as well as the totally blind under the same
director,. are- making in most cases the same rate of school progress
as the seeing children.''.

Eighteenth Annual Report of the City Superintendent of Schools, Reports on Special Classes, presented
to the hoofed of education Her. 9+4, 5917, p.

Baton Public Schools, Annual Ripon of the Superintendent, December, 1915, p. 70.
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Standards for admission to. the Cincinnati conservation of vision
classes, proposed by a local committee of oculists. were adopted in
May, 1915. General rules for the guidance of teachers and nurses
were published and a course of lectures given by Dr. King to tea-hers
and normal school girls. These rules are reproduced in full in
Appendix IV.

VI. CORRECTIONAL PROCEDURE.

FOLLOW-UP.

The detection of physical defects is but the first step in correctional
procedure. A notice sent to parents advising them that the ex-
amination of their child indicates defective vision and that an oculist
should be consulted does. not always produce the desired effect.
Such notice is often received with indifference, sometimes with cp.-.
sentment. Most parents have to be "jogged up." This matter of
securing parental action is the best test of- cooperation between
teacher and physician or nurse.

In the cities where this follow-up work is largely done by nurses it
has been found that without it a very large proportion of defective
children would suffer neglect. New York City school nurses, for
instance, make an average of four visits to homes of children in need
of treatmentwell-to-do and poor alikebefore the needful thing
is done. These follow-up calls vary from 2 to 10 in many oases. At
the end of one year nurses reported 45,000 cases as "unfinished" out
of 222,072 needing treatment of various kinds. One reason why the
number remained so large at the end. of the year was because too
much time was consumed in the repetition of visits.'

Teachers can render very effective service by communicating either
directly or through the principal with the parents whom the nurses
have had no opportunity to see. In New York a teacher has before
her the physical record card of every child in her class. No teacher
should let up on a case until every defect entered by the school
doctor has been reported as treated. A reminder to the child or a
brief note to the parent will sometimes suffice. If not, a request
that the parent call to see the principal regarding the child's work at
school may be effective. It must be made clear to parents, who are
not as yet abreast of the times, that the child's health isas much the
school's business as are his "studies." When the teacher prods a
parent on the child's need of eyeglasses and medical or dental treat-
ment, as well as on his failure in his studies, the relation defect to
school work becomes more apparent to the parent.

i Bee also School Nurses, Teachers and Parents: Need of Their Cooperation in Folios lag rp Cases for
Treatment, by J. H. Berke its. The Modem Hospital Magazine, Juns1916. Reptinted In New Pat
MIN, ;lily 14, 1916.
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OBJECTION TO EYEGLASSES.

Much time- is necessarily lost on cases among the foreign-born
population as well as among some uninformed natives who view the
authorities' interest in their children with fear and suspicion and have
strong prejudices and superstitions regarding medical, surgical, and
dental treatment. It is sometimes as hard to convince a mother
that a row of decaying teeth, stumps, and inflamed gums are a dis-
figurement to her young (laughter as it is to overcome the mother's
objection to eyeglasses as an impairment (,1 a girl's appearance.
Further difficulty is experienced with some children in having them
wear the glasses after they are obtained. This is not an uncommon
complaint of school health workers, as the following from an English
report illustrates:

For various reasons the children do not want to wear glasses, and the parents du not
bother about it. Some parents seem to think that if they themselves provide the
glasses it is no business a the medical inspector or the teacher whether the child
wears the glasses or not. ,In about a dozen cases where there was persistent neglect
in this respect the matter was reported to the school board' Chi !then are not taught
to take care of their glasses after they have been provided, and when they are broken
it is quite common to take no steps to have them repaired or replaced. One finds
children frequently with their spectacle frames made up mostly with string and
lemonade wire. The result is that the liaises sit on the face at all sorts of angles, and
may be doing next to nothing in helping the child to see.'

Curiously, at about the same time, another English health officer
was pointing out "the fact that many employers hesitate to engage
workers who have to wear spectacles explains the reluctance of some
parents to provide glasses, even when recommended by school
medical officers."

With 'this we have a suggestion of a. different line of follow-up
endeavor, the attention of manufacturers having been drawn to
"spectats as an aid to efficiency," the health officer making this
comment:

Employers can help by considering the fact that a large number of people have
defective eight and that if they wear spectacles the employer gets better work done
and they are safer as regards accidentsi. e., an employer who, on going through his
work, finds few people wearing spectacles, oukht not to feel that it means efficiency
or safety but rather that he has his fair proportion of badly defective vision cases not
wearing spectacles who will be inefficient workers, and more likely to meet with
accidents.

VALUE OF FOLLOW-UP WORK.

The value of such follow-up work may be judged in a number of
ways, and among the tests for it would be-

1. The promptness with which the child is examined for refractive
errors, either by a private ophthalmologist or at a clinic, after being

The Medical Officer (London), No. 421, Sept. 9, 1910, p. 345.
Dr. J. Percival Brown, In The lied1Cal °Moor (Loathe* No. 431, Sept. 2, 1910, p. 331.
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reported as having defective vision by either leacher or medical
inspector.

2. The promptness with which eyeglasses arc obtained when
prescribed.

3.. The testing of eyeglasses as to their accuracy, wherever ob-
tained.

4. Endeavors to insure the wearing of the eyeglasses by the chil-
dren.

In cases in which the refractions are done and glasses prescribed
at,school clinics, there is sonic assurance that the children will be
required to return for an examination of the eyeglasses. When
children fail to report for this purpose, the clerk of the clinic, should
be required to inform the school nurse of the fact. At most dis-
pensaries little, if any, effort is made 6; follow up cases. Failure to
follow up cases is a particularly serious matter where eyeglasses are
sold by dispensaries and there is no checking up or subsequent testing
of glasses.

The experience of the Boston _Dispensary in this respect is of in-
terest. This institution is known for its efficient social-service de-
partment, and the reports of the dispensary attest the wisdom of
maintaining such department. A study was made of the records of
all new patients for three months in 1910 and the corresponding
three months- in 1912, covering in all 564 cases-263 in 1910 and
301 in 1912. It was found that in 1910, when no effective follow-up
work was done, 66% per cent of the glasses prescribed by the 'oculist
were not called for, while in 1912 only 8 per cent of the glasses- pre-
scribed were not called for.

Another direction in which the efforts of the school nurse and
teacher should be applied is in warning against the opticians 'and
optometrists who improperly style themselves "doctor," "eyesight,
specialist," and by other similar titles. More often than not these
are men without any medical training, who merely hold a State
license .for 'optometry. In a largo number of cases the parents of
children, upon being notified of an ocular defect, and advised to "see
the doctor," have recourse to either optician or optometrist-instead
of consulting a duly licensod Physician practicing ophthalmology.

As an illustration of practichl results obtained through' follow-up
efforts,/we may take the following record of disposition made in
vision cases in New York City schools from 1909 to 1918.

During 1914, 15,348 children wore reported as raving obtained
glasses. In addition to these, 3,451 were reported by certificates
from physicians as under treatment for defective 'vision. Investi-
gations by the school nurses, however, proved that in these cases
nothing more was done than to prescribe some eye lotion or eye
ctrops..
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Character of treatment obtai !red j'o:r (kjectie c

."
4i lames 0,210
Medleal 14, 122

1910 1911 1912 1913 1914 191" 1916 1915 1918 3

9,929 11.304 10.65S 12,265 15,341 14, 475 14.109 13,451 9,0K,
, 5914 .5,329 2,572 2,670 3,451 2,0,43 1,419 3, 954 1.975

6 100111 IS.

It should be noted in the foregoing figures that there is a steady
and considerable yearly increase in the number of children obtaining
glasses and a corresponding decrease in the number of medically
treated cases reported, even during the years when the service was
seriously drawn upon by the war emergency, These are largely
the results of follow-up work. Considering that the staff of nurses
is inadequate tb the city's needs (ono nurse for 4,500 pupils), this
is a Jocord, of substantial achieverrient.

Systematic cooperation on the part of the school doctor, nuFso,
principt41, and teacher would insure the proper disposition of all
cases, whether treated by family physician or clinic.

SCHOOL euNics.

Few cities in the United States, and those only among the very
largest, have special clinics for correcting refractive errors in school
children. The operation of such clinics
system is often opposed as too paternalistic. Even in some cities,
where the school health work is otherwise effective, the correctional
or curative work is left to hospitals and dispensaries maintained by
private funds.

The English authorities, on the other hand, have long since recog-
nized the necessity and propriety (as public policy) of including
clinics for school children in the educational system. There are
now, according to the chief medical officer of theboard.of education,
no less than 168 local education authorities of English cities and
boroughs maintaining clinics in .which eye-refraction work is done.
These employ 1.81 ophthalmologists. London proper has 19 centers
in which this type of work is conducted. In addition to these
special school clinics, there are 48 hospitals in that many korougha
which are cooperating with the education authorities in providing
treatment for_ eye cases.

Of American cities,. itmight he said that the outstanding ones in
this respect are New York, Cleveland, Milwaukee,- and Rochester,
N. Y., _There are other cities in which clinical services are provided
for selm'el'ailldreft,in: vainnui tips*. of imititutions, but the citiCS:
named maintain clinics within school buildiAgs and as part of the
school system: The clinic in Cleveland is managed by the depart-
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IneurefinedicaLinspection of the board of education. The procedure
is as follows :'

This clinic is open every afternoon during the school year. During the
routine physical examinations of children by the doctors in the different schools, the
vision is tested and, if found defective, the parents are advised of it by note. The nurse
then follows up the case and if she finds that the parents areunable to pay for an exami-
nation by an oculist, she takes-the child to the school clinic, after having obtained
the written consent of the parent. .There the ohild is given a thorough and accuraet
examination, the eyes being first dilated with bbmatropin and the error of refraction

determined by means of the retinoscope. The proper glasses are ordered for the child
and in a few days-he is brought. back to the clinic and the frames carefully adjusted.
The nurse then keeps in touch with the case, seeing to it that the child wears the glasses,
that the frames are straight. and that the symptoms of which the child complained are

relieved.
NEW YORK CITY.

There are six eye clinics in public schools for the .exclusive use of

school children. Although located in school buildings, these clinics
are conducted by the health department. under whose jurisdiction
school medical inspection is maintained in the city of New YoiC.
These clinics were established in 1912. In addition to the making
of refractions and fitting of glasses, treatments are also given for
contagious eye dieases. While the number ofcases treated at these
school clinics annually is very large, it represents only a portion of
the total number of such cases in the city. A survey of the clinical
facilities in Greater New York for this work showed that there are
altogether 40 institutions at which eye refractiots are made. This
number includes the 6 school clinics, 2 municipal hospitals, and 32
public dispensaries ,conducted independently or in connection with
privately supported hospitals. These clinics are distributed by.
boroughs as follows:

norough.
Health de-
partiaent.

Municipal
hocpltats.

DExpena Total by.
borough.

Manhattan
Bronx
Brooklyn

limns
Richmond%

Total for city

24
2

27
1
7

2 32 40

These school clinics are in locations where the need is greatest, es
determined by the economic character of, the neighborhood and the
lack of other clinical facilities in the vicinity. They have done an
enormous amount of work efficiently and reliably, and this work .
steadily increases from year to year as shown by the following stable:.

I Cleveland Ifeducallon Survey: Health Work in the I utfile Schools, by Leonard P. Ares and May Ayres,
Cleveland, Ohio, Surrey committee of the Cleveland roundation.'

150051°--20.--6
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Clinical

ey.

r
Refraction service. 1912 1913 ,. 1914 1915 1916 1917 1 1918 (6

months).

Cases brought forward
New cases received
Total registered
Cams discharged
Cases pending
Cups discharged'

Normal-
Cured
Dropped

Retractions performed
Treatments

4,845
4,845 I
2,(426 j

2,016 ;

506
1,908 1

415 I
4,710 !
4,907,

2,016
8,365

10,381
6,705
3,675

1,474
4,204
1,027

20,5241
11,023

3,675
9,625

13,301
10,312
2,969

106
5,017
5,209

24,722
11,037

2,969
11,212
14,181
6,825
7,3:4

5,819
1,906

26,452
9,713

7,356
9,132

16,44i8
5,581

10,907

4,634
947

20,922
12,379

5,29:5.
11,397 i
26,984 I
8,143 I
8,549 I

7,182 j
1,066 1

26,732.
141,323

6,844
4,819

13,000
3,694
6,794

3,352
350

12,204
11,790

The report of the bureau of child hygiene' for 1915 stated: "The
department clinics are not sufficient to meet the pressing need and
should be extended." Another statement appears in this report
based upon the reports of school nurses, that " It has been impossible
to obtain sufficient facilities from the dispensaries of the" city." The
survey made by the writer fully confirms these statements.

METHODS AND ROUTINE.

New York having been the pioneer American city in establishing
school eye clinics, the methods followed in them represent the resultof several years' application of the knowledge and experiew e ofcompetent oculists. A detailed account, therefore, of the procedure
in these clinics may be of value to other communities should they
establish such clinics.

The examinations are made by ophthalmologists, and .for this
reason these clinics, like the private special eye infirmaries, should
be preferred, and probably are, by school nurses and principals when
directing the attention of indigent parents to the need of having
their children's refractive errors corrected. No glasses are sold atthese clinics nor is any particular optician recommended to the hil-dre4a re: eiving prescriptions. Precautions are, of course, taken tothe end that the clihic privileges are not abused and also that they
are fully utilized Tor the children's benefit.

All children referred to the clinic are required to present a cardsigned by the school nurse indicating that she has investigated thesocial aid economic status of the family and that they aro entitledto free treatment. Where no adult member of the family is avail-
able; the school nurse accompanies the child to the clinic after
obtaining written consent of the parent to have the.child treated atthe clinic.

Each child, on admission at the registrar's office, is given twohistory cards, one for refraction and one for contagious disease.
I The Bureau of Child ayilese of the Department of nealth,ot the City of New York, third edition.Jettuary,118.
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The child is then sent to the clinic physician (oculist) who makes. his
diagnosis of the eye condition. If there is no eye disease present on
examination, the contagious disease history card .is terminated at'
once and the diagnosis marked "normal." The examination of
vision for glasses is then entered on the refraction history card. If,
however, eye disease is found, the refraction history card is marked

refraction pending." the order being to treat and cure any eye
disease before glasses are prescribed.

The only exception to this ruling has been in some cases of mild,
noncontagious eye disease where evident refractive error demanded
immediate correction for effective use of vision in school, in whi( h
cases refraction, examination. and treatment of the eye disease have
prof ceded simultaneously.

All cases of eve disease are treated until terminated either as cured.
improved. unimproved. or transferred to another hospital or clinic.
Operative cases are referred to the nearest special hospital. When
cured, or terminated otherwise on contagious disease history card,
all eases then refracted for refractio'n history card.

The procedure for refraction requires mydriasis for all new cases.
Strabismus cases, either convergent or divergent, receive a slid of
atropine sulphate solution with instructions to instill one drop in
each eye three times a day for two days before returning to the
clinic.

In order to prevent cases of atropine poisoning from careless use
of atropine solutions, the children and parents, besides being -in-
structed how to use the drops. are supplied with a card of printed
instructions. These instructions are also priffted on the label of the
vial containing the drops:

POISON.

i% Sol. of ALIN:pine
Sulphate.

Directions.

One drop by the dropper in each eye three timee a day.

Start drops on , continue for two days, and
retup to clinic on , at 2 p. m.

All other cases have homatropine and cocaine instilled at the clinic
by the clinic nurse at the first visit. For'such cases one drop of'2
per. cent solution of homatropine is instilled in each eye for three
times at intervals of five minutes followed at the same interval by
one drop of 1 per cent cocaine solution. After a wait of approxi-
mately 20 minutes the child is ready for refraction tests:

The visiodiotfo each' eye is. tested and compared with \vision of each
eye previo mydriasis. In the dark room the eye is examined
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with the ophthalmos .ope, direct and indirect methods, and by retinos
copy. The astigmatic error is measured with the .Javal ophthal-
mometer. The refractive condition is then corrected with trial
lenses and test types, all findings being noted on the history cards.
The child is then told to return for final tests in approximately four
days, when, without mydriasis. all the above methods or examina-
tion are repeated and compared with the findihgs under mydriasis.
If satisfactory glasses are then peescrihell or case terminated as.
normal, unimproved, or transferred elsewhere. e. g.. for operation
for strabismus.

All children with glasses ordered are directed to return to have
their lenses tested for accuracy in grinding and adjustment of frames
before history cards are terminated as ( ured.

CLINICAL FORMS.

One result of the clinical survey which is here summarized has
beim the adoption in the New York City school eye clinics of an
improved form of case history card, based upon recommendations
contained in the report on the survey.

The record blanks must he clear, comprehensive, and practical.'
They are vital instruments for the efficient ildministration of clinics
and 'medical inspection. They are disussed more fully in Ap-
pendix VI, in which also will he found specimens used in several
American and English cities.

-
THE PROVISION OF EYEGLASSES.

The fitting of eyeglasses by opticians gen't,rally involves, much
potty exploitation. As yet no considerable scheme has been at
tempted in any American city for supplying eyeglasses to dependent
children, either free or at cost. This problem has been successfully
attacked in England, where education.authorities, through coopera-
tion with local reputable optical firms, furnish eyeglasses which are
purchased at wholesale rates, the cost being borne either entirely or
in part by the school committee. School committees or county
councils have legal authority to provide school children with eye-
glasses as well as any form of medical treatment needed, anti then
demand a contribution from the parents toward the cost should they
he unable to pay the entire cost.' In either case, the authorities may
take steps against the parent to collect the debt by legal process..
The provision for this Di found in the act of 1909, as follows:

SECTION 1. Where any. local education authority provides for the medical treat -'
ment of children'attending- any public elementary school under section 13 of Alle
education (administrative provisions) act, DK, there shall be charged to the parent
of every child in respect of any treatment provided for that child such an amount

Bee London County. Council. Education Committee. Handbook containing "metal information
with rederanos to ehildren's care. Education Offices, Victoria Embanlunent, London.
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not exceeding the cost of treatment as may be determined by the local education
Authority, and in the event of payment not being made by the parent, it shall be the
duty of the authority, unless they are satisfied that the parent is unable by reason of

circumstances other than his own default to pay the amount, to require the payment
..1 that amount from that parent, and any such amount may be recovered summarily

as a civil debt.
The general rule in American cities is as follows: When, upon

investigation by a school nurse or teacher, a pupil is found to have
defective vision, and he can not afford to purchase necessary eye-
glasses, the case is reported to some local charity. In several localities
there are, however, special funds maintained in schools to which'
voluntary contributions are made, or obtained by the teachers and
nurses. With these funds eyeglasses are provided for the most
needy cases just as other forms of assistance are sometimes given.

The following is a table of expenditures by the English education
authorities during four years for spectacles furnished to school

children:

Expendititre. 1102-11 I 1913-I4. 1914-0 191:',16

Provision of spectacle' 4:',? .C3,6%1 E 4,023

The number of education "areas" (districts) in which spectacles
were provided free'or at cost reached 189 in the year 1916.

THE COST OF EYEGLASSES.

There seems -to be no good reason for the striking variation in the
retail price of eyeglasses. In Philadelphia, where in a limited way
glasses are obtained for children at wholesale cost, the average price
paid for the simpler forms of lenses fitted with plain steel frames

is 98 cents a flair. In lstw York a group of 40 children attending a
school in one section of the city were questioned as to the price paid
for eyeglasses find the average cost per pair was $1.46; in another
part of the city. the average cost in a group of 44 childrenowas $2.28.
The prices cha d at the city dispensaries and infirmaries also display
striking differs esi the average "minimum" price for glasses com-
puted from fi es obtained in 10 infirmaries being $1.40 a pair.
Figures tecured in other cities also show considerable differences:
The aver4ge "reduced" prices paid for school children's glasses in
several cities are as follows:
Camden, N. J
liarriaburg, Pa
St. Louie, Mo

01.00
2.00
a. oo

Providence, R.1 21. 25-& 00

St. Paul, Minn 1. 75-2. 50

Cincinnati, Ohio ~ 1. 25-2.40

Rochester, N. Y & 004 00

Minneapolis, Minn. 2. 504. 03

c ,Ill 2.00 -6.00.
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Compare with the foregoing figures of opticians and dispensaries
catering to the pogr the following estimates of a leading New York
optical firm doing business in the most fashionable part of Fitt 11

Avenue:
Eyeglass or spectacle conplete.

Spherical. Cylin- Corn-
d heal . pounds.

Oo Id, silver. or aluminum $1. 50. S2. 00 12 50Gold filed . 2. 25 2. 75 :3.25

Lenses only.
Flat lenses (per pato I.00 1.50 2.00Torie lenses 2.00 3.00 3.50Poster bifocals 1.75 2.76 3. 25Posters only . 75 1.25 1.25

In the absence of any definite system of efficient supply of glasses
to needy children, much at least can be done in regulating the traffic
of opticians. Undoubtedly many opticians can be found both
honest and reliable who would undertake to fit the children with the
proper glasses, charging a reasonable minimum price in consideration
of receiving the bulk of the business in their respective school districts.
Such arrangements could be managed easily either by the school
nurses or school principals. Wherever there are sehool clinics, the
children examined and treated there may properly be referred to all
optician with whom such arrangement has been made. This practice
prevails among clinics and dispensaries generally, but the relation
between opticians and disp 'nary oculists is often such that the
latter share in the profits of the optician, thus precluding the possi-
bility of lowest possible pricdir.) Assuming ethical conduct on the part
f the public employee, whet r the oculist, nurse, or school principal,

is.no good reason why the indigent child should not obtain the
full ben of a reduced cost of eyeglasses obtained from an optician,
working in co n with the school and health officers.

COMRULSORY TREATMENT.

There is sharp division between English and American opinion
zenerally on the wisdom and soundness of policy in the legal com-
pulsion of parents to provide for their children such curative treat-
ment as may be necessary fer the correction of discovered physical .

defects. The English authorities are not only well armed with
c laws for this purpose, but they already have in their favor a

ber of judicial decisions. The record of legal p secutions and
Compulsion, even punishment of recalcitrant parents nd guardians,

'already contains precedents regarding almost every kin of children's
physical deficiency requiring surgicaLmedictil, or nurs service.

In a number of our States it is possible at the presen time to
.proceed against' recalcitrant parents and guardians in su cuss1
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under certain provisions of the compulsory education law, sanitary
codes, or domeStic-relation laws affecting , the relations between
parents, guardians, and children; but direct provisions of this char-
acter are only, to he found in the laws of Colorado, New Jersey,
and

The la of Colorado, passed in 1909, contains the following:
If the parent or guardian of such child shall fail, neglect, or refuse to have such

examination madeand treatment begun within a reasonable time after such notice
has on given, the said principal or superintendent Akan notify the State bureau of
ch'Itt and animal protection of the fact: Providing, however, That whenever it shall
be made to appear to the said principal or superintendent, upon the written state-
ment of the parent or guardian of said child, that such parent or guardian has not the
necessary funds wherewith to pay the expenses of such examination and treatment,

said principal or superintendent shalt cause such examination and treatment
to be made by the county physician of the district wherein said child resides; and it
shall be the duty of such county physician Ao make such examination and treatment,
and if he be unable to properly treat such child he shall forthwith report such fact
to the county commissioners of the county with his recommendation.

The New Jersey law, adopted in the same year as the one in Colo-
rado, contains the following provision:

If the cause for exclusion is such that it can be remedied, and the parent, guardian,
or other person having control of the child excluded as aforesaid shall fail or neglect
within a reasonable time to have the cause for such exclusion removed, such parent,
guardian, or other person shall be proceeded against. aiNI, upon conviction, be punish-
able as a disorderly person.

the State of New York it ,is possible to take action against
neglectful parents both under the penal law and the educational law.
The penal law provides that a person who willfully omits, without
legal excuse, to perform a duty by law imposed upon him to furnish
fool', clothing, shelter, or medical attendance to a minor is guilty of a
misdemeanor. At the same time, the State education law provides
that every child of the statutory age, who is iri proper physical and
mental condition, shall attend school. Under such law, it is possible
to take action against recalcitrant parents. No doubt' such action
could be taken in a number of States having compulsory education
laws. It should be pointed out, however, that resort to such-legal
action is almost futile, if no penalties are provided.

So far there is nit record only orie report of a prosecution and con-
viction in a case of this character. The State superintendent of
public instruction of. Colorado, in her report for 1909-10, page.316,
says:

Out of 41,546 caste of defectiveness reported to the.State superintendent of public
instruction* having been discovered, and preiumably reported to the parents of the
children, 221 cakes were reported by teachers to the State bureau of child and animal
protection for failure oPparents to have the medical examination, indicated by the-

teachers' examination, made.
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The report goes on to say that
,With one exception the parents in all these cases were induced b,4 letter or by the

IT-isit of our officer to do whatever the children's condition In the one case
where it was necessary to bring the parents into court the chi 's throat was nearly`
closed by enlarged tonsils' and his health seriously affected. ,At the trial the father
was sentenced to 30 days' imprisonment.

It is obvious that failure to correct visual defect could be prose-
cuted on the same grounds.

AMERICAN OPINION.

Before proceeding with the account of the situation in England, it
. may be well to quote here the opinions of American workers in the

.field 'of school health. Dr. Jacob Sobel, chief for the Borough of
. Manhattan, division of child hygiene, New York Cit\ health' depart-

ment, has given particular attention to the attitude of the parents,
*specially in the foreign quarters of the metropolis, toward the ex-
ercise of official compulsion in the removal of physical defects. Refer-
ring to conditions in New York, Dr. Sobel, says:

So serious at one time did this question of parental cooperation become that it was
au ested that legislation be enacted to compel parents to have these physical defects
remedied. It is questionable whether any such compulsory law will be enacted in
our day, any that will stand the test of the courts, and I admire the courage of these who
advocate the idea. With Kerley I prefer to say, " I do not believe in compulsion or
in attemft at legislating righteousness into people. I do believe in education stiff:-
dent so that each individual may with reason and intelligence direct hie life and
habits." The easier way, that of education, I believe to be along the line of least
resistance; "accomplishing mighty feats by gentle suasion" will prove, in the long run,
not only more effectual but more lasting.'

These sentiments are admirable for the consideration shown human
sensibilities, but from the point of view of results there remains some-
thing to be desired'. It is pertinent to mention that Dr. Sobel; in the
paper above quoted, gave the statistics (1909-1912, inclusive) of cases
of defective vision found and the number of these cases for which
glasses were procured. The percentage of cases in which glasses
were procured was disconcertingly low; 1909, 27 per cent; 1910, 33
per sent; 1911, 46 per cent; 1912, 50.5 per cent.

On the other hand, the constant increase in the percentage of cases
for which glasses were procured is distinctly encouraging. It was
shown in a prior section (p. 44) that the nursing force is insufficient
for adequate follow-up work, that clinical facilities are inadequate,
and,that the problem of furnishing glasses economically is only partly
solved. In view of these facts, it is evident that. the possibilities of
"accomplishing mighty testy by gentle suasion" have not been fully
exploited. The fact that in the Colorado case, cited above, only 1
parent out of 221 was recalcitrant is likewise encouraging.

Pre)adIces and Superstitions Met wtthln Needled School Inspectlorr. Sy Jacob Sobel, N. D. New York
Nadi& Joonal, NOvember 94, 1918.
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It is true, however, that legal compulsion itra necessary last resort
in some cases.' The account given below, by Dr. J. M. Hurty, State
health officer of Indiana, of conditions found in one rural county and
of the parental attitude, is doubtless typical of the experiences of the
health workers. Even in case of such serious diseases as tuberculosis
and trachoma Dr. Hurty found the legal means at his disposal
inadequate.

In the ruml schools of one county, 49 cases of trachoma were discovered. The
parents were kindly informed by letter and urged not to neglect treatrient. Two
weeks after, it was found that only one child was under treatment, ant he was a ward
of the county court. Finally, it was necessary to compel most of the jztrests to save
the eyesight of their children. One mother, when asked why she did not take her
child to the doctor, said, with a nasal drawl: "Oh, you doctors, you's just got another
scheme to git our money." Another mother replied to the same question: " I had them
sore eyes when I went to school and I got well. I lin t skeet-ed." *

And does this not make plain that finally medical inspection and also care of children
by parents must be made compulsory. just aif was found necessary in the matter of
education? '

PROSECUTIONS BY ENGLISH EDUCATION AUTHORITIES.

In the reports of school medical officers for England and Wales there
appear about as large a proportion of cases unattended for physical
defects after notification to parents as may he found in the...reports
of most American cities. This clearly points' to the backwardness of
parents due variously to indifference, ignorance, and Jogged opposi-
tion to such governmental " paternalism." The English authorities,
however, are not unwilling to avail themselves of all the legal possibili-
ties for forcing action. Sometimes prosecutions are brought directly
by the education authorities under any one of the several acts which
specifically apply and give them the power to institute proceedings, or
they report such cases of parental delinquency to such organizations
as the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children. Most of
the prosecutions are for sending children to school in unclean con..
dition, "verminous" mostly, but there have been .prosecutions and
convictions since the children's act of 1908 went into effect, for failure
to provide the necessary medical orsurgicid attention for practically
every kind of physical defect reported by the medical inspectors.
It should be noted that the school authorities in England were not
without this power to proceed in such cases for they had the

o

preven-
-t.tin of cruelty to children act of 1904, the pertinent sections of which
were incorporated in the children's act of 1908.

The Emit case' reported at that time Was one in Eccles where the
local education authority prosecuted 41 parent for neglecting his child

a

Public Health Bulletin of the illchigan State Board of Health, p.210. Lansing, Mich., Septeaber,19ta.
All °Mims hero given on 1 nglish prosecutions are based on the annual reports of tbs Chief Bedlcal

°Meer of the Board of Education for England and Wales, 1909-1916, inclusive, and the results of the prose-
antics' quoted in abstract.
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by failing to provide her with spectacles. The evidence-showed. that
several notices had been sent to the parent without avail and that the
education of the child was being retarded by her defective eyesight.
The parent was fined 20 shillings and costs with the alternative of im-
prisonment for .a. month. Similar prosecutions for failure to provide
spectacles were successfully carried out in IOU) at Bridgewater and at
Weymouth. In the latter place five parents were prosecuted with
such salutary effect on the rest of the community, according to the
local medical officer, "that since these prosecutions there have been
no cases of parents refusing to provide spectacles for their children."
An unusually Obstinate parent having been encountered at HO, the
fine imposed was £1 I Is., with the alternative of 24 days' imprison-
ment. In a Similar case, in Northamptonshire, the parent was
fined £3. The schodi medical officer in the latter area made this com-
ment: "I purpose now to use this case as a lever for recalcitrant
parents in bad cases where the child's school progress is being defi-
nitely interfered ith from the defective vision and the suffering
entailed on the chi by the eyestrain."

IWppears from the records that in all these cases the courts lend
the -fullest cooperation to the education authorities. In many in-
stances the desired results are secured by warnings from the bench.

VII. NEEDED STANDARDIZATION FOR SCHOOLS.

SCIROOLHOUSE PLANNING AND CONSTRUCTION.

Great strides have been made in the United States in the con-
struction of better schoolhouses, but there is a bewildering assort-
ment of so-called "model" plans and between these and the disap-
pointing results often arrived at, the school superintendents are at a
loss to know what to demand of their architects. State laws govern-
ing the construction of schoolhouse are few and most of these de-
ficient.' With reference to the subject of lighting, not more than 20
of the State have any provision regulating light and floor space.
Only eight of these laws take into consideration windows, Ville arti-
ficial lighting is regulated in but nine of the States. As on lighting,
so on other factors of schoolhouse construction, there ate striking
differences and conflicting provisions showing only too often the lack
of any authoritative basis for these legislative attempts. Perhaps
with the formulation of sound and universally acceptable standards
for schoolhouses, there may be enacted uniform legislation for sclwol
buildings in the United States. The Committee on Standardization
of Schoolhouse Planning and Construction of the National Education
Association 'has been at work for..oveitwo y rs: 'This committee

Bureau of Education, 1915, Balletla No. 21: Schoolhouse 8 tattoo, by W. A. Cook.
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may reasonably be expected to establish standards for well-planned,
well-equipped, healthful schools.

Lighting. The subject of standardization of lighting, both natural
and artificial, has already been touched upon elsewhere in this survey
and attention called to the work of the Code of Lighting School
Buildings, prepared by a committee of the Illuminating Engineering
Sbciety. This subject also is being considered by the committee on
schoolhouse standardization of the National Education Association.
The problem has been engaging the attention of an English committee
for several years past. The standards for daylight illumination of
schools proposed by this committee are given in an interim report
published in 1913.

No place is At for use in a classroom where diamond type can not ltread easily by a
normal observer at a distance of half a meter (20 inches). The darkest desk in any
classroom should receive an illumination equivalent to that derived from 50 reduced
square degrees of visible sky.'

Desks and seats. --Notwithstanding the commendable efforts at
standardization, lioth American and European, discussed in the chap-
ter on the desks and seats in this survey, agreement is still lacking on
the most essential features of hygienic school-desk construction.
The American Posture League has not only applied itself to the study
of the subject, but it has actually constructed a combination school
desk and seat embodying its principles of hygienic seating. In the
surveys of seating arrangements, made by the present writer, two
blank forms were used which were designed to record all the vital
details of arrangement, construction, sanitary condition, etc. It is
my belief that any desk or set of desks fouled to record or "score"
satisfactorily on these details in accordance with a scientific set of
standards, should be the perfect product. As yet, however, we have
no spch standards and a rational endeavor to formulate them is
highly desirable. Iii Appendix II will be found the blanks referred
to, with opinicins received from the American Posture League in
answer to questions regarding some of the details of desk construction.

rican schgol administrators should adopt as standard
the recommendations of the British Association for the Advance-
ment of Science. The abstract of the report of the oculist of the sub-
committee (p 25 above) states clearly and concisely the physiology
of the eye, and the. pathology of 'defective vision. The following
conclusions of the oculist of the subcommittee were reached after's.
thorough discussion of all details of schoolbooks in relation to vision
defeCts:

(1) The existence of a very serious amount of visual defect among children of school
ago is estSblisheciss a result of official inspection. Some portion of this defect is pre-
vents)* hrgreate&are in the selection of books.

1 Th0 Sled* Officer (100doo), Sept. 28, 1214. Reprinted tram the muminsuns flu:weer, July,
1
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(2) It is desirable thatastandard of book production =hnald be mai dished, and that
the publication of books below standard should cease.

(3) It appears pmsible that the adoption h lova! ethical ion authoritiesies of a common
standard won ld render unprofitable the publication of hooks which failed to reach
such standard.

(4) It is hoped that this report may assist the responsible authorities in the work 14
determining the standard of book production requisite for the protection of the eye-
sight of children so far as it is influenced the books which the children are compelled
to read in school.

A table of ,typographictil standards has been formulated by the
British association's committee carefully fixing, with reference to
the age of the reader, the minimum requirements of the sizeof letters,
interlinear space, length of line, and Other purely technical details
requiring consideration. Practical illustrations Of these standards
are given in the several specimens of printed matter which are here
reproduced from the British association's report. rniess material
additions to the findings and conclusions of this committee can be
made by independent esearch and experiment, there is no reason
why local school boards should not be willing to profit from the
efforts of so authoritative a body as the British association. I t toatti
not too strongly be urged upon officials having control over the matter
of books that they provide themselves with copies of the report here
considered. The suggestion is here offered that as a first step in this
direction school ,officers interested in the problem should compare
the books which their schools are using with the specimen pages

Teproduced-in this report. (See Appendix 1.) There may be slight
differences' between types used in 'the United States and Englanc-
Indeed, to quote from the report, "The committee draws attention
to the. fact that there is considerable variation in the size of the faces
of the various types coming under the,same rating in point body, or
bearing the same trade description." It should be borne in mind
that in testing books, as suggested above, not only should the types
be compared with those in the speciMen pages but the printed page
as a whole should be subjected to a careful measurement by the
standard typographical table. , .

The committee of the American StItool Hygiene Association has
recommended that experimental tests should be made to determine
whether school books should be ,made of. smooth or somewhat rough
paper.. "There is no'satisfactory consensus," it reported, and to this
may be added that any agreement there may be-on this or other
characteristiesof bookmaking is based largely upon conjecture and
generalities.

The time is opportune for some definite action. The investiga-,
Lions of the committees here referred to, the experimental studies
made at one or two American universities, all offer a good groundwork
for the efforts of a representative body toward formulating school-
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book standards which shall go foi-th as a Anandate to all school
authorities. Undoubtedly, the idlest cooperation of schoolbook
publishers could be counted upon, for even in the absence of univer-
sally recognized book standards and without official guidance notable
progress has been made by American publishers in the production of
improved schoolbooks. , -

A representative national committee for the standardization of
schoolbooks should be appointed by the United States Commissioner
of Education. Such a committee would not fail to avail itself of the
excellent achievements of the V.ritish and. American committees
already referred to and still find enotigh to accomplish without
duplicating the work already done.

150051°-20-6

se



APPENDIX I.

k From the Report on Influence of Schoolbooks upon Eyesight, by the British Anse-
tuition for the Advancement of Science, 1913.)

SPECIMENS OF TYPE.

The committee draws attention to the fact that there in considerable variation in
the sire of theJaces of the variant) types coming under the same rating in point body,
or bearing the same trade description. The following specimens are inserted for the
purpose of illustrating the dilnensional rules proposed by the committee In the stand-
ard table below The committee does not undertake to recommend these or other
individual designs of type.

For the purpose of testing books, reference should be made to the standard table, as
in several instances the specimens exceed the minimum requirements.

Standard typographical table.

[1 inch .4 25.4 mm I
.

Age of reader.

'0.

Minimum
height ottace o

short letters.

Minimum
length of

alphabet of
small

letters.

Minimum
interlinear

spoor.

Maxuntuir
number of

11111e0 rverucr100
mm. or 4
indite.

9144mm
lenath Or

of
line.

.
Under 7 yeah
7 to 8 yea"
4 to 9 years `
2 to 12 orsye
Over 12 y eam

a.

Jim
. 3.5

2.5
2.0
1.8

1 58 or . In.}r

Mm.
. 96

72
55
50
47

Mm.
6.5
4.0
2.9
2.4
2.3

10
15
90
22
94

Mm.

103 or 412.
93 or
93 or in.
93 or In.

40.

0
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No. 4. AGE SEVEN TO EIGHT

This type may be used for books
to be read by children from seven
to eight years old. The letters are
larger than the minimum given in
the typographical table. Printed
from Eighteen Point Old Style
Antique.

AGE SEVEN TO EIGHT.
This type may be used for books
to be read b3r. children from seven
to eight years old. The letters are
larger than the minimum given
in a typographical table. Printed
from Eighteen Point Old Style,
with a 2 point Leading.
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No. 6.4 AGE SEVEN TO EIGHT.

This type may be used for books to be
read by Children from seven to eight
years old. The letters are slightly larger
than the minimum given in the typo-'
graphical table. Printfd from Old Style
Great Primer with 3 Mini Leading.

N. 7.* AGE EIGHT TO NINE.

. This type is suitable in size for books to W.--
read by children from eight, to nine years
old. The size of the letters is slightly larger
than the smallest given in the typographical
table. Printed from Fourteen Point Old Style
with 2 point Leading.

ii

Or
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No.8. AGE EIGHT TO NINE.

This type is suitable in size for bo'oks to be
read by children ,from eight to nine yearn
old. The size of the . letters is slightly larger
than the smallest, given in the typographical
table. Printed from Twelve Point Modern,
with 2 point Leading.

No. 8.* AGE EIGHT TO NINE.

This type is suitable in size for books to be
read by children from light to nine years old.
The sizriertr; letters is slightly larger than
the smallest given in the typographical table.
Printed from TvVelve Point Antique Old Style
with 3 point Leading.

No. 9.* AGE EIGHT TO NINE.

This 'type is suitable in size for boort:
be read by children from eight *Sine ye
old. The size of the letters is. slightly
larger than the smallest given in the
typographical table. Printed from -Twelve
Point Old Style Antique, No. 7 with 2 point
Leading. 4

I.
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-No. 10. AGE NINE TO TWELVE.

This type is suitable in size for books intended
for readers over nine years old., The size of the
letters is slightly larger than the smallest given
in the typographical table. Printed from Eleven
Point Modern, with 2 point Leading.

No 11. AGE NINE TO TWELVE.

This type is suitable in size for bobk3 intended for
readers over nine years old. The size of the
letters is equal to the minimum given in the typo-
graphical table. Printed from 12 Point old Style,
with 1 Voint leading.

No. 12. AGE NINE TO TWELVE.

This type is suitable in sizesfor books intone for
readers over nine years old. The size of the letter
is equal to the minimum given in the typographical
table. ',Printed from 12 Point Old, with 1 Point
leading.

,.A
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No. 13. OVER TWELVE.

This type is suitable in size for books intended for
practiced readers over twelve years old. The size of
the letters is in conformity with the smallest dimen-
sions given in the typographical table. Printed from
Ten Point Modern, with 2 point Leading.

No. 14. OVER TWELVE.

This type is suitablf in size for books intended for
practiced readers ovelr twelve years old. The size of
the letters is in donformity with the dimensions
given in the typographical table. Printed from
Point Old Style, with i Point leading.

No. 15. OVER TWELVE.

This type is suitable' in size for books intended for
practised readers over twelve years old. The size of
the letters is in conformity with the smallest dimen-
sions given in the typographical table. Printed from
Ten Point Antique Old Style, with a point Lending.

No. 11.* OVER TWELVE.
This type is suitable in siz ks intended for
practised readers over twel old. The size of
the letters is in agreement the requirements
specified in the typographical table. Printed from
Ten Point Old Style Antique, No. 7, with 2 Point
Leading

67
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. a APPENDIX II.
Specimens of survey blanks for classroom illumination, blackboards, desks, and

seats. These are from a set of 20 schedules, covering all details of school buildings
with reference to hygiene and sanitation. They were devised by go author and
used in the surveys referred to in this monograph. Illumination of other parts of the
school buildings, e. g., corridors, offices, etc., is included in the separate schedules
covering these respective subdivisions.

It will be noted that items not requiring measurements are to be indicated by " yes"
or "no" or checked,, thus reducing the amount of writing by the inspector or surveyor
and permitting of no variation in method of description. Data thus obtained may be
used as a basis for ratIng schools by merits and demerits, according to the various '
known standards, or by any of the so-called score-cards.

COOPERATIVE SCHOOL SANITARY SURVEY. , _

DEPARTMENT OP EDUCATION, BUREAU OP WELFARE OF SCHOOL CHILDREN.

NEW YORK CITY. A. I. C. P.

P. S. number Date Hour Weather: Clear
Borough .cloudy rain snow

ILLUMINATION.

Room number Length Width Height Floor area
Surface colors. Walls: Upper Lower Ceiling glazed

unglazed Woodwork: Sashes , doors windows
closets glazed unglazed

Windows. Number total area, eq. ft
(Take all-over glass area, disregarding small sash partitions. Do not

include interior glass partitions.)
Proportion window area to floor area Proper wintjow height to
width of room Height of window from' floor , Distance of
window.top from coiling Window exposure: North. i-
south east west

(Give number of windows in each direction.)
Direction of. light with reference to children.Right left front .rear

Shades. Color roll from top bottom middle..., .....
Condition: Good bad .
Rollers work: Yes no strings pulleys ,.

Light obstruction. Outside: Yes no describe. .
Adjoining buildings: Are v4118 painted white? Yes no.
Color: Dark ..light stone brick wood stucco....

. ,
tile

.

Inside obstructions Flower pots or other otjecfs on window sills: Yes.... no...
Curtains Other light obstructing objects

Other factors affecting light.Picturea: Dark light
unframed framed with glass... without glass...
Dc glee; add frames reflect light?
Charts: Dark light where hung;

Artifkiqf illumination.Method: Direct indirect. . .semi- indirect
Height of fixture from boor
Elettrie! Clusters Position: Horizontal.... vertical

. Number of lamps type B C

Size of limps Watt Tungsten Watt carbon
, 'Plain ,,,,,, .frosted ...half- frosted burnt out ,

Single lamps: Number size Watt Tungsten
Watt carbon type 'B C

.. e
Reflectors: Color dull., .polished flat .bowl.

. Oar. Ntimber of brackets open "imantles globor...,....
reflectors color
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COOPERATIVE SCHOOL SANITARY SURVEY.

DEPARTMENT OP EDI CATION, DIIREAC OF WELFARE OF SCHOOL CHILDREN,
NEW YORK CITY. A. 1..1661).

v7"
P. S. number Date Hour Weather: Clear

Borough cloudy rain snow

111.AcK BOA OS.

Room number Grade N'Aimber of blackboards
Material Dimensions , Area
Location with reference to pupils: Front rear right left..
Distance from: Floor nearest seat farthest seat
Surface: Even simxith chipped .cracked

Peeling .clean . not clean stained
uneven dull glossyColor: Solid

Light from: Right.

Natural

Artificial

Noticeable glare on b. b. from different angles?
(;ause
Remediable?

Above b. b

Left. Front. Above.
O I

Pictures: Yes. No.

[IAlongside b. b

Do pictures cause glare' ' reflection?.
Anything hung on b. b. causing glare?

Maps Charts Drawings Pictures
How often is b. b. Washed? .By whom? .
Chalk trough: Clean , . .chalky filled broken
Erasers: Material number

How cleaned when by whom

WithEn/flied
glawt.
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COOPERATIVE SCHOOL SANITARY SURVEY.

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, BUREAU OFVELVARE or SCHOOL. CHILDREN,
NEW YORK CITY. A. I. C. P.

. R. S. [timber Date Hour Weather: Clear
. Bro oh cloudy rain snow

DESKS AND SEATS.

Room number Grade Regular Depart mental Register
Number of desks Floor area Area per desk Desks used
Placing: Number single file Number double file Number of rows... ,..

Distance of first row from front blackboard
Aisles: Number Width: I 11 III IV V VI

(In order from left to right, facing pupils).
Types of desks: Fixed Movable Adjustable Nonadjustable

Make (trade name or manufacturer).
)%See separate schedule for structural details.

Desks and seats adjusted:
(1) As to height: Deeliii

When done
Number desks too high

. , - seats both
by whom

too low ; numt.er seats find desks.
Number seats too high...... too low too high too low

(2) Plus and minus distances: Number plus...number minus...number zero
On back of this sheet give number plus and number minus from I inch up

Writing surface: Adequate for arm and paper in. writing? '-
Number of desks adequate numbefivadequate
Surface defects: Cracked...cut.. holes_ uneven... in kstains...dusty

(Number of desks in each case.)
Place for books: Clean dusty brokeu ,e
Obserrations: Note any defects of desks or seats not stated above.
Pupils obviously uncomfortable: Number reasons given
Posture record of class Teacher's observations
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COOPERATIVE SCHOOL SANITARY SURVEY.

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, BUREAU OF WELFARE OF SCHOOL CHILDREN,
NEW YORK ('m.. A. I. C. P.

P. S. n4mber. bate Hour Weather: Clear
Borough cloudy rain snow

DESKS AND SEATSSTRUCTURAL DETAILS.

( Ise separate sheet for each type of desk and seat.'
Make: Trade name

litanufactdrer's name
Single Dont) 10 Fixed Movable Adjustable

Dimensions. Width. Deigh. Ifeight from floor.'
Desk top
Seat..

1. In the case of nonadjustables obtain manufacturer's table of sizes and grading ac-
cording to pupils ages.

'.4djustability. For Plus and minus. Mechanism.,
Desk
Seat

Are they adjustable independeutly of one another?
Leif bolts and nuts, how many? Describe mechanism as co ease of operation.
Desk: Writing surfaCnearea degree of slope

Finishcolor dull glazed
Top movable non-movable how operated (describe on reverse.....

sidel .. Inkwellright side... left side.. place for pen.. groove... ledge....
Seat: Seat floor -S shaped rim and scoop other modelling

Seat back reclined degree of reclination
flat across ehourdaz concave.a

Book rack: Place ample for books, pencil bag, etc
How many sides open....easy to clean

Frame work: Metalflat grooved color paint enamel
Designsimple complicated ornamental filigree

OPINIONS OF AMERICAN POSTURE LEAGUE.

Area of writing surface: t Adequate to support ''arm and paper': in ritipg?i
Query. Judged by individtial pupil or by standard measurement? If stand-

ard, what should it be?
Answer. By individual pupil. This has not been standardized and the

gathering of data is needed. Thete is much complaint from teachers of
lack of supporting arm space on the desks.'

Slope of writinrssolare:
Query. Has the A. P. I.. fixed the degree?

What should it be?'
Answer. The A. P. L., pending further investigation, accepts the 15-degree

elope recommended by the Vienna Cominission. The A. P. L. committees
are inclinedtto think that some modifications may be nicessary and that
perhaps an' elastic range of elopes may prove feasible, but none of this has^
been worked out by the league as yet.
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Inkwell:' On right sideleft side.
Query. Which does the A. P. L. approve?
Answer. Our committees have approved the inkwell on the right side,to

prevent dragging the ink over the writing surface with its danger of drop-
ping thereon.

Seat bark:
Query. What should favorable answer be to the following: (a) Is seat back

concave or flat across shoulders? (b) Erect or reclined? (r) Degree of in-
clination?

Answer. la) The seat back should be flat or practically so across the shoul-
ders to favor flattening of the shoulder blades on the back. A concaved seat
throws the scapula around on the sides in the round shouldered position.

(b) If the modelling of a seat were correct, either an erect or inclined back
might be acceptable. Some seats alloW so much recline that the head is
thrust forward in reaction to maintain its balance. In other words, were
the head to continue the inclination backward, gravitation would draw it,
backward, and this is instinctively avoided by thrusting the head forward.
This sometimes happens in schools where the depth of the seat floor is too
great for pupils, making an extessive inclination backward.

APPENDIX III.

THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.

(Ch. 502, acts of 1906, as amended by ch. Z7, acts of 1910.)

DIRECTIONS FOR TESTICI SIGHT AND HEARING.

In accordance with the provisions of section 6, chapter 502, acts of
1906, the State board of health issues the following directions for
testing the acuteness of vision and hearing.

AV.

The purpose of the school test of 41116 is:
1. To find out which pupils have such a defect in their acuteness of vision us may

interfere with their school work.
2. To be able to notify the parents of such pupils that a careful medical examina-

tion of the eyes is needed to see if the vision can be improved.

DIRECTIONS.

1. The testa will be made as early in the school year as possible, preferably in Sep-
tetiber.

2. The tests will be made under the most favorable conditions, and as nearly as
possible under the same conditions, preferably in well-lighted rooms, in the early part
tof the day.

3. The testing will be done by the teacher of the class, and will be supervised by
the principal to see that the conditions of the test are as uniform as possible for the
different'clatses.

4. Children wearing glance will be tested with the gimes, and if found normal will
be so recorded.

13.'Elarnine all children, but record as defective only those whose vision is or
len in either eye.
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6.Report to the State board of education the whole number of children examined
and the number found defectiveticcording to the standard given in No. 5.

TO TEST THE EYESIOHT.

Hang the Snel len test letters in a good clear light (side light preferred) on a level
with the head, and so placed that the child does not face a strong light. Place the
child 20 feet from the letters. A'over one eye with a card held firmly against the nose,
without praising on the covered eye, and have him read aloud, from left to right, the
smallest letters he can see on the card. Make a record of the result.

Children o have not learned their letters, obviously, can not be given this eye-
aighk.test. ta 1 after they have learned them.

TO RECORD THE ACUTENESS OF VISION.

There is a nu' her over each line of the test letters which shows the distance in feet
at which these I m should be read by a normal eye. From top to bottom, the lines
on the card are n inhered, respectively, 5b, 40, 30, and 20. At a distance of 20 feet
the average normal eye should read the letters on the 20-foot line, and if this is done
correctly, or with a mistake of one or two letters, the vision may be noted as if, or nor-
mal. In this fraction the numerator is the distance in feet at which the letters are
read, and the denominator is the number over the smallest line of letters read. If the
smallest letters which cap he read are on the 30-foot line, the vision will he noted as
if ; if the letters on the 40-foot line are the smallest that can be read, the record will
he 111; if the letters on the 50-foot line are the smallest ttaat can be read, the record
will he

If the child can not see the largest letters, the 50-foia line, have hit approach
slowly until a distance is found where they can be seen. If 5 feet is the greatest dis-
tance at which the 50-foot letters can be reed, the record will be i% (1)0 of normal).

Test the second eye, the first being covered with the card, and note the result, as
before. With the second eye, have the child read the letters from right to left, to
avoid memorizing. To prevent reading from memory, a hole I inches square may
be cut in a piece of cardboard, which may be held against the test letters, so ae to
show only one letter at a tinie; and may be moved about so as to show the letters
in irregular order. A mistake of two letters on the 20 or the 30 foot line, and of one
letter on the 40 or the 50 foot line may ho allowed.

NOTIFICATION OF PARENTS.

The teacher will notify the parent or guardian on one of the notice cards, as required
by law, whenever the vision in either eye is found to be 18 or less. No notice will he
sent when the vision is ;ft in both eyes, li in one eye and IS in the other, or 1-8 in both
eyes.

When glasses are used the vision will be tested with the glassai. A notice card will
also be sent when the teacher finds that the eyes or eyelids are habitually inflamed;
when there is complaint of pain in the eyeenir head after reading or writing, especially
toward the end of school hours; when one or both eyes deviate from the normal posi-
tion-- squinting; when the book is habitually held at less than 1 foot from the eyes;
when there is constant scowling and evident, effort in using the eyes.

METHOD OF TESTING !MARINO.

If it is possible, one person should make the examinations for an entire school in
order to insure an even method. The person selected should be one possessed of
normal hearing, and preferably one who is acquainted with all of the children, the
announcement of an examination often tending to inspire fear.

The examinations should be conducted in a room not lees than 25 or 30 feet long,
and situated iii as quiet a place as possible. The floor should be marked off with
parallel linos 1 foot apart. The child should sit in a revolving chair on the first space.

150051°-20--7
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The examination should be made with the whispered or spoken voice: the child
should repeat what he hears, and the distances at which words can he heard distinctly
should he noted.

The examiner should attempt to form standards by testing persona of normal hearing
at normal distances. In a still room th'e standard whisper can be heard easily at 25
feet : the whisper of a low voice can be heard from 35 to 45 feet, and of a loud voice
from 45 to 60 feet.

The two ears should be tested separately.
The test words should consist of numbers, 1 to 100, and short sentences. It is best

that but one pupil at a time be allowed in the room, to avoid imitation.
For the purpose of acquiring more definite information concerning the acuteness

of hearing, one may have recourse to the 512 v. s. (vibrations per second) tuning fork
and the Politzer acoumeter.

For very young children, a fair iae.i of the hearing may he obtained by picking out
the backward or inattentive pupils and those that seem to watch the teacher's lips,
placing them with their hacks to the examiner, and asking them to perform some
unusual movement of the hand, or other act.

[Nave. When not in use. the chart of test letters should be placed in t he envelope in winch it is sent, to
keep It from becoming soiled and Illegible. When the test letters are damaged, a requisition should be
made on the State hoard of education for a new set .1

THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.

(('h. 502. acts of 1906./

REPORT OF SIGHT AND HEARING TESTS TO SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS.

'Town or city School.

Number of pupils enrolled in the school
Number found defective in eyesight
Number found defective in hearing
Number of parents or guardians notified

(Tettelier or principal.)

RECORD OF SIGHT AND HEARING TESTS, 19t-.
City or town Class. .

Name.
[If notice is sent to parent or guardian, star name.]

Examination
of eyes.

tVhispe ward
(distan Intel)

Right left Right
eye. e ye. ear.
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INDIANA RULES FOR TEACHERS.

75

The teachers in all the public and parochial schools of the State of Indiana ah
teat the sight and hearing of all school children'under their charge once in each sc
year and at such other t imea as may be necessary. The sight test shall be made b
use of the Snellen's test type chart. * a a An individual record shall be
said test and whenever a defect of vision or hearing is noted the case shall be referred
to the school physician. Teachers and school officials shall rigorously exclude from
school all children specified in any not ice of exclusion issued by the school physician
or by the local health officer until such children shall present a tyrtificate of ad-
mission from the school physician or the health officer.

RULES FOR TESTING EYESIGHT. Ij

ool

of

Rule I. The annual test for eyesight and hearing shall be made as early in the school
year as possible. preferably in September. Individual pupils may be tested at any
time that a test is considered necessary.

Rule 2. All tests shall lie made as nearly as possible under the same conditions
and shall be supervised by the principal or superintendent, in order to see that the
conditions of the test are uniform as far as possible for the different classes.

Rule 3. Do not expose the teat type chart except when in use, as familiarity with
the chart leads children to leant the letters "by heat" Children should be exam-
ined singly.

fide I. Test each eye separately. I lave the pupil begin at the top of the test card
and read down as far as he can. first with one eye: and then with the other. Hold a
card over one eye while the other is being examined. but do not press on the coveted
eye. as pressure produce an incorrect examination.

Rule 5. Place the test chart on the wall in a good light at about the level of, the
pupil's head and at a measured distance of 20 feet from the pupil. The chart should
have a good side illumination and not hang in range of a window. which will dazzle
the eyes.

Rale G. Children wearing glasserisha II be tited with the glasses properly adjusted,
and if sight is found normal with the glasses it shall be recorded as normal.

Rule 7. Record as defective only those whose vision is 4; or lees Ai either eye.
Rule S. Where lhe child can not name the individual letters, although able to read,

the chart figures may be used. If the sild does not kriow figures or letters.-use the
chart or inverted E's asking the child to tell you by the movement of the hand the
side on which there is an opening on the e.. up. down. right, or left.

Rule 9. The lines on the chart are numbered to indicate the distance the respective
letters should he read by the normal eye. The record is made by a fraction, of which
the numerator represents the distance of the chart from the child and the denominator
the lowest line he can correctly read. Thus. if at 20 feet the pupil reads correctly the
line marked "20feet," the vision is 4& or normal. 'If he only reads correctly the line
above marked "30 feet." his vision is 3i. or two-thirds normal. If at a distance of 20
feet a pupil can only read correctly the line marked "10 feet." the vision is ig or
which must be recorded as defective.

Ifs pupil can not read-the largest letters he must go slowly toward the chart until he
can. The distance he is from the chart when he can read the largest letters will be
the numerator and 200 the denominator.

Rule 10. Report to the State board of health the total number of children exam-
. ined and the number found defective in eyesight and hearing by test.
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APPENDIX IV.

STANDARD FOR ADMISSION TO THE CONSERVATION OF VISION
CLASSES.'

1. Children who can not read more than tip at distance. and who can not read :! 00
at 20 c. in.

2. Myopes under the ago of 14 who have more than s dlopters of myopia
3. Hyperopee who have Sympums of asthenopia and who have more than s (I iopif'N

of hyperopia.
.4. Children who tamp% astigmatism of more than 3.5 diopters and whose vision

can not be Firelight up more than )114.
5. Children with macula. nebula, leukoma. which interfere with sight and lead

to eye strain.
6. Children with interstitial keratitis. uveal or corneal disease, under treatment,

who have been withdrawn from regular classes.
7. The committee assumes that these conditions exist after the proper refractions

have been made.

GENERAL RULES FOR THE GUIDANCE OF TEACHERS AND NURSES.

1. Children suffering from some acute or subacute eye disease. such as interstitial
keratitis or choroiditis should not be permitted to read or write or de close work.
Efforts nevertheless should be made to keep the children abreast with their classmates
by allowing them to take part in mental work and listen to the recitation of others.
Teachers will be governed by the report of the attending physician. notation of whose
report will be recorded on the patient's card 1)y the nurse every three months.

2. Children suffering from hereditary or congenital defects of vision rarely suffer
progressive changes later in life. After proper correction with glasses the degree of
vision will remain stationary. The degree of vision determined. experiment will
prove whether they can read ordinary type. As a class they will require the enlarged
letters at the blackboard and special textbooks.

3. High myopee must especially be cautioned against doing home work or reading
books. They should not be encouraged to do much close work. It ,is highly essential
that they have perfect correction. especially of their astigmatism,. As a geneml propo-
sition their myopia is progressive and is apt to load to choroidal disease and detach-
ment of the retina. All of these conditions aro aggravated by excessive convergence.
This convergence can be prevented by removing the near point to 10 or 12 inches.
For distance myopes should read only type the size of.tho Snellen AT or Iya, and for
near fairly large type as the 11, or 2.00 at 10 or 12 inches. The special textbook is
indicated when there is widespread choroiditie. Afyopes should be referred to their
physician twice a year by the nurse in charge.

4. Children in conservation of vision classes should never be required to do night
wolf e. Imam; at home, excepting children who have been operated fur cataracts, or
chit ren whose eye defect is due to scars of the cornea.

b. Every effort should be made to give them all of the physical training possible.
6. Wherever poepible, in order to conserve their vision during the years of. bodily

development, some one ought to read to the child at home. This is an opportunity
for the "big sister" movement.

7. Up to the twelfth year these children should not be held down too closely to echo-
lactic work. A good deal of their time should- be occupied in training their hands
e. g., in doing reed and raffia work. modeling, and sewing. Subsequent to the twelfth
year, depending on the ability ortho child and advance in its general education, the

4,Cluclunatl, Ohio.
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scholastic work should be increased and other branches of manual training added.
such as music. cooking, wood Floyd. etc.

R. Nurses for conservation of vision classes will personally direct the children to
the attending oculist for his advice M he matters.

APPENDIX V.

Series of five blank forms 'adopted for experimental cooperative
health supervision by New York City education and health depart-
menta, teachers making merely preliminary observations and refer-
ring suspected or apparent casesto physicians for examination.
Notice provision for re fording in each grade condition of eyes with
and without glasses, treatment., if defective, and result.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTI1 DEPARTMENT OE EDUCATION
Office of the Pripcipal of Publie School No

To the parents of Class Date
As the result of an examination we believe that your child has sonic defect (as indi-

cated by underlining) of hisffier eves. ears, teeth, nutrition. nasal breathing. tonsils,
heart, lungs. nervous system. speech. orthopedic defect. for which your family physi-
cian. (dispensary) dentist. or some specialist. should lie consulted. It is earnestly
requested that this matter he attended to at once.

(Signed)
To physicians receiving this not ilicat .(Principal.)

Please enter diagnosis. treatment, and recommendations as indicated
/iagitosis

Treatment institithsl. medical Surgical
Recommendations

Signed It.
I Signed I D. D. S.

(The pupil is requesusl. to return this slip to his class teacher.

DEP A RTMENT OE HEALTH. DEPARTMENT OE EDUCATION.
Office of the Principal of Public School

Date
To the parents or guardian of

You have previously been notified that an examination of your child shows that
he needy treatment

Please call at the selssd at o'clock to confer with tho principal. scIitol
doctor. or nurse. on this important matter.

Defect
. bring this slip to school.)

Principal.
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TEACHER'S SUMMARY OE PHYSICAL DEFECT CASES.
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APPENDIX VI.

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN SPECIMEN FORMS.

The English school and health authorities appear particularly fortunate in devising
blank forms for the various purposes. The record card of the Liverpool Education
Committee is a good exanwle of the better types of forms used in England for recording
the eye Conditions found in school children. .

' It is interesting to note with 'what care instructions are issued to teachers and par-
ents, which will insure the best cooperation with the school authorities in safeguarding
the children. No better illustration is needed than the directions for applying the
atropine ointment issued by the Essex Education Coinmittee. The notice to the
head tescbercissued- by the County Borough of BrightOn Education Committee is,
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something as yet unknown in American cities. This is a valuable precaution in
avoiding any possible strain on the part of the' child whose vision is temporarily
impaired by theapplication of the mydriatic.

The forms at present used in most children's clinics are deficient in the following
respects:

1. They require _a great deal of clerical work whirl; investigation has shown is not
always performed.

2. Sociological information, family history, former diseaseb, etc., are called for
which are seldom obtained correctly and in many cases are not recorded at all.

:3. The clinic doctors are required to do much writing which takes up time that
shmild be devoted to medical work.

.1. .1 great deal of medical data, such as the record of the refraction errors found
and glasses prescribed is not provided for. The result is that these records present
a slipshOd appearance and lack of uniformity.

5. In some clinics no separate forms are used for the refraction and contagious cases
Each child upon registration at the clinic is given two blank forms. The card not
required in the case is marked as a "terminated" history. Both cards have to he
marked by hand, one "Refraction.' and the other "Contagious."

Shortcomings in the clinic records are as detrimental to the service. as they are to
the,work of outside enc'es Wrested in studying the achievements of the clinics.

The printed forms se in a number of children's dye clinics have been
Iwith forms used in other institutions both here and abroad. Inquiries were

at the children's clinics as to the needed improvements. With the cooperation of
Dr. W. M. Carhart, one of the oculists of the New York City health department,
improved forms have been designed. The tentative drafts were then submitted to
Dr. Ward A. Holden, a practicing ophthalmologist and professor at the College of
Physicians and Surgeons.

The proposed forms are:
1. Diagnosis, history, and treatment records for contagious eye cases.
2. Diagnosis, history; and treatment records for refraction cases.
3. Prescriptions for eyeglasses.

81

PRESCRIPTION.

The prescription blank differs materially from the ones used in most clinics. In
addition to the technical requirements, these new features are considered important.

(a) Notice to pupil to call personally on the optician so as to insure the proper
fitting of glasses.

(b) Niiee to optician to let the patient retain the prescription.
(c) Notice to pupil to bring prescription back to the clinic with the eyeglasses

to be tested.'
The value of the first notice is self-evident.
The notice to the optician is intended to act As a warning thikt the correctness-a--

the' glasses will be passed upon at the clinic; mould they prove otherwise they will,
of course, be returned.to him for correction.

The third notice has a twofold purpose:
1. To act as a reminder to the child that the glasses must be brought to the clinic

to be tested.
2. Tho presentation of the prescription upon 'return visit to the clinic will save

time and effort of looking up the original clinic record for the purpose of checking it up.
The oculist can indicate on the prescription his findings, 'If the gleam artkintor-

rect, the fact will be noted and the prescription rpturned to the child te taken
once more to the optician. If the prescription has been properly filled and The glasses
fit, thkOeseription will be marked 0. K. Final entry can then be made. upon the
origifal clinic record (on which provision is Linde for this) either by the clerk or by

4
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the doctor, when the latter is not engaged with patients. The prrseript ion may then
be destroyed, 'a transcript of it having already been made on the record card at the
time it was originally issued.

A. AMERICAN CITIES.

A very careful examination., all available printed forms used in A merican
where eye clinics are maintained within schools or otherwise as part of the public
health work, hasedisclosed very few which reach the same standard of excellence and
practicality as those used in English cities. The best specimens are here reproduced.
In Philadelphia, the city ophthalmologist provides the patients with hornatmpium
and atropine, as may be required, in small vials inclosed in envelopes, on which the
directions for application are printed. The case history card used in Philadelphia is
also superior to those commonly used in eye dispensaries. For eyeglass prescriptions
of the best type, we have to go to the small cities of Newark and Hoboken. N. J.
It will be noted that the prescription blank provided by the Iloboken board of educa-
tion is strikingly similar to the one heretofore recommended fo'r the New York clinics.
In the Newark school clinic, the case history card used has also been carefully de-
vised and compares favorable' with the best English forms.

111

Case number

I)iainosis M. D.
space for clinic slump. in.pector.

Name Age Anew
Grade .... Times not promoted .... Nationality of father
Years in United States .... In New York City
Personal history
Present condition Duration present illness
Treatment (date of each visit, describe change, if any

Alb

Cured
Improved Case terminated, date
Unimproved Case transferred, reason

Department of HealthCity of New York- School Medical Inspection.
Bureau of Child Hygiene. .1 Oculist's Case Card.

Case history card for contagious eye disease used In New York City school clinics, embody tug improed_
features.

ft
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Space for clinic stamp.
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NI. D.
In,pector.

Name Age Addre P. S.
Present grade Times not promoted ...... Nationality of father .
Years in United States ..111 New York City
Personal history I las worn glasses" Yes No
Vision On admission R R

(wittulia glasses.) (with present glasses.)

°Olt halmoscopy It Fundus
and

retinosopy I.
Ophthalmometer It Mydriasis with atropine 'fat clinic.

with linmat tat home.

-TRE.kTMENT.

Vision underDate. mydriusis.
Final refraction
(without drops,.

, r d re,j
' Case terminated.

It L It L It D ate
It It .. L L I Cured Improved
It It L Unimproved. Transferred.1

. -

'Department of Loalth -City of New York School Medical Inspection.
Bureau of Child Hygiene. . Oulist's Case CardRefration.

Imprdeed record card.for refraction cases in New York City school clinics. Coinpare with ...standard"
form used prevtouslc for holli refraction and contagious cases. IS'' next law.)
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Exn CLINIC.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, CITY OF NEW YORK.

. Borough of New York

CASE' HISTORY CARD.

Name.. Age
P. S. Years at school
Preeeipt grade Present rating
Numter of times not promoted
Nationality: Father Mother
Years in United States New York city
Family history Rheumatism Alcoholism

(To be recorded only if obtained Irons parent
Specific disease Tuberculosis
If dead, Cause of death
Personal history

1

Present condition
;

Treatment required

Dicatated by
M. I).

Eye surgeon.,
Describe treatment applied under date M. I).

M. I).

..
ses. r M. I).

M.D.
M.D.. .

REFRACTIO). EYE CLINIC... Date 191.
(Address)

To date. This date. Totals.

Patients registered........ New Total No. of patients. ....
Revisits Revisits. " " revisits
Visits to dispethairy . Visits. " "." visits
Patients discharged' Discharged Total No. discharged ..

Cured Cured " " cured
Dropped Dropped " ", dropped.

Treatments. Treatments -Total No. of treatments...
Refractions Refractions ", " ' refractions
Medical prescriptions filled. Piescriptions " " " filled
Pr4scriptioni for gleams._ Prescriptions " " " 11, for glasses.
Visits by nurses to homes.. Visits. " " visitaby nurses'

to, homes

Registrar.

DEPARTMENF HEALTH, BUREAU OF CHILD'HYGIENE,
CITY OF NEW YORK. DIVISION OF SCHOOL MEDICAL INSPECTION

REFRACTION EYE CLINIC. -

A cumulative mooed of work ssoomplisblid and disposition of amain New York City sebool clinks.
.
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PROPOSED MODIFIED FORM OF PRESCRIPTION FOR SCHOOL
CHILDREN'S EYE CLINICS.

TO OPTICIAN:
Please let the
patient retain
this proscription.

For
Achlress

EYE 1.1,INI1'.

k Address of individual clinic
printisd in this space.)

-

85

TO PATIENT.
Be sure to bring
this proscription
back to the clinic
with your eyeglasses
to be tested.

I()

Sphcri, al ri, al. Axis. Pnsm Base.

School ace. con,tant Eyeglasses Spernidi s

Itemarks
lit D.

Noce. The pupil wlmse name appears an this prescription should call PERSONALLY on the optician,
as it is important to have the frames for the glasses properly fitted.

The actual size of the printed form to he 4 ir Sy In.

a

x

a. 0 0

(A . )
O.,

BOARD (W EDUCATION,
DEPARTMENT OF OPIPTHALMOLOGY,

HOBOKEN, N. J . 191
For

'ZEC.
*T 4 Address

irg

et:-`61
R '.4 ...., Spherical "lin. A xis 1 Prism Rase.drhal. . I mm .E

IIte.o.
eIt.

0 1) , fb
.i"2., 0 S
egJ _
4 O. :,

1,,cru
44. Distant NT Remarks-I $Ia Near

t 12
Constant
Intermediate M. D.Z i

f, Size of Eye rorica,111freele, Eire 0404.
Speetaeles,rilt 10.

1

g

oillnestrable prescription blank forts-eel:uses. Compare with (0) ordinary blank used In wet reboil
and public infirmaries In Ami3rfean Mks.
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(B)

EYE CLINIC
For
Address.

0:
D:

Remarks

191.

Surgeon.

('ITV OF PHILADELPHIA.
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND CHARITIES,

BUWEAU OF HEALTH.

M

EYE DISPENSARY.
Room 708. City Hall.

L. C. WESSELS, M. D., Ophthalmologist. PHILADELPHIA 191
THIS IS TO CERTIFY that Age

Residence School t ;rade .
is in need of glasses and the parents are unable to pay (or the same.
Father41/4 'name Father's nationality occupation.

SOURCE OF INFORMATION (parent. nurse. principal, etc.)

Inspector.

Present this card at room 708, City Hall, Between 9 a. m. and 12 noon.
Philadelphia ls One of the very few American cities where some means is provided municilw for

Ina glasses to needy children other than by charity organisations. Above is blank for oeruhustion of
ease to city ophthalmologist.

B. ENGupp , CITIES.

Model forme used in different parts 41 England for the several steps to ho taken in
the complete routine of 'medical inspection with reference to eyesight. front notice
of defect 4 parents to the provision of spectacles to necessitous children.

The wide field covered by these specimens should indicate the painstaking care
with which these blanks were secured and studied. Undoubtedly some worthy
examples have been overlooked. The intention has been to select representative
forms which when taken together might compose a comprehensive and suggestive
set. They do not, however, rover the entire range of medical inspection. several
blanks not differing from those already commonly used in American cities having
been omitted.

rt,

C
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Name

87

Right Eye. Left Eye.

Distant Vision

Error of oftefraction
under Atropine

Pi escrilition

SPN. CYL SIN. CV t.

Distant Vision with
lenses as prescribed .

RIGHT rE,

Any eye disease present
to be recorded ..

Are the glasses to be worn both for
near and for distant vi ion ?

Bunt EVEs. LIIT Era

Is it necessary for the child to return
within -a year for re-examination ?

Are any special precautions necessary
at school or at home ?

Should the child be taught its a class for
defective sighted children ?

If glasses ate not prescribed are they
unnecessary, or is it impossible to
improve the vision by their use

Remarks, if any.

Flo. S.Record form for Mottos eyesight uxed by Liverpool Edueat too Committee.
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EAST HAM EDUCATION

RV=

1.4
sO % IC00

+ le

s' 1*,. "' ...01016t/ C00,000
C011111111

y,ii.4/

0 .4.6.110

i
V No se al"

AUTHORITY

L V Igg

SPII CU- PPS. SPH. CPI- I PI.S.

0444a/wit Sw.swo.

17a.1. Typical form of spectacle prey:yip:Ion used in Eng11.12 medical inspection system.
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CITY OF YORK EDUCATIoN COMMITTEE.

GENERAL ITYGIENE.

89

THE CARE OF THE EYF,SIGIIT.

GeN/ carNghe, (.3 a moat valuable possession, not as well (-fired for all it ought to be. '
It im very important that the eyes of children should be mod ically examined from

time to time and from the earliest years. and that is now being done by medical
inspection in the acInxils.

Children should not be allowed to read small print which strains the eyesight.
Neither should they be allowed to read much by gas, lamp, or candle light. \nor

'in twilight.
Reading and writing should always, if possible, be done with the light coming

from the left-hand side; light coming from other directions is not so good and may
even be injurious.

"Blight." "blast." "pink eyes," "sore eyes," and "sore eyelids" should receive
immediate medical attention and should on no account be neglected.

A squinting eye should be attended to by a doctor at once, otherwise total blindness in
that eye may result.

Want of attention to the eyes daring an attack of measles or scarlet fever is a frequent
cause of imperfect eyesight.

In every ease of injury to the eye, however slight, get a doctor's advice at once, and
do not trust such a serious matter to anyone else. who. through ignorance, may use
measures which might result in permanent blindnws.

Bad or weak eyesight and eye strain are the cause of headache, and consequently
of much suffering, a child with bad eyesight can not do well at school.

If you notice that a child has to bend closely over books or work, or serirs up
his eyes when looking at things at a distance, or holds his head crookedly tinder
the same circumstances, or suffers from pains in the head, there is probably eome
thing wrong with the eyes, and he should be promptly taken to a doctor or to the
hospital for treatment.

Always go to a qualified doctor about the eyesight. Don't go to chemists' or
oculists' or opticians' shops without a doctor's proscription for proper spectacles
(which usually cost only 3 or 4 shillings). as otherwise you may pay dearly for wrong
glasses, because sometimes the bad eyesight is due to something wrong with the
constitution, which only a doctor can find out and cure.

24. ST. SA VIOUROATE, YORli. October. 1910.

Attention IA particularly directed to the last paragraph of thfitInstructIve leaflet.

1500M*-20 8
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Private. Medical Inspection.

BIRKENHEAD EiIrCATIN COMMITTEE.

N(ricy "r

It

Right eye Left eye

To the parents or goardia,
. The medical inspector of schools ha ting examined thin child reports the above
defect, which is likely to affect. not only progress in school. but future pronpectn in
life. You are therefore strongly turgid to secure immediate medical advice as to the
wearing of proper spectacles and other means of relief. A doctor's prescription is
necessary before obtaining the spectacles.

When treatment is tsunpleted. kindly return accompanying forint to head teacher.

'BIRKENHEAD F.DrcATIN COMMITTEE.

112

NOM F Num r sef.cr

To the parents or guardians (y
The school medical otlh'er draws your attention to the fact that your chilli is not

wearing h spectacles in scheol The eyes have been tented. and it instill necessary
for &wee to.be worn.

If they are lost or broken they should hp replaced without delay. You must See
that the child brings the spectucle> to school.
Similar forms, printed on distinguishing colored cards, are provided for notice of squint and eyo disease.

BOROUGH OF CAMBRIDGE EDUCATION CONIMITTEE.

GUILDHALL, CAMBIUM; E,
141

To the parents or guardians of residing at

The medical inspection of your child attending School shows
the eyesight to he defective, and that a fuller examination is necessary. If the defect
iefot properly treated now it ma. interfere with progress in school work, and may lead
tfiserious difficulties later on.

You are therefore requested to take your child to a medieal man. If, however, you
are unable to pay for private medical attentiob, you may send your child to the
Borough Eye Clinic, 12A, Parkside, when (e)he will be examined without charge, by
the assistant school medical officer. The school nurse will call upon you in a few
days to hear which course you desire to pursue. You are particularly warned
against obtaining spectacles without a doctor's prescription.

ANDROV J. LLCM),
School Medical Officer.

Melee Of dainties AA= coupled with invitation to utilize eabool Maio it neaseary. (ammo notiet4



BOROUGH OF CAMBRI NE EDUCATION COMMITTEE.

Pump HEALTH DEPARTMENT,
ti CH.IM M

191

91

DEAR Silt: Your attention has been directed to the fact that your child
is suffering from and I rwret to learn that you Rye

not yet obtained treatment for the condition.
I now desire to point out, that under thechildren act, I90s, "a parent or ether person

legally liable to maintain a child shall he deemed to have neglected hint if he fails to
provide adequate medical aid."

Yours, faithfully.

" Laying down the law, as above, has proved an effective method in England for neglectful parents.
PM then, they have the law.

COUNTY BOROUGH OF BRIGHTON EDUCATION COMMITTEE.

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT, SCHOOL I LINIC,
7, 1;11.OUCEsTER PLAIT., BRIGHTON.

EYE CLINIC.

THIS FORM Tu BE SHOWN TO THE HEAD TEACHER.

Name of patient
Date

The vision of this child is at present being examined. Please notice the pupil of
the eye; if this is at all large, the child will be unable to see objects close at hand plainly,
and should not do any reedit*, writing (including written arithmetic) or needlework.

This condition will gradually pass off in between two and thtee weeks when the
child may resume ordinary work and will have been provided with spectacles, if
these are necessary.

The child has been asked to attend here on iu the morning.
C. W. I l trrr,

...Senior School Doctor.

Precautionary notice to avoid injury to eyes while under effect of mydrissis.
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M. I. 20.
ESSEX EDUCATION COMMITTEE.

DIRECTIONS FOR APPINIM: TIDE ATROPINE OINTMENT.

The ointment is POISONOUS.
Place the child in a good
Direct him to look up to the ceiling and he sure that he is doing so at the moment

of applying the ointment.
Take on the tip of a small camel's hair kintah a particle of the ointment of the size

of a grain of wheat.
With the thumb and forefinger of the left hand gently draw forward the patient's

right lower eyelid and place the ointment just within the msrgin.of the lid.
Direct the child to dose his eye tightly, thus wiping the ointment off the brush.
tightly rub the cloeed eyelids in order toshring the ointment into thorough contact

with the eye.
Repeat the process with the left eye.'
The application should he made marring and afternoon on five or six successive

days before the child is to he examined.
The ointment will make the pupils very large ivad the sight will be blurred, especially

when lo.oking at near objects: but this need cause _nolarm and will pare off in a few
days.

The application in absolutely painleas.
.1. II. NICHol.AH, Secretary.

Clearly Ind plainly worded directions for a simple process, which Is nevertheless fraught
if not properly explained to laymen.

RECORD 'OF ATTENDANCES AT THE SCHOOL CLINIC,

This card should be retained by t1.1 head teacher as a record of the child's attendance at the clinic during
school hours. The card Angle: be Melded to the rigid when leering school for Ike direr, and the child should
hand It back to the teacher on returning to school.

Date. Left school. Arrived clinic. heft clinic. Nurse's initials.

Record of attendance at school clinic of Dumferltne (Carnegie Trust). On other side of card are entered
sdvanos appointments.:
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ROW TO OBTAIN SPECTACLES.

sa

Spectacles may be obtained from Messrs. J. T. Davies chemist (Ltd.), Walter
Road, Swansea; at contract prices.

If the parents of the child can not afford to pay for them, application should be
made to the clerk, education offices, Grove Place, Alexandra Road, Swansea,
who will in cases of necessitous 'circumstances supply the spectacles. and the cost
or portion of the cost will he borne by the education committee.

THOMAS EVANFI, M. It., D.
Sehoe/ Medical Officer, SwanFra.

Reverse of prescription given to children requiring spectacles, at Swamc a Education Committee's Clinic.
Similar forms are used in many English cities where reduced specuele priors are contracted for with
reputable opticians by the school authorities.

LONDoN CoUNTY

SPECTAC1.1,1,--APPLI('ATI,)N Foil LOASi.

Schi fleet
Name of child
Address
Heiipital attended .
Name of optician Cost of glasses
Care committee's recommendation as to grant or loan

Afl.

Electoral area.

lion. See. l'hildrrn*8 Corr Committee
Date

Decision of Spectacle Committee-
!Ion. Treasurer of Spectacle ('ommit tee I Date)

Spectacles. among other necessities, are provided by the Children's nun Committemoln London. Form
used In such needy cases. Note that application is made by the secretary.

C. LIVERPOOL: INSTRUCTIONS TO PARENTS.

The four circulars to parents issued by the Liverpool Education Committee are
unique. In these few succinct paragraphs are found the essentials for the protection
of the child with defective vision in and outside the school.

LIVERPOOL EDUCATION COMMITTEE.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

e'ARE OF DEFECTIVE EYES.

To the parents or guardians of
Your child has defective eyesight requiring the,constant wearing of glasses in orsiii

to preserve the sight and prevent the detect from getting worse. With reasonable eM.
school work should not strain the eyes nor aggravate the defect. But in order to guard
against either of these results it is advisable that school work should be made easier for
the eyes, and certain precautions, which will be carried out at. school, should also be
observed at home as far as they are applicable there. They are important for the
future eight of your child, and you can materially help in this matter bypaying par.
Ocular attenion to them.
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These precautions are as follows:
(1) SPECTACLES.The glasses must he worn conAtantly (see separate sheet).
(2) Booas.Books for eading must he printed in good, clear, easily readable type;

they in use be kept at a propdistanee 416 or 18 inthes)front the eyes, in a good light.
(3) Warrmi.This must be done in hol(6 large letters. Reading or writing should

not be carried on for more than 20 minateiNithout a break: and reading or writing by
artificial light should not be allowed unless the light is particularly good am( steady.
Girls must do no sewing but may learn knitting provided it he taught by touch and
not by sight. Home lessons of any sort will be prohibited.

(4 i POSTURE.The child should sit in the front row of the class:lulls/ sit upright, that
is, -with the hack held straight and no stooping), with good light coming from the left
whenever possible: light from the front or back is harmful.

(5) ORAL LESSONS AND GAMES.The child may attend as many of the oral and
object lessons as class arrangements will permit, and take iiart freely in drill, (lanc-
ing, and games of all kinds.

RESULTS,

If these precautions areltorne in mind and the child taught to act upon them at
home, headaches and other symptoms of eyestrain will be prevented, school progress
will be more satisfactory, vision.will probably impolve con'Siderably, and furtter
increase of the defect with the handicap of poor _vision in work after leaving school
will be avoided.

E. W. Hurt,
Medical (libr. to the Education Authority.

LIVERPOOL EDUCATION ('OMMITTEE.

IMPORTAN1SNOTICE.

THE. PROPER USE OF SPFATA/ LES.

To the parents or guardians of
Spectaclee have been ordered for your child, with the object of preserving the eyes

and improving the eyesight. I t is absolutely necessary that you should carefully attend
to the following points regarding their use:

(1) .FrrrtNo or maims. Each eye should look through the ((enter of its glass, so that
the child does not look over, under, or to one or other si'lb of the lenses; the frames

. should fit without hurting the bridge of the nose, the ears, or the temples; the eyela'slies
should not toucleeither ; lass.

(2) CLEANLINESS OF LENSES.-- The glasses must be kept quite clean and free from
dirt and grease by being wiped when necessary with some soft material that will not
scratch them.

(3) WEARING OP SPECTACLES.Except when told otherwise by the doctor, the
glasses must be worn constantly, that, is, every day, Saturdays and Sundays in-
cluded,..14h in and out of school, and should he put in the case provided only
when taken off at bedtime.

(4) REPAIR or 8PECTACLE8.Should (a) theglasses become chipped or broken, b) a
gleseall out without breaking and deed replacing, or (c) the fraMes get bent or out of
shape in any way, or hurt the child, the child *mild be taken with the spectacles
to the opticians, Messrs. Lizars, 71 Bold Street, Liverpool, who will see to their repair
and renewal according to the original prescription at the contract price. If the glasses
are lost, new ones can be obtained at the contract price from Messrs. 'Lizars, who have .

copy oIthe original prescription.
4 W, ROPE,

Medical Olielja the Education Authority.
.-,
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LIVERPOOL EDUCATION COMMITTEE.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

CARE OF SERIOUSLY DaPECTIVE EYES.

To the parent* nr guardian* of
Your:child suffers from a serious defect 91 vision, which quite prevents him (or her)

from joining in the ordinary work of an elementary School; indeed, such work would he
most harmful. This defect is permanent, and liable to get worse and bring on disease
in the eyes unless great care is exercised,'both at school and at home, so that in the best
interests of the-child your lick) is essential. It is therefore necessary that the child
should he taught in a special class for children who ore suffering in a similar manner,
and for whom a special scheme df school work has been devised. l'ntil admission to
styli a clafis can be arranged, the child may attend an elementary school with a view
to gaining the educational advantages of school discipline and drill, along with such
general knowledge as can be given in the oral lessons of the classes. Reading or writ-
ing of any kind (except blackboard work) must not be undertaken except at the
special class.

These restrictions are made with a view to the child's future welfare as to sight and
ability to earn a livelihood, but are absolutely useless without your careful and con-
tinued cooperation at home.

You are particularly requested to watch the child and to pay constant attention to
the following important 'points:

) Follow the general directions as to the wearing of the spectacles .(see separate
sheet t.

(21 Stop coapletely alr reading and writing when not at school. Books, pens, paper,
pencils and rates must not be
.but knitting may he done, provided the child does it by feeling the stitches and not by
looking at them:

Let the child be out of doors as much AS possible, and be taught games and out-
door play, but violent gymnastic .exercises and rough games should be avoided.

(4 I Impress upon the child thit it is because of the importance of taking care of toe
eyes that thew restrictions are made for his.(or her) benefit in after life, and that tTie
child must do at home only what is taught and allowed at school.

E. W. HOPE,
Msdical Officer to the Education Authority.

0

a
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LIVERPOOL EDUCATION COMMITTEE.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

TREATMENT OF SQUINTING AND DEFECTIVE-SIOHYED EYES.

To the parents or guardians of
Spectacles have been ordered fur your child with the object of preserving and im-

proving the eyesight, especially of the *RIGHT/LEFT eye, which *squintslis defective
from its trot ,being used properly owing to an error in focus. It is important that the
general directions as to the wearing of spectacles- (see separate sheet) should be carried
out. But in order that full advantage from the use of the glasses may be.ohtaKed, and
the eight of the weak eye improved, this eye must be practiced separately with the glasses
on at home for hal f an hour twice daily for six months, under the supervision of a respon-
sible person, who will take an interest in this matte?, and see that it is done carefully
and regularly.

DIRECTIONS FOR PRACTICE.-=VOYFIT up the good *itiottr/eavr eye thoroughly -with
a thin folded pocket handkerchief tied around the head, so that the child can not pos-
sibly peep with this eye. When the good eye is covered, put the glasses on, and then
try and find some printed type which the child can just manage to see and read with
difficinty with the weak eye. Practice this eye with print of this size for half an
hour twice daily regularly for one month. For the next month use slightly smaller
print, and so on, using smaller print each month until six months have expired.

At the end of this time, if these exercises he been regularly and carefully carried
out, the eye will be stronger, and on reexaminati by the doctor its sight will fre-
quently he found to have improved. Many caseillbf squint are benefited by these
means, so that operations or the permanent disfigurement and disability of a nearly
blind squinting eye are avoided. The eyes of young children, until they know their
alphabet and can practice as above, may be practiced by threading beads with a blunt
needle, using smaller beads as the'sight improves.

E. W. 110PE,
tlydiral fficer to the Education Authority.

APPENDIX VII.

Visual acuity tests.Most of these test cards can be secured from jobbers and large
school supply houses as well as from publishers.

A. The Snellen test types.The original form devised by Snellen, of Utrecht. Pub-
lished by E. B. Meyrowitz, New York and Minneapolis; or F. A. Hardy & Co., 10
South Wabash Avenue, Chicago. (Publication No. 987.)

B. The vision chart for schools.Allports modification of the Snellen chart. This
contains the usual test letters with the addition in each line of at least one letter for
illiterates. F. A. Hardy & Co., 10 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

C. and I). Vision charts for iltiterates.Two types: The letter E in different positions;
objects (chair, bell, hat, etc.) same relative size as lettere. F. A. Hardy No:
962 and 983, respectively.)

E. and F. McCallie test cards. Literate and illiterate tests; standardization of the
Snellen test and the organized dot test. Six cards to each set. Edwin Vitzgeorge,
agent, Box 67, Trenton, N. J.

Vision chart and color blindness test combined. F. A. Hardy & Co. (No. 987-E.)

(Instructions for principals, teachers, etc., are printed on a separate card, which can be detached from the
vision chart.)

Cross out whatever issinapplkable.
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VISION CHAT T FOR SCHOOLS
SNELLENS

200

( P 3,00

Ts 3 Z M
P L3 50

LF3PCLI 40

OWL3T1119 30
P PIT F301dD3 20

110. 0.--13. Alison'smatted Basilan chart.
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DR. ALLPORT'S INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE EXAMINATION OF SCHOOL
CHILDREN'S EYES, EARS, ETC.

(To accompany his modified Sne !len vision Mart.)

FOR USE OF PRINCIPALS, TEACHERS, ETC.

Do not expose the card except when in use, as familiarity with its face leads children
to learn the Fetters "by heart."

First-grade children need not be examined.
The examination should be made privately and singly.
Children already wearing glasses should be tested 4-ith such Oilmen properly adjust ed

on the face.
Place the "Vision chart for schools" on the wall in a good fight ; do not allow the

face of the card toibe covered with glass.
.The line marked 20 should be seen at 20 feet, therefore place the pupil 20 feet from

the card.
Each eye should he examined scparately.
Hold a card over one eye while the other is exatined. Do not press on the

covered eye, as the pressure might induce-an incorrect examination , .

Have the pupil begin at the top of the test.cald and read aloud down as far as he
can, first with one eye and then with the other.

For the use of those children not knowing the names of letters, the 8441 LL1 1 has
been placed on each line in various positions. The child should' indicate in which
position this sign is placed. A cardboard symbol (W) can be easily cut out witch the
child can hold in its hand. It should hold the figure in the same position,as ?be one
it is expected to see on the chart. For the purpose of convenience each line ends with
the sign (UJ) in various positions.

FACTS TO BE ASCERTAINED.

1. Does the pupil habitually suffer from inflamed lids or eyes?
2. Does the pupil Tail to read a majority of the letters in the number 20 line.of the

test types with either eye.
3. Do the eyes and head habitually grow weary and painful after study?
4. Does the pupil appear 0 be "cross-eyed"?
5. Does the pupil complain of earache in either ear?
8. Does matter (pus) or a foul odor proceed from eitiosikear?
7. Does the pupil fail to hear an ordinary voice at 20 get in a quiet room? Each

ear should be tested by 'having the pupil hold his hand over first one ear and then the
other. The pupil should close his eyes during the test.

8. 18 the pupil frequently subject to -colds in the head " and discharges from the
nose and throat?

9. Is the pupil a habitual "mouth breather"? %.

If an affirmative answer is found to any of these questions,- the pupil should be
given a printed card of warning to be handed to the parent, which should read sonte-
thing like this:. -

. consulted. It is earnestly requestod that this matter he not neglected.
throat disease, for which YOur farnily physician or some specialist should be at °Ire

Respectfully, School.

T. _
CARD OFWARNINCI TO PARENTS.

After due consideration it is believed that your child has some eye, ear, nose, and
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Fin. 9.E. Face of If o Celle test card. (Actual Alm)
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Back of IteCe llie test card (Fig. 9.)

Z 20 FELT. II 30 FEET. C 40 FEET. E 50 FEET,

II()W TEST VISION',1

1. The normal eve can see to read the smallest letters on these cards at a distance
of 20 feet. the next size 30 feet, the next size 40 feet, and the largest size at 50 feet.

2. Select the best position for light in the schdolroom. Avoid a glaring or direct
sunlight. Draw a chalk mark on the floor at this place and mark it 0; measure
from this 2 feet, make another line and mark it 2; from this measure 2 more feets
etc., until 20 feet are measured off

3. The pupil to he tested is to stand with his toes to the 20-foot mark, with a card
over one eye. The teacher arranges the card1kito that all of the smallest letters will
be up. She then holds them vertically in her hands, face toward the pupil, so as
to receive the best light. The pupil is required to read the letter at the top of the card
only, as the teacher presents them from the hack of the pack. Do not correef errors.
Do not allow pupils to hesitate longer than three seconds in naming a letter.

4. If four out of five of these letters are read correctly, with little or no hesitation,
record the result 18. This indicates normal vision.

5. If a pupil can not read four out of five of the smallest letters turn the cards to
the next size. If he can read four out of five of these letters correctly, record the
result I8. If the 30-foot letters can not he read, four out of five,' turn the cards to
the 40-foot letters. If these can he read, record the result i8. If the 40-foot letter,
can not be read, turn the cardstto the 50-foot letters. If these can he read, record
the result la. The fractions I-8, and I-8 signify, respectively. and I normal
vision.

If the 50 -foot letters can not be read,, have the pupil move up 2 feet and try again,
and 2 more, etc., until he can read the letters. The distance in feet from the teacher
When the letters are read correctly will always be the numerator and 50 will always
be the denominator of the fraction representing the pupil's vision. Thus, if he
had to move up to 10 feet his vision would be recorded 1-8, which indicates one-fifth
normal vision.

6. When one eye is tested, proceed in the same manner with the other. It is
often necessary to let the pupil rest for a moment ortwo.

7.1f a pupil can not read the 20-foot letters satisfactorily at 20 feet, he should
have his eyes attended to by a competent physician, and, even if he can read the
20-foot letters and has headaches, or inflamed eyes or complains of eye troubles, he
very likely has visual defects Oat need correction.

NOTE. These cards are to he used in the 'schoolroom, itutle presence of all the
pupils. Tice order of the letters can never he remembered if the cards are now and
then shuffled.

Copyrighted, 15)), Joseph M. IleCallie, Trcnt on, N. J. (Reprinted by permission.)

I On the original csrds these letter and distance Indications are printed In positions corresponding to
those on the face of the card, for the teacher's guidance.
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14.;.11.F (2). Face of Mc Callia test card for illiterates.
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Back of 11cCallie test card. (Figs. 10 and 11.)

HOW TO USE THE ILLITERATE TEST CARDS.

109

The normal eye can see the dot on these cards at a distance of 20 feet, low first grade
18 feet, kinderrarten le; feet..

1. Determine where the light is be(t for seeing the dot. Neither sunlight nor bright
light should fall on the cards. 1)o not make tests hn (lark days.

2. Beginning with the placli selected for showing the cards, place on the floor
a chalk mark every 2 feet. Mark off 20 feet.

3. Place the pupil to be tested with his toes to the 20-foot line, and with a stiff eard
over one eye. (If kindergarten, child toes sls,uld be placed at the 16-foot line; if
low first grade, at the 18-foot line.)

4. Shuffle-the cards and hold them with their faces toward the pupil being tested.
5. As soon as the face of a card is shown-, the pupil is expected to answer: "The

bear has it," "The boy has it," "The girl has it," or, " Neither has it," according to
where the dot appears or when it does not appear.

fi. The cards are taken from the back of the pack and placed in front. The words,
"boy," "bear," etc., at the top of each eard, enables tbe one making the test to know
whether the answers are given correctly or not. f

7. Ill an answef is not given within 5 seconils, present another card. 1/o not correct
the pupil's errors.

8. As soon as a pupil has made two mistakes, have him try again 2 feet nearer,
and if mistakes are still made, have him move up 2 more feet. etc., until not more
than one mistake is made in five trials.

9. If a pupil has to move to the 12-foot mark befog lie can locate the dot, mark
his vision la. If he can do this at 20 feet, record his vision as iS, etc. 4 indicates
normal vision; a or less indicates a defective eye that needs attention. (In the kin-
dergarten may be taken as normal and or leas as sufficiently defective,to need at-
tention, and in the low first grades 41 may be taken as normal, and 4A or less as need-
ing attention. If the dot can be Seen at a greater distance than 20 feet such a pupil
has sharp vision,.

10. After testing one eye proceed in the same manner with the other.
11. These tests are to be made preferably in the schoolroom in the presence of all

the pupils, who may look at the cards while the others are being tested, if they wish.
12. Often allow pupils to rest a few seconds, especially' before beginning to test the

other eye.
NOTR.This method of testing vision can be made very interesting to small children

by telling them that the boy, bear and girl are playing ball, and they are to watch
and see which one gets the ball (the dot). Before beginning the tests call all the
pupils of the room up in front ind near you. Explain the game. Show a number LI
cards and have the pupils answer quickly, which has the ball. Continue this for a
minute, or until you are sure that each one knows what you want him to do, then test
She pupils one at a time, as described above. Kindergarten children should be drilled
in locating the dot at clqs5range several times before making the tests. .

Copyrighted, 1900, Joseph M. Meanie, Trenton, N. J. tReprinte,, by permissloP.)
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APPENDIX VIII.

STATE ,LAWS REQUIRING VISION TESTS.

. summary table of State laws, 19 in number, requiring the testing,
of school children's eyesight, is given in this appendix. Connecticut
was t he first. State to enact a law especially providing for the testing of
eyesight of all children in the schools of the State., This Was in the
year 1899. Subsequently 18 other States made such provision either
in special acts or in parts, of _general school health supervision laws.'
In all but two of these States, theskl examinations are compulsory.

For the most part, the routine and record forms for eye tests are
prescribed jointly by t he St at e health and St ate education nut 17Orit ies.
The instructions issued to teachers in. Massachustitts and Indiana
appear to ho especially satisfactory. (See Appendix III.)

suumary.of Shoe Flirt a yinrining CO.' le-($ in schttol lilt ehronologhld order).

NOTE.Wording of statute.: closely followed in the summitry.

State. of
Pate lia1141110ty

Of
act. 1 permissive.

Contiem Witt .... I tekt lfundutare.

Massa:humid lots ,I0

By- whom eye
tests are made.

Colorado 1909 do

Maine ' 10(09 I do

:rotund 1911 do

Pennsilvania.... 1911 do

Rhode Isla-tub... 1911 do

Utah 1011

Frequency of
tests. Miscellaneous pro. istans.

perinden tent, Fall term, anon-
principal, or ally.
teacher.

Teacher At least once ever)
school year.

Teacher or princi-
pal or county
superintendent.

Teacher or school
physician.

Teacher

Medical Inspector..

Teacher or school
physician.

do Tv.wher

First month of
each school year.

At least once in
every school year

Once in each schoo
year and at such
other times as
salty be neces-
sary.

At least once each
year.

do

First month of
every school year
and whenever
children enter
school thereafter

Forms, procedure, etc.
prtqvared by State board
of (shiest ion.

Directions for tests pre-
scribed by Sfate board
of health. Test eards,
forms, etc., furnished
hy State board of edu-
cation..

Seeded appliances and
supplies `furnished by
State superintendent
of public instruction.
(Where there Is no
principal.)

liked:Am and forms pro-
scribed by State super-
intendent of public
s:hools after consulta-
tion with State board of
health.

Cutler Joint direction of
State boards of health
and of education. Law
prescribes fully rules for
testing eysiht.

Under direction of com-
missioner of health.

Commissioner of public
schools to furnish appli-
ances and forms ap-
proved by State board
of health.

Board of education or
district board of trustees
may employ physicians
to make tests. State
board of health pre-
scribes rules for making
tests.

to eight other States the school *health supervision laws are sufficiently brood to permit or require
testing of eyesight.

1
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Summary of Stale but -a goterning eye leafs in school (ix ehronoloaieal order'' - -(bit.
.4

Stair.

Dole Mondotory
of nr

act. "permissive,
By whom eye

tests are Made.

Vermont 11112 Mandutory Superintendent,
princigal, or
teacher.

New Ilampdt ire. lilt do. Teacher under di-
rections of school
physician.

New Jersey

New York

1111

North ',atom._

1913 . Medical inspector..

113

X11 .1

Maryland

Delaware

Virginia

Wyoming

Nevada

Freotiency of
I (Isis. 'Mi.vilanethts provisions.

Biennially, in Sep- (If every pupil 7 years
timber of every of age and older. Al
m en year. any time, children in

school' becoming 7 years
of ago and of any
pupil apparently defect-
live, butte board of
health and superinten-
dent of education pre-
pare directions and

At least once -4n I Directions and forms pre-
every school scribed by State Word
year. of health in cooperation

with superintendent of
public insrtuction. I'tt-
pil exempt from ex-

' amine, ion if parent or
gi lard ion protests in
writing to teacher.

to volumene, I Law specifies examine, .
mint of each t ion of eyes to he for far
',hoof year. an near sightedfiess

and the condition of the
eye lids."

Commissioner of educa-
tion, after consultation
with State commis-
sioner of health, to furn-
ish rules and forme.
Comtpissioner of educe-

; lion appoints State
medical Inspector of
sehools.

At least once annu- School boards may and
ally. shall, if petitioned by

a majority of persons
having children attend-

. ing schools.
(tote during each bind: t school bow&

school Fear. ; appoint medical In.
spectors. -

It least once in I Board of county school
every two years. commissioners may em-

ploy medical inspectors.
Boles and norms pro-
wl bed by State super-
intendent of public edu-
cation In consultation
with State board of
health.

Ione@ every school Under direction of State
year. commissioner of educa-

tion.
Annually state superintendent of

publics instruction must
in accord with the State
hoard of health provide
sultabti test blanks,etc.,
for testing sight and
hearing of the pupils.
Teachers must rep9rt
results to parents. .

First' month of Under direction of
each school year. State superintendent of
Later entrants schools. Law contains
Immediately guide questions for de-

, upon entering termkting detects.
school.

Annually State board of health
shall prescribe rules for
such examinations ant
furnish blanks for same.
School trustees enforce
regulations.

do Medical inspector,. At least once in
prescipel, or each :Whoa' year.
teacher.

1913 Permissive. Medical inspector.

1913 Mandatory. do

1911 Permissive do

1915 Mandatory.- Teaglier

1913

11115

1917

do do

do

to

..do
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American medical association. Committee on preservation of vision. Conservation
of vision series. Pamphlets 1-XV.

Chairman, Dr. Frank Al !port.
&Imol children's eyes. Pamphlet I.
Relation of illumination to visual efficiency. Pamphlet IV.
Opthalmia neonatorum. Pamphlet X I.
Ocular hygiene in schools. Pamphlet X V.

Berkowitz, J. H. Better schoolhouses as a factor in race betterment. In American
school board journal, June, 1918.

"To a very great extent the foundations of national vigor are built on the physical environment
of childhood during school life. Unfortunately the number of school boards and individual school
officials who are yet to to convinced of this is not small. Many are the schools in which children
are compelled to receive daily instruction tinder conditions that would be condemned in industrial
plants where sturdy adults are employed. In such schools compulsory education spells compulsory
physical unfitness."

Berry, Gordon L. Saving the sight of school children. In American school hygiene
association. Proceedings, 1916. p. 136-145.

Also in National education association. Journal, 1:819-19, April, 1917.
Teaching in New York City's grade schools, care of eyes and eyesight.

. Gratuitous loan of lantern slides by the NatIonarcommittee for the prevention of blindness (130 East
Twenty-second street, New York, N. Y.). School exhibit panels, 5 to a set re trachoma, improper
illumination, etc., "available for permanent use in any city at the cost of postage alone."

Burnham, William Henry. Hygiene of the eye. In Monroe, Paul, ed . A cyclo-
. podia of education:vol. 2: 560-62.

"The errors of refraction have been studied in hundreds of thousands of school children, and . . .

investigators have often found that at the beginning of school life more than half of the pupils have
hyperopic eyes. In thelater grades the majority of eyes have become emmetropic, or passed through
this stage and become myopic."

Number with defective visions as worded by investigators, from 10 to 97 per rent, "and probably
few, if any, absolutely emmetropic eyes can be found."

Burrage, Severance, and Baily, Henry T. School sanitation and decoration: a prac-
tical study of health and beauty in their relations to the public schools. New
York, D. C. Heath et Co.
. Chipter X. Influence of school life upon the eye.

Dreebach, M. Ocular defects and ,their relationto the health and work of the stu-
dent. Educational review, 46: 492-509, December, 1913.

. Students at Cornell university, whose "statieetics show that the groat majority of our students are
hyperopic." Other student body, "40 per cent have neck h a d their eyes examined. . . . Among
our nigularly enrolled students at least 25 per cent have eyestrain and we have found the highest per
cent of failing eyes among the students of the technical courses."

Among the young men who come from rural districts, the author states, "we find only 13 per cent
of eyestrain cases, yei'there are many with marked ocular defects. A number of these students from
the country develop eyestrain symptoms during their 12 weeks' course in the university. Another
interesting thing Is the greater per cent, 17 as against 8, of myopia."

Kerr, James. Eyesight in school life. In hie Newsholme's (author) school hygiene
. . . London, George Allen & Unwin ( Fourteenth edition, Merck , 1916). p. 141-75.

figg
In regard to examinations, detailed, in the elementary schools of English towns, states:
'41) The peroentage with normal vision Increases at every year of age and standard, till in the

highest classes it is over AO per cent.
',(2) Ashanti(' percent have visions as bad as V. A fins remains constant through school-

ills Tbe greater part of the de/active vision is due $o slight defect which gives fair but imperfect

112
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vision, due probably to both ocular and mental conditions, and of the greatest importance educa-
tionally in the visual acuity(V. A. !r/343 or worse), due to accident or disease and probably also Aso
spasm and myopia, Is met to small proportion, increasing from about 1.5 in Standard I to about 3.5
in Standard VII."

Lewis, Francis Park. The vision of the school child. In American school hygiene
association. Proceedings, 1916, p. 131-3C.

A Lao in New York State Journal of medicine, 16:406-89, October, 1916.

Luckieslr, M. Safeguarding the eyesight of school children. Illuminating engineer-
ing society. Transactions, 10: ]81 -201, no. 2, 1915. illus.

131bliography7-e. 199-201.
Also in American school board journal, 50:13-15, 67-72, June, 1915.
Reprinted.
Rdstime of requirements used as basis for Code on school lighting of the committee on school lighting.

Lyster, Robert A. School of hygiene. 2d ed. Baltimore, Md., Warwick & York.
388 p. Illus.

Part I The school building. Chapter IV, Lighting.
l'art I I. The scholar. Physical training and the laws of health.
Chapter I. School fittings (desks, blackboards, etc.).
Chapter II. Postures.
Chapter III. The eyes apd eyesight.
Part III. Medical supervision and school medicine and surgery.
A practical handbook with convincing conclusions by an experienced Vnglish publio-health officer.

Massachusetts commission for the blind. School problems of defective sight. Meth-
ods of investigation, eye tests, school eye records. etc. In its Eighth annual

. report, 1914, p. 48.

Newman, Sir George. Annual report of the chief medical officer of the board of
education, London.

Annual Issues 1909-1917, covering England and Wales. Comprehensive surveys of the physical
condition of school children distinguished by freshness and authenticity so obviously lacking In the
majority of American reports,

Summaries and conclusions of medical Offieere reports for individual " areas" are Oven. The pre-
sentation of the sulec ts in general and the discussions by the chief medical officer are always highly
significant and authoritative.

The following quotations are from the annual report for 1915: "So far as the figures In the school
medical officers reports may be accepted as a basis of calculation it would appear that the percentage
of children with defective vision in attendance at elementary schools i is approximately 30, and that
in I7Tter cent of the chi Ore: :he exitenitdof the defecttindicates=tneeel of treatmhemit." (p. 34.)

most stegilii:Yol)ifttlicieehoot ts
regard

(o) To secure for 417 school
obviously

an
adequate examination by appropriate metheals of thdlr eyesight (external diseases of the eve, squint
vision, and physical or mental oondltions accompanying eyestrain); (b) early and effective treat-
ment of diseases or defects; (c) the proper and adequate following up of these cases; (d) the removal .
of all condlUons or habits in school or home which are injurious to eyesight." (p. 3.5.)

" A study ofthe reports of the school medical officers leads to the conclusion that the percentage of
children suffering from detective vision Is not decreasing as It should. We mend the ailing child
with greateripoiduity and expenditure than latterly, but we do not stop the manufacture of nee(
cases. ItiallitIsfactory to see theincreased attention *being Ova to this Serious defect, and the larger
place that it occupies in school medical workthe great I mprovement In organisation of ophthalmic
work in the schools, the establishment of eye-eenters In rural districts and the provision of epeeist
classes. and schools for children defective In vision but the reel solution to the problem has yet to he
attempted, and it must be attempted on preventive linesbetter lighting, better educational methods
from the hygienic point of view, and mach less strait of the delicate and growing vision of the child."
(P1). 35, 36.)

Parson, Agnes A. Report on the possible effect of needlework on the eyes of young
children, shown by a comparison of entre of-refriction in "entrants" at age of
5 and "leavers" at age of 12 of both Ilexes. School hygiene, 4: 35 -37, February,
1913. tables.

Children at age of 6 apparently start school with boys and girls apparently haring much the same
number of eye defects, the girls' figure being 0.93 per cent, lower than boys'. In the age 12 group,
the girls have a much higher per cent, the Increase being in defects of myopia, myopic astigmatism
and mixed astigmatism. All are under same school and home coaditions.

Posey, William Campbell. School life and the care of the eyes. In his Hygiene of
the eye. Philadelphia, Lippincott, 1918. Chapter VI.

The periodic examination of arks; the hygiene of instruction as it relates to conservation of Asko;
schoolroom lighting; proper print of textbooks; proper paper of textbooks; seats; special classes for
myopes and children partially sighted from other causes.
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Pyle, Walter L., ed. A manual of personal hygiene. 6th ed. Ailadelphia,,W. D.
Saunders Co., 1915.

The hygiene of the eve, p. 169-275.
Topics discussed Include: The dangers of the kindergarten; Care of children's eyes at home: The

pernicidus influence of modern school life upon the eye; School hygiene; Construction,
interiors; Desks and seats: Blackboards; Books; Fitting and care of eyeglasses, etc.

Risley. Samuel Doty. Good vision as a factor in school progress. In Fourth inter-
national congress on school hygiene. 1913. Transactions, 3: 168-72. chart.
'A report on conclusions, from study made by- Dr. Risley, 1878-1868, of eyes of grade children

lowest to highest, Philadelphia public schools; accurate records, ages sy to 171 years, showing "the
static refraction and existing conditions of the eyes.

"The percentage curves, lased upon states of refraction at different ages, which also stood for school
progress, revealed the striking fact that while the emmetropic standard or model eye remained in
nearly uniform percentage throughout school life from QI to 171 years of age, the hypermetropic eyes
diminished and myopia ad vaneed In corresponding rant). The near sight increased from 1.77 per
cent at 91 years to 19.33 per cent at 171, while emmetropia remained In uniform percentage."

Emmetropic eyes, 9.64 per cent; more or less defective 90.36 per cent. Of these abnormal eyes,
sufficiently defective to suffer from lowered sharpness of vision, weak and painful eyes or some phase
of the symptom complex, ast henopia, upward of 60 per cent."

Royer, B. Franklin. A statistical study of the physical defects of 300,000 rural
school, children. In Fourth international congress on school hygiene. 191:1.
Transactions. 2: 519-27. tables. diagrams.

In Pennsylvania.
"Statistics upon which this analysis is based deal with a tot al of 34S.372 rural svhdol children, none

of whom reside in settlements having over 5.5e population and in fact quite 90 per cent on them are
fthildren living in the country districts or farms or in little villages. More than 210,000 of them were
found to have some defect, that is upward of 74 per cent of the children were defective.

"The total number of children examined woo 305, 373: these basing defective vision, 82,154: defective
in both eyes, 56,749."

The shove analysis omits children tinder eand over 16 years of age.

Sharman, Jacob Albright. Report of Committee on prevention of blindness and
conservation of vision. in National edsecation association. Journal of pro-
ceedings and addresses. 1912. Published by the Association. 1912. p. 1306 -12.

Lines of inquiry covered in i his report of the N.ational (ducat ion association are:
"1. The amount of light admitted into the schoolroom and the direction from which it comes.
"2. The effect of a shiny surface, whether the blackboard or printed page, and the passibility of

getting rid of it.
"3. The size and clearness of type and t he lint of the paper used.
"4. The use to which the eyes are put and the reduction in t he amount so as to prevent eynet rain.
"S. The prevention of progresSive near sight h3; limiting-the use of the eyes for close work.
"6. The correction of focal defects in so far as school authorities can aet or snuggest. "

Terman, Lewis Madison (and Hoag, E. B.): The hygiene of vision. In their Hygiene
of the school child. Boston [etc.]. Houghton Mifflin co., [1914]. p. 245-S1.
figs. tables.

Selected references: p,2:9si.
states.; "Tests of vision in the school should be made by teacher; and school nurses. This not only,'

results in a great saving of expense, but . gives the teachers the intimate knowledge which they
need to have regdrding the eye condit 'onset their pupils."

N. B. Burnham says, for myopes, examination by "competent oculists."

SOME EYESIGHT CONDITIONS.

ASTIGMATISM.

Burnham, William Henry. Astigmatism and brain work. Pedagogical seminary,
25: 225-38, September; 1918.
Bibliography: p.2:37-38. Historic, in part. Reprinted.
Dr. Burnham states n hls cenclusionli "(2) Almost everybody has some degree of astigmatism; more

than 90 percent Mall eyes, probably more than 95 per cent, are to some degree astigmatic.
(6) Children should he tested for satigniatism at theteginning of school life. The common practice

of testing for other detects of vision and not for astigmatism is very unfortunate."
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MYOPIA.

115

(Burnham, William Henry.) Myopia. In Monroe. Paul, ed . A cyclopedia of education.
1:01. 4 :360-362.

References.
' With the net result of mndexn investigat ions hakbeen shown t hat heredity is the primary rause of

myopia: . . and that the school and near work are only In %secondar way responsible. II is a
significant fact for hygiene that probably from Into 2.1 per cent of the children in any school are likely
to have this defect or else a tendency to it and it is necessaty In make the conditions hygienic fur such
myopic eyes. They should be tested by competent oculists.

Cornell, Walter Stewart. The prevalence of eye defects in school children t In his
IIealth and medical inspection of school children .. . 1912. p. 578-501 tables.

Harman, Nathaniel Bishop. 'The eyes of our children. London, Methuen & Co.

(1916: first pub. 19101. 119 p. figs. tables.
.Author states: Short sight is never, or hardly ever, present at birth. I t is rare at 5 years of age.

It usually twins during school life, and increases more or less from year to year during the pericd of
growth. It sometimes continues to increase after growth is completed."

in &study of 2,560 London school children who had bad vision, 65 per cent were It yper met ropic anrj.22
per cent myopic.

The table shows that myopia "come, on during school life and inerepses in frequency and in degree
with each year of school age."
-Favors light ing from left-hand side of classroomsone large windows exl end in I feet above the

floor to the clear level of the ceiling and from the hind wall forward for a fit irds of the wall.
Where obscured glass is used, blunted, never ground glass. 'Skylights given t, but . . the,
are cold in winter, hot in summer, and dirt y at a:I times."

For wall.; "a pale gray or green tint serves best."
The chapter on reading gives the Brit ish association's --standard t ypegraphical table" for scale of

print and sparing and relation of lines, for children of different ages.
Chspt ors on writing, sewing, handicraft, and drawing prohibit all pens, copy books, slates, and pen-

cils from t he infant's school, sewing, for short-sighted children at any age: the child with ordinarily
healthy eyes may do any handicraft.

Lewis, Francis Park. Sight saving and' brain building. In Fourth international con-
gress on school hygiene, 1913. Transactions. 5:56-62.

Gives t he following definite formulation of Dr. Dufour:
(I) In all schools the number of near-sighted pupils increases from class to class.
(2) The average degree of short-sightedness increases from class to class. . .

(II The number of shortsighted pupils increases with the increase in school demands.

(The study of myopia in the schools of Glasgow, Scotland.) School hygiene, 8:147-148,
December, 1917. tables.

Widmark , Johan. The decrease of short-sightedness in secondary schools for boys in
Sweden. In Papers on school hygiene, published by the Royal Swedish com-
mittee on the Fourth international. congress on school hygiene, 1913. p. 8-25.
tables. diagre.
With Increasing school grade, first to upper seventh inclusive, nearolghtedness of pupils increased

with grade from class to class: 'unquestionable increase es shown by figures, and a greater prevalence
of neatssightedness in the "classical" than the "modern" school, a school with both these skies of
education having a slightly less percentage of nearsighted pupils than the classical school.

In all the state secondary- schools for boys Ip Sweden'br. Widinark'Shows steady decrease In the
percentage of short-aighiedness In the highest chives, from 1995 to 1906. He sittributes this decrease to,
first, the improvement in the lighting of looms and in the printing of the books used by pupils, and that s

the Inftuenoeot these changes Is of effect In the homesalan eyestrain In home study being fawned.
The abandonment of old gothic types Is a significant factor In book Milanupon the eyes of students.

,r

SQUINT.

Hendersoo, W. E. Causation and treatment of squint. Medical officer, April 10,

1915.
From Dr. Henderson's Seventh annual report, Wilt nsereisid.

.1`
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Neave, Edward F. M. Squint in school children_ Child, 4:705-708, June, 1914.
tables. ,./
Of Manchester, land.
School conditions not responsible for production of squint. Boys more commonly affected than

girls. Out of 498 boys, 24, or 4.8 per cent, had squint; out of 491 girls, 17. or 3.4 per cent. Left eye more
frequently affected than richt. In 272 cases, 163 with left eye affected, In the majority of cases
squint appeared before ,chool age. Of these Children, 88 per cent had been affected.

Spence, J. E. Squint and defective vision in school children. School hygiene,
6:71-81, May, 1915.. tables.
England, Cumberland count y.
Records of the vision of 3,322 children available between ages 12 and 14.
Findings: (I) Greater incidence of visual defects among girls. (ffi Greater percentage of defects in the

left eye.
These differences do not exist at birth; have been observed by school medical officers elsewhere and

by gphthalmic surgeons: must he due to some cause between birth and age of 12 years.
s.

' TRACHOMA.

Leupp, Constance D. Removing the blinding curse of the mountains. World's work,
'28:426 -430, August, 1919.
The U. S. Public healt5sNervice in the Appalachians. Study and report of the eyes of 70;000 school

children.

Power, William T. The treatment of trachoma. In Amelican school hygiene asso-
ciation. .Proceedings, 1917, p. 253-256. to- t.

F glowing brief historic sketch of introduction of trachoma into Europe, Dr. Power states that, de-
spite the " general clamor " regarding the "appalling prevalence of this affection among school children,"
to which he also has "added his voice," true trachoma is of infrequent occurrence, if not actually a "rare
disease": and that "the disease that is so very prevalent among our school children and which we have
been diagnasticating as trachoma . . . Is for the most part follicular conjunctivitis.

"While it is true that this disease is communicable, Its results are seldom if ever serious."

Williams, Anna Wessels, and others. Trachoma and allied conditions- in New York
school children. Journal of infectious diseases, March, 1911.
A study of 1000 schogichIldren. During the past four years "no cases of conjunct Iva' affection

Answering in their entirety to tho classic descriptions of trachoma were found " in the 60 public schools
lower Ran side. "None of the 3,000 and more cases of follicular affections in these children have (level-

, opedcicatrical changes due to the infections; on the contrary, the great majority of them now present
normal conlunctivitis, chiefly due to (a' the carrying out of treatment such as ophthalmia schools and
school clinics, summer camps, mothers' dxmonstration classes, home Instructions and 'follow -up' work.
(b) More minute rare of acute. a s well as chronic, cases. . . . (c) Nonoperative procedure in a large
number of cases formerly operated."

N. B.For further study of trachoma in school children%* U. S. Public health service: Reprint 101,
196, 2/3 ( Kentucky); reprint 220 (Georgia and Tennessee); reprint 207 (North and South Carolina);
reprint 198 (Virginia and West Virginia); reprint 113 (Cebu, P. I.): reprint 241 (Porto Rico).

SCHOOLROOM LIGHTING.

Alger, Ellice M. The relation of illumination to scholastic visual efficiency and
/ health. In American school hygiene association. Proceedings, 1916, p. 145-50.
Nash, Elwin H. T. School lighting. School hygiene, 5: 1-23, February, 1914. figs.

Daylight and artificial.
A oomparative study, England, United States, etc. '

-

New York City. Superintendent of school buildings. Lighting pi classrooms. A

study of natural and artificial illumination and standards de6ved. In hie Report
for 1913. p. 55.' -

Aim is American architect, September, 1915. p. 170.

4
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NATURAL LIGHTING.

Bete lle, James O. Some details of schoolhouse planning. American school hoard
journal, 54: 19-20, April, 1917. illus.

The use of "factory ribbed glass" in all schoolhouse windows except a few of the lower panes as
adopted In a number of Newark, N. I., new schools.

Another says of this glass, that "besides the advantage of practically never having to be.cleaned
and polished, it has a refractive quality, which reflects and diffuses the light in the classroom. . ,

Where it has been installed, the classroom can be used when Ihe sun is shining directly against the
windows without lowering the window shades or discomfort to the pupils."

The daylight illumination of schools. Illuminating engineer, July, 1914.
Reprinted in School world, 16: 342-47, September, 1914. *figs.

Luckiesh. M. Lighting in public buildings. In his The lighting art ... let ed.
New York. McGraw-Hill hook co.. 1917. p. 158-61.

"Records show that the percentage of school children possessMg defective vision increases with
their age under improper lighting and decreases under proper lighting.

" ilateral light Mg appears to be satisfactory for roomtless than 20 feet in width."

Rapeer, 'Louis Win. The case against sunilateral lighting. Anatrican school board
journal, 57: 33-34, Jilly, .191.8.

Author's solution of the lighting of school houses: Place high, email windows our the blicktmards
on the right side 0/ pupils, perhaps the sire of and directly opposite the upper sashes on the left. Place
these on pivots at top and bottom If they open into a hall and on hinges, opening inward from the
toprif outside windows." "In places where author had studied similar ligh tinrirr in the New York
training school for teachers for throe years, no shadows were observable."

Overhead lighting may be used with clan, although not necessary.
Rear windows also to be used, not hill length but "same kind of sashes a9 described for the right."

Recommends, then, "throe-sided lighting of classloms."

Standardizing lighting and ventilation in public schools. Journal of educa-
tion, 84: 451-54, November 9, 1916.

From personal studies Dr. Rapeer recomntends: "1. Lighting principally from the left of the
pupils by maths of large double-sash windows, reaching from the rear of the room (within one foot),
entirely to the ceiling, and without break except for window weight boxes and frames forward to
within six feet of the front of the room, the bottom to be no higher than four feet from the floor (peso.
Orally one large window on the loft, about 24 feet long).

"2. Windows high on the right, opposite to and the same size as the upper sashes of the left-hand,
windows described.

"These would be single-sash windows with blackboards beneath along the entire right-hand side
of the pupils .. .

"3. Windows at the rear of the same site and as close together as on the...right and the upper
mho on the left."

Investigations (Ayres and Te.rman, Springfield and Denver) show that "teachers practically
universally loweLthe lighting efficiency of windows far below the desirable number of candle powers
by tiling to keep shades rolled up whenthe sun is not shining in. One-third of all the light of a
room comes in at the upper one-fourth of the window."

Short history of investigations on the natural lighting of schools. Illuminating
engineer, 7: 27-30, January, 1914.

ARTIFICIAL LIWITING.

Alt, Harold Lynn. Electric lighting. American school board journal, 53: 21-22,
October, 1916. figs.

Also in Ms Mechanical equipment of school buildings ... to 1918.1 p. 99103.

England. Illuminating engineering society . . . Report (1913).
Two years ago a Joint committee of Illuminating engineering experts and eduaUonal and medical

authorities was appointed In England to Investigate the artificial lighting of schools. Facilities uwere,
panted by the London education department for experiments and observations to be made respecting
gas and electric I igh ti ng In siveral of ts schoolrooms T ho conclusion to far reached by thO committee
are embodied In a preliminary report which has Just been published by the Illuminating engineering
society in England.
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The terms of reference included both daylight and artificial lighting but the lot ter was to be firstdealt with. --
The report first remarks that the intensity of Illumination necessary in ,titoolrooms depends on

the nature of the work to be done, and a dist Inet ion may be drawn between the needs of children find
those of adults. The needs of the children were chiefly considered. and as a result of the experi
ments it is suggested that

la For ordinary clerical work (reading, writing, etc.), the minimum illumination measured at
any*desk where the light is required should not fall below 2 foot-candles ( Four members of the
committee favored a nartimum of 2.1 foot-candles.)

(h) For special work (art classes, drawing offices, workshops, and stitching with dark materials,
etc.), a minimum of 4 foot-candles is desirable.

(e) For assembly rooms.'etc., and for general illumination there should he a minimum of I foot-
candle meusuretron a horizontal plane (feet 3 inches from the floor.

The question of the permissible diversity factor remains to Ile considered. .

In regard to needlework only coarse work on white material should Is. executed I. artificial light
in schools. the minimunl itt this case being the same as for (a J.

The respective merits of direct. indirect. and sentidireet lighting were all investigated but the
above standards of illumination were provisionally adopted irrespective of method.

Ferree, C. E. The problem of lighting in its relation to the eiticietic .4 the eye.
Scienc e'. 11, S. 40: 84-91. July 17. 1913.

Ad read before the American philosophical society of Philadelphia, .t pril 4.1913 (with some changes),
Also in, with eha eta, Fourth international tsongress on school hygiene. 1913. Transactions, .1:111-64.
TUle Efficiency of the eye under different systems of lighting.
Four systems. Daylight. Indirect. Semiindirect. hired.

Ke 'flu's. Glare turd the student's life. Scinsul It gione . II -211. 1,ebruary.
Iso in American Journal of school hygiene, 2: 39-49, March. tals.
eprinto47

Gives as absolute rule that No naked filament, mantle or fiance should be permitted, nor any source
of liOst-erith greater intrinsic brilliancy than three foot candles per square inch."

In placing blackboards, excessive contrast, as from a white wall behind, is objectionable. The
blackboard Is a noticeable source of glare in teaching.

Eye strain doe to glare becomes obtrusive after the t welfth year.

Luckiesh, M. Glare in school illuminating. American school board journal. 48:
22-23, 66-68, April. 1914.

Powell. A. L. Artificial lighting of schoolrooms. In American school hygiene
association. Proceedings. 1916. p. 150-411. tables. figs.

Study of different kinds of artificial lighting.

CODE OF LIGHTING SCHOOL BUILDINGS. UNITED STATES.

Illuminating engineering society. Committee on school lighting. Report on Code
of lighting schools. Its Transactions. 13: 185-200, April 30, 1918. illus. figs. .4
tables.

Chairman, M. Lucktesh.
Code, p. 157-200.

Final draft of the first edition of the Code published August 30,1917.
See also American school board journal, SO: 37-38,51-52, April, 19114.

- Committee on school lighting. Code of lighting school buildings. New York,
N. Y., copyright 1918 by Illuminating engineering society. 18 p. figs. ilium
tables.

Chairman, M. Lucklesh.

REGULATIONS AND LAWS.

Berkowitz, J. 1l. Standardization of medical inspection facilities. A contribution
to modern schoolhouse planning. Washington, Government printing office,
1919. 22 p. illus. charts. phins. 8°. (Bureau' of Education. Bulletin,
1919, No. 2.)
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Cooper, Frank Irving, romp. Chiirt showing status of regulation of schoolhouse con-
struction in the United States in the year 1915. (Department of the Interior.
Bureau of Edneation.1

States having. 1913. regulations in force that affect the lighting of schoolrooms
Light ( air-floor space): California. Delaware. Idaho, Indiana, Louisiana, Maine: Massachusetts,

Minnesota. Montana. New Jersey. NOV York, North Dakota. Ohio. Pennsylvania. South Dakota,

Texas. Utah, Vermont. Virginia. AVisconsin, 20.
Artificial lighting: iidiana. Maine. Maryland. Minnesota. Montana. New York, Ohio. Vermont,

Wisconsin. 9.
Windows! Delaware. Indiana. Louisiana. Minnesota. North Dakota. Ohio. Wisconsin. 7.

Black boards: Arizona. Indiana. Maine. Minnesota. Montana. New Jersey. New York. South Dakota,

Vermont. 9.
Desks and seats: Arizona. Indiana. Minnesota. Neiw York. Ohio, South Dakota, Utah. Vermont,

Virginia. AVisconsin.
Window dunks: Indiana Vermont.?
(II points' Indiana. I.

Marks. 1. II School buildings. Illuminating engineering miety. Transactions,
11:12 -i6. February 10, 191 G.
A tort of author's article: Lighting legisla I Inn

SOME TYPES OE SCHOOLROOM LIGHTING.

uNILATF.RAL LIGHTING.

A group school and stadium. The San Diego high school. \ merles!' school hoard
journal, 53:54-57. November. 1916. illus. plans.

Main study hall is lop-lighted.
Manual arts building "is equipped a ith continuous sawtooth roofs urilinge.1 with skylights having

a northern expostire."

Bruce, William C. Some new schoolhouses in Chicago kmerican school board iour-

nal, 43:22-27, Nox.ember. 1911.
The Mozart. Nicholas Senn high. Hyde Park high. Illus. plans.
The classrooms receive their principal light from east and west. anti every classroom receives sun-

light.

East Orange, N. J. Washington school. .1merican school board journal. 44:19, 20,

.1pril, 1912. illus. plans.
All classrooms have unilateral lighting and prismatic glass in upper sash.

Hanson, W. L. Two unit elementary schools. America-! :chord board journal,
53:31--32, October, 1916. li's. plans.

The Charles Elliott Perkins and the North Hill Schools. Classrooms all have north lighting.

Hiawatha school. American school board journal, 52:20, 21, April. 1916. illus.

plans.
Twelve classroom... each with a built -In wardrolw. Unilateral lighting.

Hines, Linnaeus Neal. 'An experiment in lighting. In American school hygiene

.6,,ociation. Proceedings, 1910. Springfield, American physical education ate-
view. 1910. p. 116-19_

The Tuttle school, Crawfordsvilk, Ind.; an aroom schoolhouse having no windows save on the

north side.

[New Castle high school.) American school board journal, 55:30-31, 32, 85, August,
1917. illus. plans.

Has 62 classrooms; gymnasium; auditorium. seating 1.200persons: all rooms have unilateral light.

Ing; 2 large Inner courts give direct lighting to gymnasium and auditorium. auditoritun having Oil-

ing light Mart glass measuring 6.50 square feet.
Cost, not including movable furniture. $225,000.

Oberholtzer, E. E. Tulsa's system of hnilding schools: American school board jour-

nal, 54:26, 66-66, April, 1917. illus. plans.
"The wilt buildings consist of 2 individual schoolrooms each, own, together with their aoomeoriap

well grbuped about an entire city block so as to loon a Wallow and square used a playground. The
buildings are placed around the outside of the black, three unit, on side." .

Classrooms are Unilaterally lighted, facing the outside of the square; space of 7 feet petween mite.
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[Oliver School, Lawrence, Mase.1 American school board journal, 57: 39;40, 79, Sep-
tember, 1918. illus. plans.

Built in 1918; contains 36 classrooms, 12 for primary and 24 for grammar grades. "Arrangement
of the plan is such that every room where classes assemble, hall, every teacher's room and the admin-
istrative offices, receive the direct mss of the sun at some time of the day." The glass area is equal
"in every case to 20 per cent of the floorarea of the class rooms, with light on but one side of the room."

Pavlista, J. A. A model schoolhouse. American school board journal, 44:30-31, 52
April, 1012. illus. plan.

Schoolrooms are located cm the north side of building, receive north light only. Along the south
side the corridors and stairways receive the direct sunlight. In the middle of the building are the
light shafts, cloakrooms, and sanitary equipthent, two for each room, one for boys and one for girls.
The tipper portions of the center partitions are of glass, so that cloakrooms and accessories receive
an abundance of both north and south light. The light shafts, extending from the basement through
the roof, inclose the sanitary gravity ventilating ducts, water and steam pipes, downspouts, etc. .

BILATERAL AND TRILATERAL LIOHTINO.

Corwin, Richard Warren. The unit schoolhouse and its lighting. In American school
hygiene association. Proceedings, 1915. p. 131-32.

Considers the unit plan "cheaper and more sanitary. It permits the abandonment of stair con-
struction; . . . entrance to these buildings is gained by an incline. Under this plan it is pn sffile
to have the room lighted from three sides, which is far better than to light from one side only."

"Central building from which the wings are constructed is utilized for social gatherings, parent-
teacher meetings, school exercises; or any civic or social function. It is so constructed as to permit
using the wings for the accommodation of a larger number of people."

Fehring, Albert. Defects in school lighting and their remedy. American school
board journal; 54:34, April, 1917. fig.

Plan for diagonal seating In classroom having 2-side lighting, S windows.

TOP LIGHTING.

Drestilar, P. B. [The Silas Willard school, Galesburg, 111.1 In his Rural schoolhouses
and grounds. p. 100-103. plate 35, illus. plans. t Bureau of Education.
Bulletin, 1914, no. 12.) .

The assembly room Is Intended for general community use.

Kelsey, William B. The Eli Whitney school, Stratford, Conn. American school-
board journal, 49:20-21. August, 1914. illus. plans.

Lighting Is from above,'an adaptation of the saw-tooth type; each room has side windows, but
those are not used for lighting.

eDonald, A. A. One-story schoolhouses in Sioux Falls. American school- hoard
journal, 52:27-30, 91, February, 1916. illus. plan.

Bancroft school, occupied September, 1915; site comprising 2 city blocks.
Longfellow school, opened February 1, WIC sitta block and a half.
Lincoln school, on plot of ground with an old building with which it is connected by a tunnel.
Classrooms are arranged along a central court which al?o serves as assembly room.
Classrooms wider than long, have built -fn wardrobes. Receive their maln light through large

skylights; depend upon windows for auxiliary light only. "The overhead lighting Is almost Ideal
In softness and evenness."

Nida, W. L. Lighting and ventilation of schools. American school-hoard journal,
42:16-19, 40, April, 1911. illus. plane.

River Korest,111., Pim Street school, a four-room bne-story wing do future centralbullding. Saw-
tooth akylighting; "parallel ridges running east and west, the south slope of which has the usual
opaque roofing, while the north slope is of reinforced glass." The glass Is set at such an angle that

direct sun rays never strike it.

T
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Perkins, Dwight Heald. One-story school buildings. American school-board jour-
nal, 56:17-20. 77-78, .kpril, 1918. illus. plans. table.

The Holly, Mich., high and elementary school; Lincolnwood, elementary, Evanston, Ill.: Stokle,
elementary. Winnetka, Ill.: Osseo, Wis.., high and elementary.

.% other considers that top lighting is perfect if controlled. 'in these schools "each skylight has a
series of revolving shretmetal vanes which are counterbalanred and easily controlled by the teacher.

No corner or inside desk has less than a full measure of light, and shades or flowers In the windows
may be enjoyed without injury to the pupils' eyes through insufiielent light."

Rochester, N. Y. Board education. I one-story type. In its Filly -sixth annual
report, for the years 1911, 1912, 1913. p. 7;5-77.. frontis. plan, facing p. 71.

' First of its kind In the countr5 for a complete grammar school." Follows the saw-tooth skylight
plan of the one-story schoolhouse of River Forest, III., the Elm street school. (See American school
board journal, 42-16 -19, 40, April, 19111 River Forest, having found 53 per not of school chlldrep
having eye defects, blued the way, in the absence of precedents, with its skyllghted building which
it considers "a distinct advance In sanitary school architecture." The River Forest school is "a
four-room wing of a future 'central building." The Rochester school is a 15-classroom btulcling,.vrith
dcarstic science, manual training, kindergartert office), library, and assembly rooms; plunge; holler
and engine rooms.

Each room has one window and a glass door opening on the school.yard.
411

COLOR SCHEME OF SCHOOLROOMS.

Bell, -Louis.' Refiectiorb,fronanpainted surfaces. Examination of the coefficient of
different tints in its relation to indirect arid semi-indirect lighting. ,Electrical
world, 65:211-12, January, 1915. tables.

Calls attention to the fact that neon of carbon in a pule (gray) or dust on a painted surface im-
mensely decreased the Illuminating valiie.

Gardner, I I enry A, The light-reflecting value of white and colored paints . . Phila-
delphia, Educational bureau manufacturers' association of the United States,
1916. 13 p. chart. tables. figs.

" A search of the literature on illumination has produced one article which gives a series of care-
fully made photometric measurements on the reflective value of paints. This is by Louis Bell."

N. B. See Bell, Louis.
A. C. Rapp, of Pittsburgh, was the tirst-to Call attention to the necessity of a careful selection of

colors for schoolroom e In order to bring out the greatest mental and physical effort among the occupants.
The adoption of his suggestions would doubtless result in a greater efficiency in the schoolroom and a
higher degree of physical fitness among the students.

Quotes experiments on color-effects, of investigations made by Dr. L. E. Landon as follows: Black
melancholia, decreased work; red.--temporary stimulation followed by a reaction accompanied by
nervousness and headache; greenIncreased vitality, happiness; yellowuscreasod vitality, ami-
ability.

Heckel, G. B. -Colors and surfaces for schoolroom walls and ceilings. American
school-board journal, 5425-26, February, 1917.

s One of a series. "Author has an international reputation as an expert on the clAmIstry and use of
paints," for many years has been editor of the leading, technical paint journal of the United States.

Second crack: Surfaces and colon for speoal schoolrooms. A pril.
N. B. Kerr says "light neutral dove or gray or pale greenish tints."

Illuminating engineering society. Committee on glare. Interior furnishings. Its
Transactions, 10:397-402, July 20, 1915. tables.

Manna% P. G. Nutting.
Ceilings, walls, floors.

SCHOOL SEATING AND EYESIGHT. -

Alger, Ellice M. Eyesight and posture. In American school hygiene association.
Proceedings, 1916. p. 114-17.

Gould, George. Milbry. Eyestrain and occupational disease. In Fifteenth interna-
tional congress on hygiene and demography, 1912: Transactions, 3:582-604.
tables.

"Not me good school dark exist. In the United States, and every child writes with body and heed
and eyes in diseesepprodueing posture."

1110051°720-10
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THE EYESIGHT HYGIENE OF SCHOOLBOOKS.

American school hygiene aelsoa.ation. Conitnittee on the standardization of school-
books, etc. Report. In its Proceedings, 1911. Springfield, Mass., American
physical education review, 1911. p. 141 -1.1.

Bibliography: p. 144.
Also in American physical education review, 16: 254-57, April, 1911.

Bell, J. ('lark. The hygiene of reading. Child, 5: 464-70, May, 1915. tahh-,...

A survey of schoolbooks, p. 468-70.
This survey is a study of paper, type, and intervacing. In the 116 examined, paper a as found

"unsatisfactory" in 23; the hpacity, in 42. "As a percentage of typo measurements": of height.
"unsatisfactory," 10.5; of breadth, t43; "very uasatisfactory," of height, 827 of breadth, 01. " a per-
tentage of books": of height, "unsatisfactory," 49; of breadth, 4u; "very unsatisfact or y," height, 53;breadth, 59. Int erspacing, books, "unsatisfactory," 49; measurements, "unsatisfactory," 69. Finaltables relate to lines.

British association for the advancement of science. Committee, appointed to inquire
into the influence of schoolbooks upon eyesight. Report --Schoolbooks a
eyesight. In its Report, 1912. p. 295-305. tables.

Appendix. .Vote on technical terms used in this Report. p. 306.
Supplement. Specimens of type. p. 307-18.
Chairman, Dr. George A. Auden. Secretary, O, F. Daniell. Committeeappointed, 1911.
Revised Report. In same, 1913. p. 26S-88 (involving substantialalterations).
Appendix (tame). p. 289-90.
Supplement (same). p. 291 -3(8).
Oculist sub-committee report.
Hygienic requirements with which schoolbooks should conform. typographical tables.
To the typographicalsect ion of the Report, revised since orkinal presentation ,TOntri but ions have

been made by "oculists, school mantes! ofncere. directors of education, teachers, publishers:printers,and type founders."
This Report is in pamphlet form. 1913. 33 p.

Daniell, G. F. Schoolbooks and eyesight in relation to open-air education. In
Kelynack, T. N., ed. Yearbook of open-air schools. . 1915. vol. 1. 105-10.
illus.

Standard typographical table (revised July, 1913), p. 108.

Huey, Edmund Burke. Hygienic requirements in the printing of books and papers.
ti his Psychology and pedagogy of reading. New York, .Macmillan co., 1916.
p. 406-18.

GLARE FROM PAPER.

British association for the advancement of science. Committee on schoolbooks and
eyesight.. School world (London), 17: 369-70, October, 1915. fig.

Report preluded 'at the Birmingham meeting, 1913. During the last two years Investigations
have been made in order to obtain an objective measurement of the gloss of paper, A. P. Trotter, of
the commi Gee, having &Maned new form of gloss tester, and foruse in carrying out tests with books
and writing papers used In schools.

This gloss tenter is described in the above -named article.

Illuminating engineering society. Committee on glare. Papers and inks. Its Trans-
actions, 10: 379-87, July 20, 1915. tables.

Chairman, Y, G. Nutting.

Ingersoll, L. R. A means to measure the glaze of paper. Outline of the theory and
construction of the glarinacler . . . Electrical world, 68; 645-47, March 21,
1914. figs. tables. dewo'44/k.nt
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Luckiesh, NI. An analysis of glare from paper. Electrical review and western
electrician, June I, 1912. figs.

Atm in Scientific. American supplement, ;ft: 1711, September Et, 1913.
g' s

Reprinted.
A study, with measurements of ' the distribut ion of brightness across t he glarespot on the paper."

Glare from paper. In Fourth international l'Imgrw+ on school hygiene, 1913.
Transact ions. 5: :365 GS.

Reprinted.
Author states there has been as yet no concerted movement inaugurated for the elimination of

glossy paper from general use: the greatest progress toward its elimination 'will arise from a con-
certed demand for the use of nengime paper."

MALNUTRITION AND EYESIGHT.

Snell, A. C. Phlyctenular keratitis, a common ocular manifestation of improper
diet in children. Dietetic and hygienic gazette, 27. 16-21, January, 1911.

The disease "is nearly always a manifestation of malnutrition . . . often caused directly by
improper feeding and lack of good air."

EYESIGHT AND RETARDATION.

Carhart, William Merle. Retardation in school from refractive errors. In American
school hygiene association. Proceedings, 1917. p. 290.96. tables.

In his conclusions regarding eyesight and retardation among New York Cit,'s school children, Dr.
Carhart says: Retardation In school has as one of its principal causes the existence of refractive
errors In the eyes of the school children ;" an I t hat there fs no more brillant success in school hygiene
than the results in improving the eyesight and in relieving the eyestrain which follow proper correo-
t. ion of refractive error in children.

Mann, Frederick J. Eyestrain and retardation in school life. School and society,
3: 33-36, January 1, 1916.

Noyes, Guy L. Thd relation of sight and hearing to early school life. Columbia,
Mo., University of Miesouri, 1914. 34 p. cliagrs. S° ( University of Missouri
bulletin, v. 15, no. 3, medical ser. 5.)

Shaw, J. Holbrook. Some important ocular conditions found in backward children
with report of cases. In Fourth international congress on school hygiene, 1913.
Transactions, 5: 114-23 tables. figs.

Among conclusions are:
The investigation of backward children Indicates that ocular defects are most important as a cause

of retardation.
Hypermetropia should be corrected earls .
There is a form of am8Isopla among children which is little understood.

Weasels, Lewis C. Defective vision in school children from an economic standpoint.
In Fourth international congress on school hygiene, 1913. Transactions, 5: 78-
85. tables. illus.

In Philadelphia, Pa. Says the author: " We now refract over 201 eases a year. If we ease each
one of these children but one year during its entire school life, we will save the pity over 687,000
annually, not counting the child's time and its increased efficieno . So the furnishing of free s
to school children is not a charity per se, but is a duty and an economic problem."

Williams, Edward R. Eyestrain in school children. In . r: erian school hygiene
association. Proceedings, 1917. p. 283-90.

Primary and grammar school children treated in the Boston city hospital, in majority, with a few
private oases used for compgrison, and a few high-school pupils. The children divided into normal,
and retarded, for school grade. In grade, 62 per cent; 1 grade behind, 22 per cent; 2 grades behind,
14 par cent.
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CONSERVATION OF VISION CLASSES.

Boston. School committee. Semi blind children. In its Annual report, 1913. p. 54.
(ass for semibilnil schoolchildren of Roston organised April 3, 1913, Thornton Street school.

"The only school in the country doing this particular thing." Teacher from Perkins Institute.
S,e some, 1915. p. 70.

An experienced oculist has oversight of the work; assmblisi in tine center, Roxbury; 21 children
in 7 classes: the 2 teachers are of Perkins Institute training.

See 30 mr, 11)17. p. 34.
I tins, centers for this work

'Campbell, Nituion A. The public sthool pupil with partial eyesight. In American
school hygiene aisstaation. Proceedings, 1917. p. 92-97.

First sight conservation class was organised in Boston in 1913." Cleveland followed a few months
later.

"Sight-saving classes attempt to coml line the most modern methods of isliiest ion with the soundest
principles of sight conservation.

"Sight-saving classes have three well-defined aims: (I) To instruct these pupils as itn the least pos-
sible eyestrain: (2) to train each child to conserve his own vision by teaching him exactly what he
may and what he may not do; and (3) to provide him with such vocational guidance and, if neccssaly, ,
vocational training as will enable him to fit into the community with the greatest advantage to him-
self and to his associates."

Oncinnati, Ohio. !Board of education.] conservation of \ i1411,a. Ire ils Eighty-
seventh annual report, school year ending .August 31,1910. p. 75,76; 255 -25S; 293.

Under direction of It. II. Irwin, of Cleveland, work on the partially blind ehildren "has been so
organized, systematized, and related to the work for seeing children," that they, as well as the totally
blind under same director, urn making in most cases the same rate of school progress as the seeing
children.

At the Sands school are two classes for the totally blind and one for the partially blind, and one
for the partially blind at the bloom and at the Jackson schools. One for mental defecti totally
blind, at Special school No. 3.

Standards for admission proposed by a local committee of oculists were adopted in May, 1i111: S
following a conk:race arranged by the chief medical Inspector.

General rules d regulations have been published for the guidance of teachers and nurses, and
that they might tter understand the handicaps of their pupils. br. Edward King gave a course
of lectures for teach normal-school girls In training, covering the anatomy of the eye, funda-
mental principles In optics, e

N. B. .t distinct innovation sass the physical examination Wall children in the schools for the
' blind and conservation of vision classes. This examination was the basis for Intensive medical,

surgical, orthopedic, and gymnastic treatment.
Frees Eighty-eighth annualreport, p.989.

S

Cleveland, Ohio. Superintendent of schools. klaas for the conservation of violent.
./0 his Annual report, school year 1913-14. p. 51-54.

Opened, in 1913, at Waverly school; special textbaks being prepared in Clear face heavy font."
Work is oral, written, and manual.

Defects of eyesight in two classintadons: (1) Opacities, etc., either congenittil or the result of Ice
flammatim of the cornea or abnormalities of t6e lens. (2) Progressive myopia.

The children aro kept under close observation by the medical inspection dekrtment. " Many
children now bringing on conditions In their school work which will result in blimpess In later life
will be relieved front eyestrain to such an extent that the defect may-be largely coritcted."

R. B. Irwin, special teacher of the blind, has undertaken to supply We children +/WI the regular
school texts In 86-point bold-face type.

Green, John, r. The need of special classes for children with defective eight. Modern.
medicine,-1: 257-262, July, 1919. Illus.

Dr. Green states: "Ohio leads In this wort with clase /or the serolsightal in seven cities: Alliance,.
Ashtabula, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Lorain, Mansfield, and Toledo. Massachusetts bib provided
speciaLcisases In Banos, Cambridge, Lyon, Woteester. and New Bedford; New York In Buffalo
sod Rochester; and Michigan in Detroit.
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Hathway, Winifred. Manual for conservation of vision classes. A manual to assist in
the establishment and conduct of classes for conservation of ision. New York.1919.
108 p. Illus. ( National committee for the prevention of blindness publications.no. 18.)

Theinost valuablemintmuliiitn on the stiNect yet published; is historic, filled with dom.( thew orb
of the conservation of practical operation, and suggestions.

list of large-type books available: p. MG- 1117. Those ore obtainable from Robert Ire in, Departmend of the Blind, Board of Education, Cleveland, Ohio.

Irwin, R. It. Classes. for the conservation of vision. Ohio teacher, 37- Sep-
19111. tables.

New York City. Superintendent of schools. Sight conservation classes. Ill his
Nineteenth annual report, 11)1(1-17. Reports on special classes. p. 62-1-1.

.tithorized, January, 1916; 4 in Manhattan, 3 in rooklyn. September, an additional numberla opened in rich borough, and one in both queens t 1 The Bronx.
Infectious eve clinic. p. 66-67.
From September, 1916, to June, 1917, 238 children tu itted to the Infectious eye disease cla;ses, atotal enrollmeht of 1,318 sill(e the opening of these clasSes in September, 1912 Public school no. 65,Nlanhattun.

(Infectious eye disease -rlasse..1 fa his Nineteenth anticl report,1916- 17. Reports on special classes. p. (A- (17.
In Public school no. 65, Manhattan, opened September, 1512.
Ungraded classes; children's eyes United daily by the nurse, at the LIS p. m. clinic. tine sessionday, with recreation period 10.30 to 11.30 and recess, lunch, 11.30 to 12 m.
Total admitted to date, 1,318 children.

.V011 Sholly, Anna 1. Ophthalmia schools for the pTvention of trachoma and otherinfectious eye diseases. Lt Fourth international congretv, on school hygiene,
191:1. Transactions, 5: 10 1- lot,

In Octoher,1912, two classes in close connection with health department, 'started In lower east side,New York; this* days a - ek, a health department ophthalmologist holds clinic. AU the childrenwith, eye disease from so} 0 60 public and parochial schools are either sent or brought in squads bythe school nurse for treatment; these children, who formerlly would have been excluded, are at coostransferred to the infectious eye diseases classes, their principals being notified by printed post card.Children in tho classes are given treatment twice daily by nurse under the doctor'sprescribed dine.tills.
Up to June 20,1913 (7), nine school months, 312 pupils had passed through the ophthalmia school;when school closed, June 28, there were about 25 children in the classed, some ready for discharge: allthe others were discharged cured. Only throe returned after discharge with recurrence of the disease.Shortest stay in class *as tWo days; longest, the entire nine months.
The health_department reports, 1912, showed of the 700,000 school children,'33,860 as having duringthe year suffered from contagious conJunctivitis,and

15,245 from so-called trachoma.

MYOPE SCHOOLS, LONDON, ENGLAND.
Harman," Nathaniel Bishop. Sight caving schools. ' Scikiel hygiene, 10:1-14,Nfarch;"29/9.

Records of the shortlighted children show two-thinis to be proper myopes, and that 1 In every 3is shortaighted4by reason of a congenital defect of the oyes or because of damage done by some earlyattack of Inflammation.
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Allport, Frank, instructions for the examination of school children's eyes, ears, etc.,
100; modified Snellen chart, 99; on detection of defects in vision of school children,
34-35.

American Posture Leziguel opinions, 71-72.
American School Hygiene Association, educational hygiene and prophylaxis, 31;

standardization of school boob, 26-27.
Artificial light, problem, 17-18. -

Atropine, directions for applying ointment, 92; prevention of poisoning, 47.
Ayres, Dr., on physical and mental records of children in New York City schools, 9.
Birkenhead, England, notice of defective vision, 90.
Blackboards, factors in production of eyestrain, 19-21.
Boston, special classes for semiblind, 39-40; vision tests and percentage of defects

in public schools, 11.
Brighton England, notice of defective vision, 91.
British Association for the Advancement of Science, report on the influence of school-

books upon eyesight, 25-26; specimens of type, 59-67; standardization of text-
books, 55-66; study of the influence of school books on eyesight, 6.

Cambridge, England, notice of defective vision, 90-91.
Carhart, W. H.; on refractive errors iii New York City school children, 11-.12.
Cincinnati, Ohio, conservation of vision classes, standard for admission, 76-77; special

classes for semiblind, 40-41.
Cinematograph. See Motion pictures.
Classroom, lighting, 14-30.
Cleveland, Ohio, special classes for semiblind, 40.
Colorado, compulsory sanitary law, 51.
Conservation of vision classes, Cincinnati, Ohio, 76-77.
Correctional procedure, follow-up work, 41-44.
Defective vision, compulsory treatment, 50-54; detection, 34-41; problem, 5-13.
Desks ittid seats, influence on eyesight, 21-25; standardization, 55.
Dumferline, Scotland, record of attendance at school clinic, 92.
England, defective vision in schools, 12; provision for eyeglasses, 48-49; recording

eye conditions in school children, 80.
England and Wales, prosecutions by education authorities, 53-54.
Environment, conditions unfavorable to eyesight, 13-30.
Essex, England, directions ioi-applying atropine ointment, 92.
Eye clinics,, prescription blank, 85-86.
Eyeglasses, cost, 49-50; fitting, 48-49 objection to 42.
Follow-up work, value, 42-43.
Graphic methods, educational hygiene, 33-34.
Hamer, Dr., on defective vision during children's school life, 7-8.
Harman, Bishop, on effects of cinematograph displays on eyes of children, 29-30.
Hearing tests, 72-75.
Hoboken, N. J., modified form of prescription for school children's eye clinics, 85-86.
Hurty, J. M., on parental attitude regarding physical defects in children, 53.
Hutt, Dr., on refractive errors, 5-6.
Hygiene and prophylaxis, educational 30-34.
Idaho, defective vision in schools of Bannock County, 13.
Indiana State Board of Health, report on defective vision in rural schools, 13.
Jersey City, N. 3., special classes for semiblind, 40.
Lewis, F. P., sight saving and brain building, 6-7.
lighting, standardization in schoolhouses, 55.
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Liverpool, England, instnictions to parents, 93-96; record' form for testing eyesight,
87-88.

London, application for spectacles, 93.
McCallie test types, 9R, 105-109.
'Massachusetts, directions for teiding sight and hearing, 72-75.
Medical rooms, dimensions and equipment, 38.
Motion pictures, effect on children's eyesight, 28 30..
Nash, J. T. C., on observation and recording of eye defects in school children, 37.
New Jersey, compulsory sanitary law, 51.
New York, compulsory sanitary law, 51.
New York City, artificial lighting of school rooms, 18-19; blanks for cooperative school

.. sanitary survey, 68-71, 77-80; blanks for recording eye conditions in school cliildren,
, 81-84; cost of eyeglasses, 49-50; character of treatment for defective vision, 44;

correctional procedure, follow-up work, 41; extent of defective vision among school
children, 10; eye clinics in public schools, 45-48; medical rooms in schools, 38;
observation and recording of eye defects in school children, 37-38; paper and type
of textbooks examined, 27-28; physical and mental records of school children, 1-10;
procedure for vision tests, 36; special classes for semihlind, 39, 40; tentative syllabus
of hygiene of eye for use in public elementary schools, 31.

Newark, N. J., special classes for semiblind, 40
Newman, Sir George, on effects of cinematograph displays on eyes of children, 28-29
North Dakota, defective vision in schools of Grand Forks County, 13.
Observation and recording of defective vision in school children, 37-38.
Pennsylvania, defective vision in rural schools, 13.
Philadelphia, cost of eyeglasses, 49; prescription blank for eyeglasses, 86.
References, 112-125.
Risley, S. D., on good vision as a factor of school progress, 7.
Rural schools, defective vision, 12-13.
School books, influence on eyesight, 6, 25-28.
School children, causes and character of visual defects, 5-8: extent of defective vision,

10-13.
School clinics, 44-46.
School furniture, influence on eyesight, 21-25.
School progress, and defective vision, 8-10.
Schoolhouses, planning and construction, 54-57.
Seats'and desks, influence on eyesight, 21-25 standardization, 55.
Semiblind, special classes, 38-41.
Sewing, effect on Children's eyesight, 30.
Snellen test types, 96-104.
Sobel, Jacob, on compulsory correction of visual defects, 52.
Survey blanks, classroom illuinination, blackboards, desks, and seats, 68-72
Test charts (McCallie), 37-38.
Testing sight and hearing, directions, 72-75.
'Textbooks, examination of paper and type, New York City, 27-28; influence on

eyesight, 25-28; Mindardization, 26-27,55-57.
Type, specimens, 59-67.'
Virginia, defective vision in schools of Orange County, 13.
Vision- tads, acuity, 96-100; -directions, 72-75; procedure and, apparatus, 36; public

schools pf Boston, 11; State laws, 110-111.
Window shades, adjustment of light in schoolrooms, 16-17.
Women Principals' Association of New York, recommendations, by child-welfare

committee, 33.
Wood's, Hiram, on causes and effects of eyestrain, 35.
York, England, leaflet on care of eyesight, 89-00.
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